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ABSTRACT  

 

 This study documents Jane Frazee’s career as a teacher, an administrator, and an author.  

The aim is to survey her contributions to music education and Orff Schulwerk in the United 

States from 1960 to 2015.  The methodology includes email correspondences with Frazee, as  

well as interviews and email correspondences with her former students and colleagues.  Relevant 

books, journal articles, master’s theses, and dissertations were also reviewed.   

 Jane Frazee is an American Orff teacher, author, and a pioneer member and past-

president of the American Orff Schulwerk Association (AOSA).  She has taught music to both 

children and adults using the Orff approach for over fifty years.  Frazee has been a presenter at 

workshops, clinics, and conferences throughout the United States, as well as internationally.  Her 

essays and articles have been published in prestigious professional journals. 

The dissertation comprises six chapters, a bibliography, and appendices.  Chapter one 

presents an introduction, statement of purpose, research questions, methodology, and limitations.  

Chapter two examines the related literature.  Chapter three is an overview of Frazee’s early life, 

training, influential individuals, and her teaching of children and adults.  Additionally, her work 

with AOSA was summarized.  Chapter four discusses her role in the founding and administration 

of Orff certification and Graduate Programs in Music Education in Minnesota.  Chapter five 

explores Frazee’s role as an author and the influences of her publications in the United States.  

Lastly, chapter six summarizes the findings, the author’s concluding thoughts, and suggestions 

for future research.  The appendices consist of: a) a chronology of Frazee’s life and career, b) 
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Frazee’s publications, c) a letter from Dr. Doug Orzolek, d) the interview questions, and e) the 

keynote presenters of the Jane Frazee Distinguished Scholar/Artist Seminar from 1990 to 2015.    

Keywords: Jane Frazee, Music Education, Orff Schulwerk, American Orff Schulwerk 

Association (AOSA), Teacher, Administrator, Author 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 And so, as we conclude this investigation of the role of Orff Schulwerk in helping 

 students to comprehend—as well as to perform and create music—we realize the 

 potential of the original idea to propel us into a new world of music making and 

 understanding.  Orff Schulwerk has found a home in the world because of its universality 

 of expression and acceptance of the many ways that cultures express themselves in 

 music.  This is a timeless idea.  But it is an idea with a broader promise—to learn about 

 learning while developing musical skills and understandings. 

                     -Jane Frazee: Artful-Playful-Mindful1 

 Jane Frazee, an American music educator and Orff pedagogue, has contributed to the 

expansion of Orff Schulwerk in the United States for more than fifty years.  She has impacted the 

lives of countless children and adults through her teaching, administrative roles, and written 

publications.2  Her interpretations of Orff Schulwerk expressed in her articles and books continue 

to influence the teaching practices of music educators worldwide.  This study examined Frazee’s 

contributions to music education and Orff Schulwerk including her role in the founding and 

administration of the Graduate Programs in Music Education and Orff Schulwerk Certificate 

program at Hamline University and the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota.  In 

addition, the researcher investigated Frazee’s responsibilities as a pioneer member and past-

president of the American Orff Schulwerk Association (AOSA), a reputable workshop and levels 

course instructor, and a Fulbright Lecturer at the Orff Institute in Salzburg, Austria.    

                                                           
1 Jane Frazee, Artful-Playful-Mindful A New Orff-Schulwerk Curriculum for Music Making and Music Thinking   

(New York: Schott Publications, 2012), 82. 

2  Jane Frazee, “My Walk in the Wildflowers,” in A Walk in the Wildflowers: Essays of Orff Schulwerk Gardens, 

Vol. 1. Edited by Judith Thomas Solomon, 93-101. Cleveland: American Orff Schulwerk Association, 2011. 
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 Elementary general music teachers throughout history have developed a variety of 

pedagogical approaches to be used in both European and American music teaching.  The 

importance of music literacy, creativity, movement, and aesthetics, in addition to other musical 

skills and topics, has motivated many of these developments.  Although the specific practices 

used within each elementary teaching approach have varied, music educators have emphasized 

both musical and non-musical skills within all music classrooms.  These beliefs have been 

central aspects of the pedagogical approach that Carl Orff and his former student and associate 

Gunild Keetman devised.  As a result, the approach which has come to be known as Orff 

Schulwerk the Orff process, or the Orff approach, has appealed to American music educators, 

including Jane Frazee, since its introduction to North America in the late 1950s and early 1960s.  

 To share her interpretations of Orff Schulwerk, and provide teachers with additional 

insight and models to be used in Orff-based teaching, Frazee has compiled and written several 

books.  Jane Frazee stated in an interview with Pam Hetrick, “My work is curriculum.”3  She 

proceeds later in the same interview to support this point “A lot of what I’ve done is thinking up 

ways to get this taught, and things I felt needed to be codified.”4  The first curriculum book 

Frazee wrote, Discovering Orff A Curriculum for Music Teachers (1987) was published by 

Schott Music Corporation.5  This was only the beginning as she wrote other books published in 

future years with similar goals.  Discovering Keetman Rhythmic Exercises and pieces for 

Xylophones6 (1998), Orff Schulwerk Today Nurturing Musical Expression and Understanding 

                                                           
3 Pam Hetrick, “That’s Jane!” The Orff Echo 43, no. 4 (Summer 2011): 34-38. 

 
4 Ibid., 37. 

 
5  Jane Frazee with Kent Kreuter, Discovering Orff A Curriculum for Music Teachers (New York: Schott 

Publications, 1987). 

 
6  Jane Frazee, Discovering Keetman: Rhythmic Exercises and Pieces for Xylophones (New York: Schott 

Publications, 1998). 
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(2006),7 Playing Together An Introduction to Teaching Orff-Instrument Skills (2008),8 and 

Artful-Playful-Mindful A New Orff-Schulwerk Curriculum for Music Making and Music Thinking 

(2012).9  She has also published essays and articles in the Music Educators Journal, The Orff 

Echo, Orff Re-echoes Selections from the Orff Echo and the Supplements, and Contributions to 

Orff Schulwerk: Reflections and Directions.  Finally, Frazee has published collections of Orff 

arrangements and songs for children over the course of her career.10   

 From 1981 to 1982, Frazee was a Fulbright Lecturer at the Orff Institute in Salzburg.11  

Additionally, in recognition of her significant contributions to music teaching and her 

involvement with Orff Schulwerk and the American Orff Schulwerk Association (AOSA), she 

has been honored with several awards given by different professional music organizations.  The 

Minnesota Music Education Association’s recognitions include: Classroom Music Teacher of the 

Year 1986-87; President’s Award in recognition of service and dedication to music education in 

Minnesota 2000; and MMEA Hall of Fame 2007.12  As an active participant in the American 

Orff Schulwerk Association since its early years, Frazee first served as a Regional 

                                                           
7 Jane Frazee, Orff Schulwerk Today Nurturing Musical Expression and Understanding (New York: Schott 

Publications, 2006). 

 
8 Jane Frazee, Playing Together An Introduction to Teaching Off-Instrument Skills (New York: Schott Publications, 

2008). 

 
9 Jane Frazee, Artful-Playful, Mindful (Schott Music Publications, 2012). 

 
10 Jane Frazee, Strawberry Fair (Melville: Belwin-Mills, 1977); Ten Folk Carols for Christmas from the United 

States (New York: Schott Publications, 1977); Singing in the Season (Saint Louis: Magnamusic-Baton, MMB 

Music, 1983); Jane Frazee and Arvida Steen, A Baker’s Dozen (Minneapolis: Schmitt, Hall & McCreary, 1974); 

This is the Day: Songs for Special Days (Minneapolis: Schmitt, Hall & McCreary, 1975).  

 
11 The Grove Dictionary of American Music, 2nd ed., s.v. “Jane Frazee,” http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.umiss.i 

dm.oclc.org/subscriber/article/grove/music/A2085136?q=jane+frazee&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit 

(accessed November 10, 2014). 

 
12 Ibid. 
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Representative, Member at Large for the state of Minnesota from 1970 to 1974.13  She later 

served as both a local conference chair with Arvida Steen for the 1973 Minneapolis Conference, 

and later as National conference chair for the 1975 Detroit Conference.14  Her participation in 

AOSA would continue when Frazee assumed the role of its national president from 1976 to 

1977.  Given these and her many other services to AOSA and music education, Frazee was 

selected to receive the Distinguished Service Award from the American Orff Schulwerk 

Association in 1992.15  In addition Frazee recalled, “I was the first American recipient of the Pro 

Merito Award, the highest honor given to Orff practitioners worldwide.”16  

 Jane Frazee, a highly regarded clinician and teacher, has presented sessions with children 

and adults at national and state music conferences, university and Orff chapter workshops, and 

summer Orff levels courses.  She has taught Orff Levels courses at the University of Minnesota 

and directed the summer Orff courses at Hamline University. 17  In 1989, Frazee was the founder 

and director of the Graduate Programs in Music Education and the Orff Schulwerk Certificate 

program at Hamline University.  Both programs were moved to the University of St. Thomas in 

1991.18  These programs continue to thrive and train future generations of music educators today.   

                                                           
13 The Grove Dictionary of American Music, 2nd ed., s.v. “Jane Frazee,” http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.umiss.i 

dm.oclc.org/subscriber/article/grove/music/A2085136?q=jane+frazee&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit 

(accessed November 10, 2014). 

 
14 Ibid.  

 
15 Jane Frazee, “Jane Frazee Honored With Distinguished Service Award,” The Orff Echo 25, no. 2 (Winter 1993): 

33. 

 
16 Jane Frazee, email correspondences, June 8 and 9, 2015.   

 
17 Joani Somppi Brandon, “Orff-Schulwerk: The Development of Teacher Training in the United States, 1958-

1980,” (doctoral diss., Boston University, 2013): 190-250. List of Orff Teacher training courses in North America. 

 
18 Jane Frazee, email correspondence, June 8, 2015.   
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 Although Jane Frazee was not one of the founders of the American Orff Schulwerk 

Association, she has been affiliated with the organization and its mission since 1969.19  Her 

longevity with the organization, her significant contributions to music education, and her role in 

the growth and development of Orff Schulwerk in the United States has influenced many music 

educators.20  Only two short essays have been devoted to Frazee’s career to date.  The first was a 

biography in The Grove Dictionary of American Music written by Alan Spurgeon.21  The second 

article, written by Pam Hetrick entitled “That’s Jane,”22 was contributed as part of the Portrait 

Series in The Orff Echo, edited by Alan Spurgeon.  A formal study that chronicles the 

professional career and contributions of Jane Frazee to elementary general music and music 

teacher education provided a necessary addition to the existing literature.   

 

Statement of Purpose 

 This study examined the career and contributions of Jane Frazee to music education, and 

the spread of Orff Schulwerk in the United States.  For her roles as a teacher and author have 

promoted a better understanding of teaching music through the Orff process for many music 

educators.  The long lasting appeal of Orff Schulwerk and this approach to music teaching by 

teachers and students in the United States justifies the salience of an investigation into the work 

and contributions made by Frazee to the music education profession.  She has been an active 

participant in the promotion of this pedagogical approach since 1964, when she presented a 

                                                           
19 Jane Frazee, “Keetman remembered, revered by AOSA members,” The Orff Echo 37, no. 3 (Spring 2005): insert. 

 
20 Pam Hetrick, “That’s Jane!” The Orff Echo 43, no. 4 (Summer 2011): 37. 
 
21 The Grove Dictionary of American Music, 2nd ed., s.v “Jane Frazee,” http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.umiss.id 

m.oclc.org/subscriber/article/grove/music/A2085136?q=jane+frazee&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit 

(accessed November 10, 2014). 

 
22 Hetrick, “That’s Jane!.” 34-38. 
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children’s demonstration for the Minnesota Music Education Association.  Therefore, a 

collective record of her experiences, which demonstrate a thorough understanding of Orff 

Schulwerk and its use in the music classroom would be of benefit to future generations of music 

educators.  The following questions guided this inquiry: 

 1. Which events or experiences helped shape Frazee’s professional career?  How were  

                 they influential to her teaching of children and adults? 

 2. Of the many personal encounters with early Orff pedagogues and mentors, which were  

                most influential to Frazee’s teaching? 

 3. How did Frazee’s music teaching approach differ from her contemporaries’?    

 4. What factors prompted Frazee, and were most significant in the foundation of the  

                Graduate Programs in Music Education and Orff Schulwerk Certificate program at    

     Hamline University and the University of St. Thomas?  How was the program       

     designed? What were its original, as well as short and long term goals? 

 5. In what ways were publications written by Jane Frazee different from those authored  

     by other Orff pedagogues?  How are they organized?  Why are they significant? 

 

Methodology 

 Historical data pertaining to Frazee’s personal information and career were collected by 

the researcher from an initial meeting and email correspondences with Frazee, as well as 

interviews and email correspondences with her former colleagues including Dr. Angela Broeker, 

Dr. Doug Orzolek, former students, and friends.  The researcher devoted a significant portion of 

this study to Frazee’s career as a teacher of children and adults and her administrative career, as 

she has retired from both of these areas at the time of this study.  Interviews with Frazee 
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presented information regarding her early life, musical training, and influential individuals who 

inspired her and were involved in her career.  Her role in the foundation of the Graduate 

Programs in Music Education and the Orff Schulwerk Certificate program at the University of 

St. Thomas was researched by the author.  Lastly, an examination of Frazee’s articles, essays, 

and books were discussed to provide a better understanding of her work and vision as an 

American Orff teacher. 

  Although Frazee has not retired from writing, the researcher investigated her written 

materials published thus far.  Past articles written by Frazee and collected from the Music 

Educators Journal, The Orff Echo, Orff Re-echoes Selections from the Orff Echo and the 

Supplements, and Contributions to Orff Schulwerk: Reflections and Directions were analyzed.  

Through a review of her books, Frazee’s views about teaching using the Orff approach, its 

development over the past fifty years, and her hopes for future generations of Orff educators 

were conveyed.     

 

Limitations 

 Although biographical information was included, the primary focus of this study was not 

to provide a complete biography of Jane Frazee.  With the exception of her time at the Orff 

Institute from 1981 to 1982, investigations were limited to music education contributions made 

in the United States.  The development of Orff Schulwerk and its spread to the United States has 

been well chronicled in a dissertation,23 and several journal articles,24 but was not discussed in 

                                                           
23 Patricia M. Osterby, “Orff-Schulwerk in North America, 1955-1969,” abstract, (doctoral diss, University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1988), i-ii. An investigation of the growth of Orff Schulwerk in Canada and the US.  

 
24 David B. Pruett, “Orff Before Orff: The Güntherschule (1924-1945),” Journal of Historical Research in Music 

Education 24, no. 2 (April 2003): 178-196; Patricia W. Hughes, “The Evolution of Orff-Schulwerk in North 

America.”  Journal of Historical Research in Music Education 14, no. 2 (July 1993): 73-91.  
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great detail.  Despite Frazee’s role as past president of AOSA, an extensive discussion of the 

organization was not conducted, as this information has been researched in studies by DeLois 

Wimmer25 and Heidi Sue Weisert-Peatow.26  Lastly, discussions related to Orff certification 

courses were limited only to locations where Frazee was either an instructor or was influential.   

Research into Orff levels and teacher training and the pedagogical influences of teacher training, 

has been completed by Joanni Sompii Brandon27 and Steven Albert Taranto,28 respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
25 DeLois Wimmer, “The Organization of the American Orff-Schulwerk Association from 1968-1980 and its 

Influence upon Music Education in America,” abstract, (doctoral diss, University of Houston, 1980). A description 

of the origins and evolution of the AOSA during its early years. 

 
26 Heidi Sue Weisert-Peatow, “Leadership in the American Orff Schulwerk Association, 1968-1998: A Delphi 

Study,” abstract, (doctoral diss., Seattle University, 2002), i-ii. AOSA Leadership philosophies and beliefs.   
 
27 Joani Somppi Brandon, “Orff-Schulwerk: The Development of Teacher Training in the United States, 1958-

1980,” abstract, (doctoral diss, Boston University, 2013), v-vi. A discussion of Orff Schulwerk in North America, 

Orff Teacher training course developments, instructors, related projects, and the role of AOSA.  

 
28 Steven Albert Taranto, “Orff-Schulwerk Levels Course Instructors and Their Teachers: Determining Pedagogical 

Lineages and Influences,” abstract, (doctoral diss., University of Mississippi, 2010), v-vi. An examination of the 

influences of AOSA levels course instructors on their students. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 The literature review was divided into four categories: 1) European music education 

models, 2) American general music education, 3) American general music education since 1950, 

and 4) Orff Schulwerk in the United States.  The materials examined were collected from 

dissertations, masters’ theses, books, articles, the American Orff Schulwerk Association website, 

and electronic resources.   

 

Introduction 

 Kenneth Simpson declared, “A feature of our educational system which never fails to 

astonish visitors from abroad is the great freedom enjoyed by schools and teachers in deciding 

what shall be taught and how they will teach it.”29  In addition, he emphasized this position with 

a quote from the 1937 edition of Handbook of Suggestions for the Consideration of Teachers and 

Others Concerned in the Work of Public Elementary Schools’: Simpson says: “It remains for the 

teachers themselves to apply and adapt the standards and practices suggested in this volume to 

the particular circumstances of the schools in which they are at work.”30  Although Simpson was 

English and wrote from a European perspective, his views were relevant to a discussion of 

                                                           
29 Kenneth Simpson, ed. Some Great Music Educators A Collection of Essays (Borough Green, Kent: Novello and 

Company Limited, 1976), 9.   

 
30 Ibid., 9.    
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American music education.  Consequently, it was not unexpected to discover a variety of 

pedagogical approaches that accentuate specific philosophical beliefs developed by prominent 

musicians and music educators.  These serve as guides for music learning activities and 

repertoire throughout both European, British, and American music education histories.  

 

Music Education Models 

 During the first half of the twentieth century, European methods of music instruction 

typically emphasized technical proficiency over musicality.  Three prominent musicians, Émile 

Jaques-Dalcroze, Zoltán Kodály, and Carl Orff developed pedagogical approaches for teaching 

music that challenged established European approaches to music and movement education.  In 

time these approaches would revolutionize music teaching and learning in their respective home 

countries, as well as the teaching of music to adults and young children worldwide.      

 Émile Jaques-Dalcroze, a music professor at the Geneva Conservatory developed the 

Dalcroze Method, or Eurhythmics.31  “To Dalcroze, musicality was the basis for specialized 

musical study.  He emphasized tone and rhythm, using movement to express musical 

interpretation.”32  Dalcroze’s Institute was originally located in Hellerau, Germany.33  First 

developed for young adults, Eurhythmics was especially beneficial for children.  The Dalcroze 

method provided students with a thorough and solid musical foundation, which negated any need 

for future remediation.  Campbell and Scott-Kassner explain, “Jaques-Dalcroze believed that 

people were musical when they came to possess an ensemble of physical and spiritual resources; 

                                                           
31 Patricia Shehan Campbell and Carol Scott-Kassner, Music in Childhood From Preschool through the Elementary 

Grades, 4th ed. (Boston: Schirmer, Cengage Learning, 2014), 48. 
 
32 Michael L. Mark and Charles L. Gray, A History of American Music Education, 3rd ed. (Lanham: Rowman & 

Littlefield Education, 2007), 436.  

 
33 Dalcroze Society of America, “What is Dalcroze?”  www.dalcroze.usa.org/about-us/history (accessed March 16, 

2015) – Overview of the history and development of the Dalcroze Method. 

http://www.dalcroze.usa.org/about-us/history
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and capacities comprising the ear, brain, and body.  Eurhythmics became the core of his 

approach and the foundation for raising each person’s musical sensitivity to its fullest 

potential.”34    

 At the turn of the twentieth century, Hungarian music education was forever changed by 

the contributions of Zoltán Kodály.  Kodály believed the key to improving the quality of 

musicians and receptive audiences was the early introduction and continued exposure to 

sequenced musical experiences throughout one’s primary and secondary education curriculums.  

Mark and Gary explain “He [Kodály] created a pedagogical system to help the schools reawaken 

the musicality of the Hungarian people.  Kodály’s method reflected his belief that Hungarian 

music education should teach the spirit of singing to everyone and should educate all to be 

musically literate.  He wanted to bring music into everyday use in homes and leisure activities, 

and he wanted to educate concert audiences.”35  Although Kodály was the driving force behind 

the implementation of his approach in Hungarian schools, the majority of the work was carried 

out by his colleagues, students, and classroom teachers.  Campbell and Scott-Kassner state:   

 With music instruction beginning in early childhood, children discover folk and art music 

 through a sequence that begins with singing and leads to the development of musically 

 independent individuals who can read and write with ease.  Kodály proponents believe 

 that the content and sequence of the curriculum should be derived from children’s 

 musical development and from their musical literature.36  

 

Spurred by the success of the Kodály Method and its role in the improvement of musical literacy, 

performance, and musical understanding in Hungary Kodály’s colleagues and students began to 

adapt the method, particularly its musical content.  They then introduced this approach to music 

educators in different countries throughout the world, including the United States.  

                                                           
34 Campbell and Scott-Kassner, Music in Childhood From Preschool through the Elementary Grades, 48. 

 
35 Mark and Gray, A History of American Music Education, 439. 
 
36 Campbell and Scott-Kassner, Music in Childhood From Preschool through the Elementary Grades, 52. 
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 During the early twentieth century, most of Europe, including Germany, was strongly 

interested in the “Body Culture Movement” and modern dance.37  Building on public interest, 

Carl Orff and his partner Dorothee Günther were provided with a suitable environment in which 

to develop an approach that integrated music and movement.38  Mark and Gary explain: 

 Carl Orff’s (1895-1982) approach was based on his interest in folk song; nineteenth 

 century popular song, dance, and theater music; and Medieval, Baroque, and Renaissance 

 music.  In Munich, during the early days of his career, Orff was influenced by the dance 

 movement theories (eurhythmics) of Émile Jaques-Dalcroze.  In 1924 Orff and the dancer 

 Dorothee Günther founded the Günther Schule, an innovative ensemble of dancers and 

 musicians that trained teachers in new forms of movement and rhythm.  Improvisation 

 was a major part of the program.  Many of the students were preparing to be physical 

 education teachers.  Orff’s goal was to develop creativity in his students by means of 

 Jaques-Dalcroze’s principles.39  

 

 Pruett40 chronicled the establishment, faculty, students, and external influences of the 

Güntherschule.  One event mentioned was the 1936 Berlin Olympics opening ceremonies, which 

featured students of the Güntherschule and children performing Maja Lex’s choreography to 

music composed by Gunild Keetman.  The Güntherschule operated from 1925 to 1944 when the 

Nazi’s seized the building.  It was destroyed in 1945.  Built by Karl Maendler and Klaus Becker-

Ehmck for use in Orff’s larger works, the Bavarian radio broadcasts, and Orff Schulwerk, the 

evolution of the instruments was traced by Velasquez.41  First used by adults and later children, 

the Orff Instrumentarium was modeled on the Indonesian gamelan.   

                                                           
37 Jane Frazee, “From the Old World to the New: Cultivating Orff’s Wildflower from Europe to the USA,” in Orff 

Schulwerk Reflections and Directions, ed. Cecilia Chu Wang (Chicago: GIA Publication, 2013), 36-38. 

 
38 Pruett, “Orff Before Orff: The Güntherschule (1924-1945),” 178. 
 
39 Mark and Gray, A History of American Music Education, 437-438.  Spelling and punctuation taken from original 

source. 
 
40 Pruett, 178. 

 
41 Vivian Velasquez, “Tuned Idiophones in the Music Education of Children: The History of Orff Instruments,” 

Journal of Historical Research in Music Education 11, no. 2 (July 1990): 93-109. 
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 Typically referred to as one of the active music making approaches of elementary music, 

the Orff approach benefits both student’s human and musical developments.  Shamrock says, 

“the Orff approach based on the training exercises developed at the Güntherschule, consisted of 

elemental music and the integration of the performing arts.”42  This pedagogy has incorporated 

the concept of “process” teaching, a series of smaller steps that lead students through musical 

learning, and has become a model for teachers to use worldwide.   

 The Dalcroze, Kodály, and Orff approaches greatly changed and improved the quality of 

musical study and teaching in Europe during the first half of the twentieth century.  Due to their 

success in Europe, demonstrations were presented at professional music conferences, as well as 

colleges and universities throughout the world.  Nevertheless, to understand the role of these 

three European approaches in American music education, a review of several movements and 

approaches developed in, and for use by students in the United States also warrants discussion. 

 

American General Music Education 

 Music education curriculums, in the hands of classroom teachers and music specialists 

throughout the country, have provided creative outlets for generations of American students.  

“General music first grew out of a church-centered vocal tradition during the latter half of the 

nineteenth century.”43  Although music in schools originally began as vocal general music 

classes, courses in instrumental music and other areas of musical studies were added later.  

Nevertheless, as it was often a student’s first exposure to musical studies, general music in 

elementary school has remained an important part of music education in the United States.  

                                                           
42 Mary Shamrock, “Orff-Schulwerk: An Integrated Framework,” Music Educators Journal 83, no. 6, (May 1997): 

41-44. 

 
43 Samuel D. Miller, “Elementary General Music and the NSSE Yearbook of 1936,” Journal of Historical Research 

in Music Education 4, no. 2 (July 1993): 115.  
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Therefore, American music education has benefitted greatly from the introduction of different 

approaches proposed by prominent music educators and advocates. 

 

Justine Ward and the Ward Method 

 Justine Ward, a wealthy American, developed a method that taught music literacy in 

Catholic schools using Gregorian chant during the first half of the twentieth century.44  The Ward 

Method first appeared in Music – First Year published by Catholic Education Press in 1914.45  

New editions were released in 1982 entitled That All May Sing, Look and Listen, and Think and 

Sing.46  According to Berry, Ward’s primary goal for teachers “was to transform the children’s 

voices from ordinary speaking voices into ‘agreeable musical instruments.”47  Her description of 

Ward’s method included vocal, pitch and rhythmic training, creative work, and repertoire.48  In 

addition, Zulerbueler’s article recounted the progression of Ward’s Method in Catholic schools.49   

 Burnbury’s dissertation discussed Justine Ward, as well as the origins, people, and events 

involved with the Ward Method.50  Many materials and tasks used by Ward were borrowed from 

the Paris-Galin-Chevé school, or were the ideas of Fathers Shields and Young.51  Based on these 

                                                           
44 Alise Ann Brown, “Justine Ward: Her life, her method in comparison to Orff and Kodály, and applications for the 

public school classroom,” (doctoral diss., University of Northern Colorado, 2007): 6. 

 
45 Ibid., 8. 

 
46 Ibid., 10.   

 
47 Ibid., 72.  

 
48 Mary Berry, “Justine Ward,” Some Great Music Educators: A Collection of Essays, ed. Kenneth Simpson 

(Borough Green, Kent: Novello and Company Limited, 1976): 69; 72-77. 

 
49 Amy Zulerbueler, “The Ward Method: Chant from the Ground Up,” Sacred Music 133, no. 1 (Spring 2006): 14-
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findings, Burnbury prepared an entry about Ward’s life and career for Grove Music Online.52  

Likewise, Brown reported on Ward’s life and method.53  Described as progressive and 

sequential, it was taught in Catholic schools from 1914 until Vatican II in 1964,54 and was 

supported by Father Thomas Shields,55 and Dom Mocquereau.56  Chironomy, a chant conducting 

gesture, taught steady beat and phrase using one’s entire body.57  A comparison of Ward’s 

Method to Kodály and Orff revealed music content/skill similarities and teaching differences.58  

Despite the decline of the Ward Method, training courses continue to be taught in America and 

Europe to this day.59   

 Prior to the 1960s, Ward’s Method was used in Louisville, Kentucky’s Catholic Schools.  

Sandler’s thesis discussed four sisterhoods who taught in Louisville’s parochial schools using 

Ward’s Method and its eventual decline.60  Similarly, Kuenzing described its use by the Sisters 

                                                           
52 Grove Music Online, s.v. “Justine Ward,” http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.umiss.idm.oclc.org/subscriber/articl 
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of Charity of Nazareth from 1930 to 1960.61  Although it was an effective method for teaching 

music literacy, the emphasis on chant often prevented the Ward Method from being taught in 

most public schools.  As a result, Ward’s Method has received much less attention than other 

European or American pedagogical approaches to teach general music in the United States.  

 Having witnessed the success of Ward’s Method with parochial school students, 

American music educators sought out other music teaching approaches which could facilitate 

similar improvements in their students’ musical skills, but were suitable to both private and 

public school settings.  To promote the music literacy and technical proficiency skills of all 

American students, music educators continued to investigate and experiment with other 

European music approaches.  One of the first European approaches deemed acceptable in 

American private and later public school settings was Dalcroze Eurhythmics.   

 

American Adaptation: Dalcroze Eurhythmics 

 Shortly before the European continent was engulfed by the outbreak of World War I in 

1914, Dalcroze’s Institute in Hellerau, Germany was closed and he returned to teach 

Eurhythmics in Geneva, Switzerland.62  Although Dalcroze never visited the United States, 

performances of his compositions and demonstrations of his method by his students and others 

were presented to receptive audiences.  Two American supporters of Dalcroze and his method 

were Dr. Carl Shrader and William James.63   

                                                           
61 Sister Karen D. Kuenzig, “The Justine Ward Method of Music Education as Implemented in the Parochial Schools 
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 Despite its original development as a comprehensive music learning approach for adults, 

Dalcroze Eurhythmics was first taught in 1913 to American children.64  Jacobi stated, 

“America’s first Eurhythmics students would be a group of fifteen nine-year-old girls at an open-

air model school at a Quaker College in a quiet suburb in Pennsylvania.”65 This early 

introduction of the Dalcroze method strongly parallels its present day uses in American music 

education, especially in early childhood and elementary music classes.   

 The connection between the Dalcroze Institute in Hellerau, Germany, which had trained 

many first-generation Dalcroze pedagogues, was also discussed in relation to the Phebe Anna 

Thorne Model School and Bryn Mawr College.  Jacobi explained: 

 Nevertheless, Bryn Mawr College was the first American institution to bring a first-

 generation, Dalcroze-trained instructor to America and integrate Eurhythmics fully into 

 its academic curriculum.  In the fall of 1913, Placido de Montoliu, a Spaniard who had 

 served as an assistant to Émile Jacques-Dalcroze for three years, was recruited from the 

 Jacques-Dalcroze College of Rhythmic Training in Hellerau, Germany, to teach Dalcroze 

 Eurhythmics to young girls at the Phebe Anna Thorne Model School within Bryn Mawr  

 College.66 

 

Landis and Carder said, “The first American to receive a Dalcroze certificate was Lucy Duncan 

Hall.”67  In addition, the Dalcroze Society of America states that the first certified Dalcroze 

instructor in the United States was Dr. Hilda Schuster.68  The New York Dalcroze School 

founded by Suzanne Ferrière,69 began to offer training in the Dalcroze Method in 1915, and was 
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directed by Dr. Hilda Schuster.70  Mark and Gary explained, “Many colleges now offer Dalcroze 

instruction and several award Dalcroze certificates.”71 

 Becknell’s 1970 dissertation, “A History of the Development of Dalcroze Eurhythmics in 

the United States and its Influence on the Public School Music Program,” provided a chronology 

of events and individuals associated with the Dalcroze movement.72  Some of these influential 

individuals included, but were not limited to, Dr. Irwin Spector, Arthur Becknell, and John 

Colman.73  Lastly, an early twentieth century, American music textbook series World of Music, 

by Mabelle Glenn, included music lessons and materials written from a Dalcroze perspective.74   

According to Miller,  

 Mabelle Glen also insisted that running, skipping, marching, and galloping are normal to 

 childhood activities and that teachers needed to relate them to the sound of music.  Going 

 further, she stated that the printed symbols of rhythm, and that “it is only when the whole 

 being responds to rhythm that one has rhythmic insight into music.”  She stressed that 

 children must experience rhythm before they can realize the need for a symbol that 

 expresses it.75 

  

 American educators in the first half of the twentieth century were inspired by Dalcroze 

Eurhythmics and attempted to integrate many of its more prominent elements into their music 

classroom teaching.  However, a limited number of American training facilities as well as the 
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demanding musicianship requirements of teachers have resulted in few, but highly qualified, 

practicing Dalcroze certified music educators in the United States.76  Thus, Eurhythmics has in a 

variety of ways achieved widespread acceptance in American music education.  Music educators 

were encouraged to integrate movement into their students’ musical training, and to examine 

their existing music curriculums carefully to determine where improvements were necessary, and 

possible through enhanced teaching practices.  Reflective studies encompassing music practices 

and curriculum would increase into the second half of the twentieth century. 

 

American General Music Education Since 1950 

 Since the 1950s, examinations of existing music education curricula and practices by 

administrators, music scholars, and teachers identified areas of music teaching in need of 

revision in the hopes of improving music instruction in the United States.  Several influential 

events discussed music and music education: Yale Seminar (1963), the Tanglewood Symposium 

(1967), The Julliard Repertory Project (1964), and the Contemporary Music Project (1957-

1973).77  General suggestions were: “a broader, more representative music repertoire, more 

opportunities for musical expression and creativity, and an increased use of technology.”78   

A few projects and music curriculums developed and initiated during this era were the 

Contemporary Music Project, Comprehensive Musicianship, as well as the Hawaii and 

Manhattanville Music Curriculum Programs.79    
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Contemporary Music Project  

 In an effort to change the public’s perceptions of acceptable repertoire for study in 

primary and secondary schools, a program was developed that would expose students in 

American schools to contemporary music.  Initiated in 1963 through a grant provided by the 

Ford Foundation, the Contemporary Music Project was designed to encourage, as well as to 

promote an understanding of the composition process, and an appreciation of recently composed 

contemporary music.80  This project placed young composers into schools to work with students 

to diversify and enhance their musical development.  Funding for these projects was provided 

between the years of 1963 to 1972.81  Some influential people involved in this project were 

Norman Dello Joio and David Ward-Steinman.82     

 An outgrowth of the Contemporary Music Project, Comprehensive Musicianship, has 

typically been described as, “an interdisciplinary study of music.”  The incorporation of 

performance, theory, history, and composition into each music learning activity was the goal of 

this approach. 83  Choksy, Abramson, Gillespie, Woods, and York summarized several teaching 

approaches including Comprehensive Musicianship.  Suggestions and model lessons were also 

provided, which outlined its use in music education.84 An emphasis on the development of a 

comprehensive music curriculum, one which integrated many of the elements of Comprehensive 

Musicianship, was the intended outcome of the Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program. 
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Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program (MMCP) 

 Based on Jerome Bruner’s theory of learning presented at the 1959 Woods Hole 

Conference,85 Ronald B. Thomas, the director of the Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program 

(MMCP) and his colleagues designed a spiral curriculum and complementary teaching materials 

to be used by music educators during student instruction.86  Since the majority of this work took 

place at Manhattanville College, located in New York, the resulting curriculum was titled the 

Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program. 87 Although not widely accepted, Mark and Gary 

indicated, “The most common usage was the adaptation of its concepts and strategies for use in 

traditional music programs.”88 

 Moon recounted the evolution of the MMCP between the years of 1965 to 1972.89  A 

mixed group of composers, music educators, and general educators associated with the MMCP 

were: Ronald B. Thomas, Lionel Novak, Robert A. Choate, James Tenny, Henry Brant, Charles 

Wuorinen, Edwin E. Gordon, and George H. Kyme.90  Moon and Humphreys stated,” MMCP 

leaders who believed in the value of the new approach influenced the teachers and students they 

taught through workshops, convention presentations, and classes.”91  In addition to the ideas 
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proposed by the MMCP, other American music educators developed their own approaches to 

music instruction.  Two of these individuals were Barbara Andress, and Edwin E. Gordon. 

 

Barbara Andress and Early Childhood Music Education 

 An influential figure in the latter half of the twentieth century, Barbara Andress was an 

advocate for the early childhood music education movement.  Her career included the roles of 

music teacher, district music supervisor, professional organization leader, college professor, 

clinician, and author.  Although recognized nationally and internationally for her contributions, 

only one biography92 and a single dissertation exist about Andress’ distinguished career.93   

 Harriott’s dissertation detailed Andress’ fifty year career in music education and early 

childhood music education.94  She was active in the promotion of music for young children in 

Arizona and throughout the United States and her views on child development and music 

learning acquisition were well-respected.  Thus, she became an authority on early childhood 

music education.  The author of two books, Music Experiences in Early Childhood (1980), and 

Music for Young Children (1998),95 Andress consulted and co-authored several books published 

by Holt Music in the 1970s and 1980s.  In addition, she published numerous booklets, 

newsletters, and articles for music and early childhood professional organizations.96   
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Barbara Andress was an active clinician and leader of the Arizona Music Educators Association, 

MENC, and other groups.97  

 Andress was strongly influenced by the work of Grace C. Nash in early childhood music 

education and Orff Schulwerk and she attended many events and workshops presented by Nash, 

including Orff levels training at Arizona State University. 98  As discussed by Soderberg, 

Andress’ introduction of the Orff approach to the Cartwright Public Schools in Phoenix, AZ 

resulted from the growth of Orff Schulwerk in Arizona.99 Similar to Zoltán Kodály, Andress 

campaigned strongly for the need for quality music education for all American children.  

Another prominent figure in music education who supported these ideas and encouraged a 

sequential approach to music education was Edwin E. Gordon. 

 

Gordon’s Music Learning Theory 

 Edwin E. Gordon, an American music educator, developed his music learning theory in 

the 1970s.  He divided musical learning into two categories, Discrimination and Inference, which 

were presented through an eight-step sequence: 1) Aural/Oral, 2) Verbal association, 3) Partial 

Synthesis, 4) Syllabic Association, 5) Composite Synthesis, 6) Generalization, 7) Creativity and 

Improvisation, and 8) Theoretical Understanding.100  Developed in the United States, Music 

Learning Theory supports many of the components of the European models created by Dalcroze, 

Kodály, and Orff that are frequently used in elementary general music classes.  His goal for 

musical learning, “audiation,” or the development of “inner hearing,” supported the “sound-
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before-the symbol” format to musical experiences used by other European and American 

approaches.101  Gerhardstein presented an historical account of Gordon’s life, career, and 

contributions to music education.102   

 The music education reforms and reformers discussed presented a variety of suggestions 

to improve American music education.  Together they created diverse and inclusive repertoire 

lists, sequential curriculums, and advocated the need to provide music instruction for students 

from an early age.  These twentieth century considerations encouraged a greater acceptance of 

the music approaches introduced from abroad.  The Kodály Concept and the Orff Approach 

contained many of the same elements that music educators had been integrating into their 

teaching already.  As such, the introduction of these approaches to American music educators 

could not have occurred at a better time in our profession’s history. 

 

Adaptations of European Music Education Models 

 Since the early twentieth century, public demonstrations at professional music and music 

education conferences have been an influential way of exposing large groups of individuals to 

new ideas and approaches to music learning and teaching.  Beginning with Dalcroze 

Eurhythmics in the early part of the twentieth century and the Kodály Method and Orff 

Schulwerk in the 1950s and 1960s, these types of demonstrations exposed American teachers to 

the ways these music education approaches were used by teachers and children in Europe.   
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 Although intrigued by these European models, many American educators were unable to 

implement these approaches in exactly the same way as the Europeans.  Due to language 

differences, different cultural traditions, class scheduling, school and administrator expectations, 

and musical preferences of American children, modifications to the European music education 

approaches were determined to be necessary.  Although music educators aspired to keep as much 

of the overall structure and sequence true to the European models, the most frequent changes 

often involved repertoire selection for American music classrooms.  Mark and Gary explain:  

 European methods found a place in American schools in the late 1960s and 1970s 

 through the process of adaptation, rather than being adopted intact, because the 

 conditions of American education were different from those of the countries in which the 

 methods originated.  Music educators would generally take the best parts of the methods 

 and adapt them for use in their own curricula due to infrequent or irregular meetings of 

 music classes and because of their training to offer a traditional curriculum.  The most 

 attractive elements of Orff and Kodály, and to some extent Dalcroze, found their way into 

 the eclectic American music curriculum and enriched it.  Some American schools have 

 also implemented the imported curricula in relatively pure form.103  

 

 Adaptations of the Kodály Concept and the Orff Approach occurred through the 

modification of musical materials and repertoire, as well as teaching pedagogy suitable for 

American students and school settings.  These events were brought about through the concerted 

efforts of many prominent Kodály and Orff pedagogues.  The early histories of the American 

Kodály and Orff movements, and their impact on music education in the United States follows.  

 

American Adaptation: Kodály Concept 

 Inspired by the work of Zoltán Kodály and his associates to reform music education in 

Hungary, many Hungarian-born and American educators were drawn to the Kodály concept.  

The systematic approach to music teaching advocated by Kodály’s associates and its role in 

developing the music literacy of young students greatly appealed to American teachers.  
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However, early advocates of the approach knew that the effectiveness of the Kodály Method in 

the United States was contingent upon the successful adaptation of the method as well as the 

songs and materials used in its teaching.  According to Landis and Carder,  

 In each of the countries that has adopted Kodály’s principles, educators have made great 

 efforts to gather and classify the folk music of that country for use in place of the 

 Hungarian songs.  Kodály believed that every nationality has a wealth of folk music that 

 can be used to teach basic elements of musical structure, and he said that the United 

 States has the richest possibility of all, because of its diversified ethnic groups.104  

Several educators who were influential to the American Kodály movement were: Mary  

Helen Richards,105 Denise Bacon,106 Katinka Dániel,107 Sister Lorna M. Zemke,108 and Jean  

Sinor.109   

 

Mary Helen Richards 

 Mary Helen Richards, a California music educator, shared her knowledge of Kodály’s 

work at conferences, as well as through her publications and the foundation of Kodály teacher 

training centers in North America. 110  Credited as the first individual to convey this philosophy 
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to American music teachers,111 Richards studied the Kódaly Method in Hungarian schools.112  

She published Threshold to Music (1964), an early and basic adaptation of the Kodály concept 

soon after her return to the United States.113  During the Stanford Symposium, she presented an 

influential children’s demonstration that helped ignite the Kodály movement in the United 

States. 114  These events and materials preceded Richard’s development of Education through 

Music (ETM),115 an approach to music education based on the Kodály concept.  Richard’s 

approach emphasized pattern recognition acquired from a folk song repertoire which was 

experienced through singing, listening, and movement activities.  All musical experiences are 

presented in an environment that developed personal self-esteem and group cooperation.116 

 Fuller’s dissertation traced the growth of the American Kodály Method,117 and described 

many of Richard’s and Dániel’s contributions to the movement during the 1960s.118  In 1999, 

Sister Hein’s memorial of Richards addressed her role in American Kodály Education.119   
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An active teacher, lecturer, and clinician,120  Richards received an honorary doctorate from the 

University of Nebraska in 1978 and was inducted into the Music Educators Hall of Fame in 2008 

for her dedication to the Kodály Method and its mission in the United States.121  

 

Denise Bacon 

 Denise Bacon was a leading figure in the American Kodály movement, especially in New 

England.122  Her determination to promote musical literacy aligned well with the Kodály 

Concept.  She attended the Stanford Symposium in 1966,123 and studied at the Liszt Academy in 

Budapest, Hungary to better understand the Kodály Method sequence and its philosophy.124   

To share her knowledge of the Kodály Method she went on to establish the Kodály Musical 

Training Institute, and later the Kodály Center of America in Wellesley, Massachusetts.125   
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 Tacka examined Denise Bacon’s authentic American adaptation of the Kodály 

Method.126  Her teaching materials, model classrooms, and teacher training courses met the 

changing needs of music educators in the United States.127  As a result, Kodály-based music 

education was suggested as a way to meet the rigorous demands of the music curriculums 

proposed by the Contemporary Music Project, the Yale Seminar, and the Tanglewood 

Symposium.128   

 

Katinka Dániel 

 Hungarian-born Katinka Dániel was one of the first Kodály pedagogues to immigrate to 

the United States in 1960.129  Her folk song analyses provided a large segment of the material 

required to complete an American adaptation of the Kodály Method.  She has influenced music 

educators worldwide through workshops, presentations, training courses, and publications.130   

 Bonnin examined Katinka Dániel’s, and her role in the development of a Kodály-based 

music curriculum and teaching materials for American schools.131  Regarding her teaching 

philosophy, the researcher stated, “She [Katinka Dániel] believes using quality musical materials 

and a learning sequence based on the development of the child, in combination with a musically 
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trained teacher, will produce a successful music education program.”132  Dániel’s former students 

occupy positions of authority within Canadian and American higher learning institutions.133   

 Dániel’s teaching practices were examined in two studies.  King applied Dániel’s 

pedagogical practices to piano instruction during the first five years of study.134  Meanwhile, 

Ferrell documented the impact of behavioral or teaching changes demonstrated by twenty former 

students and colleagues in response to Dániel’s teaching.  Four variables: legitimate authority, 

attractiveness, expert power, and trustworthiness were examined in this study.  Of the four 

variables, attractiveness “the favorable response to an influential person’s requests in order to 

gain their approval,” was determined to be Dániel’s primary area of influence.135  Katinka 

Dániel’s desire to share the Kodály Method with music educators has been her life’s work. 136 

 

Sister Zorna M. Lemke and Music Education at Silver Lake College 

 One of Dániel’s most successful students, Sister Lorna M. Zemke, has contributed to 

early childhood music, general music education, and teacher training.  Sister Lorna’s work at 

Silver Lake College in Manitowoc, Wisconsin has influenced teachers in all fifty states, and has 
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made the college’s music department an important part of the surrounding community.137  Her 

dedication to the Kodály method has greatly influenced American music education. 

 Cairo’s dissertation described Sister Lorna M. Zemke’s roles as an American general 

music educator, music professor, and author.138  The founder of the Kodály Emphasis music 

education program, as well as the Graduate and Kodály certification programs at Silver Lake 

College, Zemke has also operated an early childhood music program and prenatal music courses 

for expectant parents in Wisconsin since 1984.139  An active clinician, she has presented 

workshops for professional organizations and universities on various music education topics.140     

 Of the Master’s theses completed at Silver Lake College, two were directly related to 

Sister Lorna, her work, and music at Silver Lake College.  Schaeuble presented the history of 

Silver Lake College and the development of its Kodály programs.  A brief review of the Kodály 

philosophy, method, publications, and individuals who influenced the Silver Lake program, 

especially Sister Lorna, were discussed.141  Conversely, Witt’s thesis focused on Sister Lorna 

Zemke’s contributions to the Kodály Concept throughout the United States.  Although the Silver 

Lake program and characteristics of the Kodály Method were mentioned, most of the research  
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addressed the life and career of “Sister Lorna.”142  Therefore, the involvements of Katinka Dániel 

and Sister Lorna Zemke since the 1960s have encouraged higher levels of quality music 

instruction at the elementary, middle, and high schools, as well as at the collegiate level. 

 

Jean Sinor 

 An elementary general music teacher, children’s choir director, and college professor, 

Jean Sinor imparted her knowledge of the Kodály method to thousands of students.  Trained in 

the Kodály method at the Franz Liszt Academy in Budapest, Hungary, she possessed a thorough 

understanding of child development, and music teaching skills.143  As a result, she began to train 

music educators in the Kodály concept at Indiana University in 1967.144  She also presented 

workshops and guest lectures throughout the country.145  She was the author of articles, four 

textbooks, as well as supplementary curriculum materials for Silver Burdett.146  “The Ideas of 

Kodály in America,” by Sinor outlined the Kodály philosophy, teacher expectations, and 

materials,147 including the following: quality music, early childhood music experiences, an a 

cappella vocal foundation, solfége, and child-centered learning activities.   
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 Paney’s article discussed Sinor’s development of musicianship programs in Kodály 

certification courses.148  An examination of historical documents from the Sinor Collection held 

by the Archive at the Kodály Institute in Kecskemét, Hungary revealed that the Indiana 

University Summer Program provided rigorous training throughout the levels courses, a 

reflection of Sinor’s commitment to provide her students’ with the highest quality instruction.149  

As such, Sinor’s legacy to the music education profession was the preparation of highly qualified 

music teachers to lead students to the highest levels of musical understanding, and enjoyment.    

 Of the Kodály pedagogues discussed, none interpreted the Kodály Method in exactly the 

same way.  Each educator provided music instruction for similar types of students, participated 

in the same activities, and were aware of one another’s contributions to American music 

education.  However, they each did so in their own unique way.  Attention to teacher training 

was of paramount importance to these educators.  These characteristics were also found in many 

first generation Orff Schulwerk teachers in the United States, including Jane Frazee.           
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Orff Schulwerk in the United States 

 Public demonstrations were one of the first ways early North American advocates of Orff 

Schulwerk were introduced to the Orff approach.  Two influential sources chronicled the historic 

events that transpired to bring Orff Schulwerk to Canada and the United States in the late 1950s 

and early 1960s. This review surveyed the American adaptation of the Orff approach and its uses 

in elementary music classrooms throughout the United States.  A discussion of its pioneers, and 

their contributions to Orff Schulwerk in the United States was presented.   

 Osterby’s dissertation was comprised of eighteen interviews with early AOSA members, 

and a review of related secondary sources.150  Significant events during 1955 through 1969 

related to the spread of Orff Schulwerk in North America included: the debut of Orff Schulwerk 

at the Royal Conservatory of Music, University of Toronto (1955), the 1962 summer Orff course 

at the University of Toronto, and Title III Elementary and Secondary Act projects in the United 

States.151  Hughes further summarized these and other events, publications, and early individuals 

affiliated with Orff-Schulwerk in North America.  She described the North American adaptation 

of Music for Children by Doreen Hall, the Bellflower Symposiums, the American Music for 

Children, and the establishment of the American Orff-Schulwerk Association (AOSA).152   
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The American Orff Schulwerk Association  

 Following the first (1967) and second Bellflower Symposia (1968),153 growing interest in 

Orff Schulwerk in the United States resulted in the establishment of the Orff Schulwerk 

Association (OSA), later renamed the American Orff Schulwerk Association (AOSA).154  

Wimmer divided AOSA’s history into three periods: 1968-1973, 1973-1976, and 1977-1980.155   

Interviews with past presidents and early members, as well as examinations of archived meeting 

minutes, correspondences, documents, and national convention agendas were used to chronicle 

AOSA’s evolution.156  

 Weisert-Peatow surveyed the leadership philosophies of twenty-six founding members, 

past presidents, and distinguished service award recipients between the years of 1968 to 1998.157  

A Delphi method, identified first generation AOSA leaders’ philosophies.  These findings were 

then compared with AOSA’s mission, its evolution, and their impact on future leaders.  Weisert-

Peatow identified and summarized the desirable personality traits of leaders, the role of local 

chapters, community building, learning opportunities, and fiscal responsibilities as essential to 

AOSA’s future.158  Accordingly, AOSA has greatly supported the evolution and integration of 

Orff Schulwerk into American music education.   
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Orff Schulwerk in American Music Education 

 Interested in the growth and spread of the Orff movement in the United States, Soderberg 

collected and analyzed the recollections of early Orff practitioners to construct a comprehensive 

view of Orff Schulwerk in American music education during its initial beginnings.159  Through 

surveys, interviews, telephone conversations, and letters she obtained first-hand accounts of 

individuals directly associated with the early years of the American Orff movement.160   

Four themes emerged from Soderberg’s research: professional organizations, Orff-Schulwerk 

training centers, private and public schools, and federally funded arts projects.161   

 The growth of Orff Schulwerk in the United States occurred during two periods: fall of 

1963, when the “Schulwerk sprouts and takes hold,” in regions of the United States; and spring 

of 1966, the beginning of the first Title III programs related to Orff Schulwerk in California.162  

Some of the first states to actively develop Orff programs in their schools were: New York, 

Massachusetts, Delaware, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Indiana, 

Utah, Colorado, Arizona, Texas, California, and Tennessee.163  To provide a better understanding 

of the Schulwerk, and its place in music education, teachers trained in the Orff approach began to 

develop teacher training courses at American universities.  Over the years these courses have 

served an essential role in the education of successive generations of American Orff teachers. 
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American Orff Teacher Training 

 North American Orff training courses were held at the University of Toronto beginning 

in 1957.164  Many first generation American Orff teachers received training during the summer 

of 1962, and subsequent summer courses.165  Special courses at the Orff Institute in Salzburg, 

Austria were developed later to facilitate more intensive study.166  The first summer Orff level 

course in the United States took place at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana in 1963.167  

Since the addition of Orff levels courses in the United States, interest in the Orff approach has 

increased.  These courses typically provided both training in the approach, and Orff certification 

during three summers of two-week courses.  However this was not always the case.168   

 An early Orff training facility, the Elk Grove Training and Development Center, directed 

by Jacques Schneider offered eight to ten week teacher training sessions year round.169 Schneider 

developed and demonstrated presentation techniques; and then trained music teachers to use the 

Orff approach with elementary music students and to implement Orff programs in their schools.  

Originally established to educate teachers from the Chicago area in Orff Schulwerk, over time, 

teachers visited from neighboring states and the entire United States.170   
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 Interested in Orff-Schulwerk teacher training in the United States, Brandon researched 

the system created by the American Orff Schulwerk Association from 1958 to 1980.171  Data 

analysis of interviews and a review of sources produced a detailed account of the Schulwerk’s 

origins, certification guidelines, model courses, federally-funded Orff projects, Orff pedagogues, 

and AOSA’s role in American Orff teacher training.172  The results of this study have provided 

valuable insight into Orff-Schulwerk teacher training and its role in American music education.    

 Taranto investigated the pedagogical lineages of AOSA endorsed Orff levels course 

instructors.  He surveyed the influences former instructors had on current instructors personal 

teaching and understanding of Orff Schulwerk.173  The results were then used in the construction 

of an Orff-Schulwerk “family tree,” and the pedagogical influences stated by the Orff teachers 

were consolidated into ten statements that suggested the importance of teacher influences on the 

transmission of the Orff approach and the philosophical views of Orff and Keetman.   

 

American Orff Publications 

 Philosophical beliefs held by Orff, Keetman, and influential Orff authorities have guided 

the integration of Orff Schulwerk in American schools.  Although views and interpretations of 

the Orff approach vary, several key concepts exist in publications written about Orff Pedagogy.  

Scholars have provided publications dedicated to Orff Schulwerk history, philosophy, an 

understanding of process teaching, repertoire, activities, and other music education topics.   
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Therefore, publications have become one of the most influential ways music educators have been 

exposed to and introduced to its use in music classrooms throughout the United States.   

  First generation American Orff teachers often published essays in The Orff Echo related 

to Orff Schulwerk history, philosophy, and teaching.  Many of these were re-published into two 

books, edited by Isabel McNeill Carley.174  Orff Re-echoes: Selections from the Orff Echo and 

the Supplements Book I (1977) included articles from 1968 to 1975,175 and Orff Re-echoes: 

Selections from the Orff Echo Book II (1985), included articles from 1976 to 1983.176  Orff 

Schulwerk articles have also appeared in music education journals including, but not limited to 

General Music Today and The Orff Echo. 

 A few prominent books related to Orff Schulwerk include: Elementaria (Keetman, 

1987),177 The Eclectic Curriculum in Music Education Contributions of Dalcroze, Kodály, and 

Orff (Carder, 1990),178 Teaching Music in the Twenty-First Century (Choksy, Abramson, 

Gillespie, Woods, and York, 2001),179Accent on Orff: An Introductory Approach (Saliba, 

1991),180 Orff-Schulwerk: Applications for the Classroom (Warner, 1991),181 Exploring Orff 
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(Steen, 1992),182 and Discovering Orff (1987) by Jane Frazee.183  Elementaria, by Gunild 

Keetman includes rhythmic, melodic, and speech exercises, as well as movement training.184  

Recorder and ensemble performance, as well as models of process teaching which progress from 

simple to complex were also included; however, neither these examples, nor the book itself were 

ever intended to be implemented as a structured music curriculum.   

 The Eclectic Curriculum in Music Education Contributions of Dalcroze, Kodály, and 

Orff,185 a collection of essays which discussed several contemporary music education 

approaches, contained five essays related to Orff-Schulwerk which explained the approach, its 

philosophical and historical origins, teaching applications, and Orff materials.  Teaching Music 

in the Twenty-First Century,186 introduced multiple pedagogical approaches.  It focused on 

lesson planning, and the similarities and differences at each grade between the approaches.   

 Konnie Saliba’s book Accent on Orff: An Introductory Approach, was organized into 

three categories.  Activities which were appropriate for lower elementary, upper elementary, and 

middle school tasks were included.187  According to Paul Cribari,188 “Orff-Schulwerk: 

Applications for the Classroom is unique because it focuses exclusively on Volume I: Pentatonic, 

sequencing the material and explaining the rationale for the individual sections and pieces.”189  
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Arvida Steen’s Exploring Orff190 assisted beginning Orff teachers with material selection and 

lesson planning for students in Kindergarten through fifth grade.  An examination of Jane 

Frazee’s Discovering Orff191 and her other Orff publications will be presented in Chapter Five.   

 The dedicated work demonstrated by early Orff pedagogues facilitated the establishment 

of AOSA, Orff levels courses in the United States, as well as publications for American teachers 

was instrumental in the spread of the Schulwerk.  The following accounts surveyed prominent 

figures who contributed their personal time, talent, and stewardship to these endeavors in order 

to introduce Orff Schulwerk to interested music educators throughout the United States.  

 

American Orff Pioneers 

 Through the combined efforts of many similarly-minded individuals, Orff-Schulwerk was 

introduced, encouraged, and disseminated in music classrooms throughout the United States.  

The most avid of these individuals have been called Orff pioneers.  Therefore, the contributions 

of these founding and early members of the American Orff movement have been documented to 

provide both a foundation, and inspiration for future generations of Orff teachers and students. 

 Orrell’s case study about Grace Chapman Nash, an influential Orff pioneer, discussed her 

musical development, contributions, teaching, publications and influences on music educators 

between the years of 1960 and 1990.192  Nash’s roles in the Payson and Northern Arizona 

University Orff Levels courses; and her influence on AOSA members from Arizona and  
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Colorado were surveyed.  An analysis of Nash’s teaching materials, which synthesized aspects of 

Orff, Kodály, and Laban were compared to the Orff approach regarding child development and 

music learning.  

 According to Judith Cole, Nash’s book That We Might Live (1985), described many 

pleasant and painful events experienced during her life.193  Among the more traumatic events 

were the three years Nash and her family spent interned in a Prison-of-War camp; due to the 

Japanese invasion of the Philippines during World War II.194  A second article written by Cole 

for The Orff Echo’s “Portrait Series” shared the career of Grace Chapman Nash.195  Beginning 

with her introduction to the Schulwerk in 1960, Nash was among the first American music 

educators to be trained in the approach in 1962 at the University of Toronto.  Grace Nash was 

active in several early introductions of Orff Schulwerk in American education, she collaborated 

with Arnold Burkhart in the Madera County Schools Title III Project.  She was an active 

clinician and Orff levels course instructor throughout the United States196 Grace Nash exposed 

generations of educators to the joys of the Schulwerk.  

 Cribari’s historical study of Brigitte Warner relied exclusively on primary sources.197  He 

described her childhood and early adulthood in Germany during World War II, her immigration 

to the United States, her teaching career, and her Orff-Schulwerk model for the United States.198   
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Due to her direct connections with Orff and Keetman, Warner was considered an authority on the 

Schulwerk.199  Her teaching and book titled Orff-Schulwerk: Applications for the Classroom 

(1991) has transformed how Orff Schulwerk was viewed in American music education.200 

 Since the summer of 2001, The Orff Echo’s “Portrait Series,” edited by Alan Spurgeon, 

has featured influential AOSA members who have promoted Orff Schulwerk in the United 

States.  Arnold Burkhart,201 who graduated from Fresno State University and Indiana University 

attended the 1963 University of Toronto summer Orff course.  He later accepted a position at 

Ball State University, and became the first President of the American Orff Schulwerk in 1968. 

His series “Keeping Up With Orff-Schulwerk in the Classroom,” was published for ten years.202 

 Isabel McNeill Carley was a teacher, composer, AOSA founding member, and the first 

editor of The Orff Echo.203  She studied at the University of Toronto and the Orff Institute.  

Carley was a recorder instructor at universities including, but not limited to, Ball State the 

University of Denver, and directed the Florida State University Orff courses for five years.204  

Carley published several articles and books about early music, recorders and improvisation. 

 Norman Goldberg, a founding member, received an Honorary Membership to AOSA in 

1984.205  His music store, Baton Music, later renamed MMB Music, was a major distributor of 
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Sonor and Studio 49 instruments.  He first encountered Orff-Schulwerk in Chicago during the 

1962 MENC Conference.  Goldberg had been interested in music therapy since the 1970s and 

encouraged collaborations between AOSA and the American Music Therapy Association.206   

 Ruth Pollack Hamm was a founder of AOSA and the Greater Cleveland Chapter.207  

Intrigued by Orff Schulwerk, she first participated in an Orff workshop given by Doreen Hall, 

and then attended the 1962 University of Toronto Orff course.  She later developed an Orff 

music program at her school.  Hamm was a writer, clinician, Orff levels course instructor, former 

Vice President and AOSA conference chairperson (1970-1972), President (1972-1974), and 

Executive Secretary (1974-1980).208    

 Joseph “Joe” Matthesius, a German-born founding member of AOSA, was a school 

administrator, not a music teacher, who supported music instruction and openly embraced the 

Schulwerk.209  In 1962 while at the University of Toronto summer Orff Course he met Carl Orff.  

As a heritage speaker of German, Matthesius frequently translated correspondences from Orff to 

AOSA and maintained a close friendship with the Orff family.210   

 Elizabeth Nichols was introduced to the Schulwerk in 1962, and established an Orff 

program at the Colorado Academy for Boys in Denver.211 She was an education consultant for 

MMB Music, Associate Professor at Ball State University, an AOSA founder, a member of The 
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Orff Echo editorial board, and an active clinician.212  She later became interested in Native 

American flute music and recorded the CD Coyote Songs and Tales with Orff materials.213 

 Jacobeth Postl, an AOSA founding member’s interest in Orff Schulwerk, began at a 

workshop presented by Doreen Hall in 1961.214  She attended summer courses at the University 

of Toronto and the Orff Institute from 1962 to 1965.215  Her work with the Illinois Gifted 

Program allowed her to develop an Orff music program in Skokie, Illinois which was co-directed 

by her friend and fellow Orff teacher Lillian Yaross. 216 She co-authored the AOSA constitution 

and served as AOSA national conference chair, treasurer, Vice President, and Past-President. 217   

 AOSA founding member Wilma Salzman was encouraged by Doreen Hall to study in 

Toronto and at the Orff Institute.218  She taught at the Music Center of the North Shore in 

Winnetka, Illinois, as well as in Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas.  In 1968 she co-authored the 

AOSA constitution with Jacobeth Postl.219  Her Big Books for Little Kids Series (1993-1998)220 

was written to teach English to Spanish-speaking students using music, movement, and visuals. 

 A choral music educator, William Wakeland directed the Ball State summer Orff 

program for nine years. 221  During his administration the number of levels courses offered each 
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summer increased from one to three over the course of four weeks.222  As a Professor of Music at 

Ball State University for twenty-eight years (1964-1992), he was involved in the creation of the 

American Orff Schulwerk Association in conjunction with Burkhart and the other founders.223  

Of the original ten founders, a portrait or biography regarding the contributions to AOSA of 

Jacques Schneider could not be found.224   

 The following portrait articles lauded influential first generation American Orff teachers 

and early members of AOSA who have promoted the growth of Orff Schulwerk in the United 

States.  Barbara Grenoble, featured in a two-part portrait, established The Grenoble Studio of 

Musical Arts, which began offering children’s Orff classes in the summer of 1980.225  Prior to 

1980 Grenoble was a music teacher with the Englewood Public Schools in Colorado for twelve 

years.226  Her studio has promoted community support for music through the Orff approach.227 

 Lillian Yaross was a music teacher, teacher trainer, former President of AOSA, and 

recipient of the AOSA’s Distinguished Service Award.228  Her career was closely linked with 

that of Jacobeth Postl.  Together they helped to establish the Greater Chicago Chapter of AOSA, 

and team-taught summer sessions including twenty-seven years at DePaul University.229  Yaross 
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believed, “music should delight children of all ages.  The sounds children make have to be 

exciting.”230  Therefore, she believed future teachers should be exposed to all approaches to 

music teaching including Orff-Schulwerk during their collegiate studies.231 

 Avon Gillespie was well-known for his interest in Gospel music and spirituals.232  He 

founded Orff teacher certification programs at the University of Santa Cruz and the University of 

North Texas.  Through workshops, classes and Orff Levels courses, Gillespie inspired music 

teachers with his passion for music. 233  He embraced all aspects of the Schulwerk.  According to 

Goodkin, Gillespie often said, “the teacher is constantly evolving as life is evolving.”234  

 Nancy Ferguson was a founder of the Memphis Orff Chapter and an AOSA President.235  

Together with Konnie Saliba, she was active in the Memphis City Schools Title III ESEA grant.  

A jazz singer, she often included jazz in her teaching.236  In 1987 Ferguson accepted a position at 

the University of Arizona, founded the Southern Arizona Orff chapter, and introduced city-wide 

Orff festivals in Phoenix.237  Ferguson was active in AOSA until her death in 2001.238  
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 Sarah Goldstein was introduced to the Schulwerk while in Europe in 1950.239  She was 

one of the first elementary music teachers in North America to be provided with a classroom set 

of Orff instruments.  Goldstein stated,” I was one of the first ones in the United States to 

incorporate Orff as a regular part of the music program in everyday music teaching.”240  She 

presented workshops and was a founder and former president of the Mid-Atlantic Chapter.241 

 Mimi Samuelson, an influential recorder instructor, taught many American Orff teachers 

in Canada and at the Orff Institute.242  She went to the Orff Institute as a student in 1972, and 

remained as a teacher for twenty-five years.243  A talented recorder player and teacher, 

Samuelson was considered to be a “behind the scenes person,” and was described by Barbara 

Haselbach as “a secret diamond.”244  Jane Frazee stated, “Mimi is very careful, and has a 

nondirective style of asking—not telling—her students, what to do.”245  Through her technical 

recorder skills and subtle teaching style Samuelson has influenced many American Orff teachers.  

 One final portrait entitled “That’s Jane” presented an overview of the life and career of 

Jane Frazee.246  Candid quotes by Jane Frazee, and recollections of her work told by colleagues 

and her many friends gave life to this portrait.247  Together these pioneers worked to promote, 

teach, and share the joys of Orff Schulwerk with students and teachers throughout the United 
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States.  Therefore, in order to justly acknowledge their contributions to music education, it is in 

the best interest of music education researchers to examine and chronicle the rich histories and 

careers of influential music educators, including Jane Frazee. 

 

Summary 

 In reviewing the existing literature, the author found that the history of general music 

education in the United States, as it is currently practiced, was the result of both European and 

American developed music teaching approaches and movements.  These currently used in the 

United States.  As is commonly found in historical research, nothing that is believed to be new is 

ever entirely original.  However, the literature has shown that the values and musical skills, 

topics, and applications of music teaching have periodically varied.  Consequently, although the 

content of what music educators teach their students on a daily basis has not changed 

dramatically, the manner in which the material has been presented has been altered to meet the 

needs of society, as well as each new generation of American music students. 

 In addition music teaching approaches and movements, several prominent music 

educators who helped shape the various ways in which music education was taught in American 

schools, and their contributions to music education were described.  Throughout the literature, 

music educators have frequently looked backwards in time for inspiration and guidance in their 

music teaching approaches.  Whether a teacher has pieced together elements of previously used 

approaches, or has modified existing practices, the overall goal was to provide quality music 

instruction for their students.   

 Although all of the music educators that were included in this review shared similar 

qualities, backgrounds, and musical training, each also possessed a unique set of beliefs, skills, 
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or practices that set them apart from their contemporaries.  Understanding what led to the 

development of these unique personal characteristics, and their influence on the individuals’ 

professional music education career was the driving force behind this research.  In summary, the 

existing research discussed in this review has provided insight into both the historical 

development of music education practices in the United States as well as the prominent figures 

who have influenced the music education profession thus far.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

EARLY LIFE, MUSICAL TRAINING, AND TEACHING 

  

 Jane Frazee was born on July 16, 1936, in Cumberland, Wisconsin,248 to Aleda Etta 

(Richardson) and Herbert Clarence Christensen.249  The eldest of two girls, Jane enjoyed a 

typical American childhood. 250  She was exposed to music from a young age, and her parents 

bought a piano for their home when she was five years old, with the intention of her beginning 

piano lessons.251  Frazee was active in music ensembles and activities as a pianist, saxophonist, 

and vocalist throughout her primary and secondary school years.252  

 Despite a keen interest in music, Frazee enrolled at the University of Wisconsin, to 

pursue a degree in business.  Following only one semester of business courses, she quickly 

reconsidered her future career options and became a music major.253  Although she enjoyed 

teaching and interacting with students in the music classroom, the standard approach to teaching 
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music to young children in the mid-to-late 1950s concerned Frazee, even as an undergraduate 

student.  Nevertheless, despite her initial reservations she later became convinced that she had 

made the correct decision by choosing a career in music education.254  In 1958, Frazee graduated 

from the University of Wisconsin-Madison with a Bachelor of Arts degree in music.255 

 

Teaching of Children and Introduction to Orff Schulwerk 

 

 Moving to Minnesota, Frazee secured her first position as a music teacher.  Although 

unknown to her at the time, her entrance into the music education profession could not have 

occurred at a more fortuitous point in history.  Thus, in the fall of 1960, she embarked upon a 

new course in her life, and began her career as a music educator at Northrop Collegiate, a 

private, college preparatory day school for girls in Minneapolis, Minnesota.256  During the next 

twelve years, the students at Northrop would benefit from her natural curiosity, which was driven 

by her introduction and growing interest in Orff Schulwerk.257 Towards the close of that first 

school year, Frazee completed her graduate studies at the University of Minnesota, and was 

awarded a Master of Arts degree with a concentration in music education on March 16, 1961.258   
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 Frazee traveled to Iowa to attend an education conference during her second year of 

music teaching, 1961 to 1962.  It was at this conference that she met Grace Nash, an influential 

early advocate of Orff Schulwerk and teaching music to young children.259  Prior to the Iowa 

conference Frazee had only had a passing acquaintance with Orff Schulwerk, and the Orff 

volumes during her musical training.  She recalled, “Later, as a graduate student, I discovered 

Music for Children260 volumes in the University of Minnesota library and hastily returned them 

to the shelves when I could find no sequence or explanation of how the material was to be 

used.”261  Therefore, Nash’s workshop was to become Frazee’s first official experience with the 

Orff process.  In her own words, Jane Frazee described this and subsequent related events:  

 “I was introduced to Orff Schulwerk in my second year of teaching (1961-1962) at an 

 Independent School conference in Iowa.  Grace Nash unpacked some Orff instrument 

 boxes sent from Germany, we played and sang ‘Ding Dong Diggy Dong’ and I never 

 looked back.  I followed up with study at the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto in 

 1963 – a three-week program that featured Doreen Hall and Polyxene Matháy from 

 Greece.”262 

 

 Frazee, inspired by her summer of study in Toronto at the Royal Conservatory, set out to 

teach her students through the Orff process building on the lessons she had learned from Doreen 

Hall and Polyxene Matháy.  She recalled years later, “Many educational opportunities, both in 

the United States, and in Salzburg followed.  Happily my accidental introduction to Orff 

Schulwerk provided a lifetime of continuing challenges and satisfactions, as well as an 

international group of friends and colleagues who have inspired and nurtured me.”263 
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Doreen Hall  

 One of Jane Frazee’s first Orff Schulwerk instructors was a Canadian music educator, 

Doreen Hall.  Hall was one of the first North American teachers to become involved in Orff 

Schulwerk.  In the 1950s she studied the Schulwerk from its creators in Salzburg.  In 1957, Hall 

founded both the Canadian Orff Foundation and the Orff Courses at the Royal Conservatory at 

the University of Toronto.264  Her work on the North American adaptation of Music for Children 

helped to promote Orff Schulwerk throughout Canada, and later the United States.265  Frazee met 

Doreen Hall in 1963 at the Orff Summer Course at the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto, 

Canada.266  Hall’s teachings greatly influenced Frazee’s approaches to teaching music to 

generations of children and adult students, a practice she began upon her return to Minnesota. 

 Expectedly, it was not long after her return to the United States that Frazee presented her 

first children’s demonstration of Orff Schulwerk at a 1964 meeting of the Minnesota Music 

Educators Association.267  This demonstration inspired many music teachers in Minnesota, as 

well as throughout the midwest.  Encouraged by this first exhibition, Frazee continued to refine 

her understanding of the Schulwerk with her students in the years to come.   

 Desiring to learn as much as possible about Orff Schulwerk, Frazee sought out additional 

training at the Orff Institute in Salzburg, Austria, which had opened in 1963.268  Thus, Frazee 

traveled to the Institute, where she attended classes in music, movement, recorder, and other 
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topics related to the Schulwerk from 1966 to 1967.269  Among the instructors and staff she met 

and interacted with were Barbara Haselbach, and Dr. Hermann Regner, the Director of the Orff 

Institute.270  Both individuals would have a significant influence on Frazee throughout her career.   

 

Barbara Haselbach 

 Barbara Haselbach, a former student and apprentice of Gunild Keetman’s, was an 

elemental dance pedagogy instructor at the Orff Institute in Salzburg.271  She has authored and 

edited many publications related to Orff Schulwerk.  In addition, Haselbach has previously 

served as a former director of the Orff Institute and has lectured throughout the world, until her 

retirement in 2004.272  Frazee met Haselbach during her visits to the Orff Institute.  To this day 

Haselbach and Frazee maintain a strong friendship.273   

 

Hermann Regner 

 The director of the Orff Institute in Salzburg, Dr. Hermann Regner, was a composer, 

teacher, author, and editor.  His many contributions to Orff Schulwerk include founding the Orff 

Schulwerk Forum, and services to the Orff Schulwerk Foundation.  In regards to Orff Schulwerk 

in the United States, Regner was the editor of the American Edition of Music for Children,274 an 
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endeavor in which, at his request, Frazee too was later involved.  Frazee would return to the Orff 

Institute several times and in a variety of capacities over the course of her career with the 

growing American Orff community.   

 

American Orff Schulwerk Association (AOSA)  

 Music educators in the United States first became familiar with Orff Schulwerk and it 

uses in American music classrooms, especially with children, through the professional 

development conferences sponsored by AOSA, or as it was known in its formative years, the 

Orff Schulwerk Association (OSA).  One of the first goals set by the OSA founders was to 

increase familiarity and interest among music educators regarding the Orff approach.  They 

determined the best course of action to accomplish this goal was to sponsor a professional Orff 

conference at Ball State University in 1969.275  According to Wimmer, 165 individuals attended 

the 1969 conference at Ball State.276  Among the attendees was Jane Frazee.277  

 A member of AOSA since 1969,278 Frazee has supported its mission through committee 

service, as well as in other leadership capacities.279  During her years of service she has been 

especially involved in the development of teaching materials for American students.  Shortly 

after she became a member of AOSA, interest in process teaching and the Orff approach began 

to grow in the state of Minnesota.  Thus, Frazee was eager to establish the Minnesota Orff 
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Chapter.280  She became an Orff Schulwerk leader within her adopted home state, as well as 

throughout the midwest.  Frazee’s presence at the National Orff level began to blossom during 

the 1970s.281  These events came about largely in response to her attendance at the 1970 

Cincinnati Conference.  During this conference she was introduced to Jos Wuytack, whose 

interpretations of the Schulwerk greatly appealed to her personal approach to music teaching.  

 

Jos Wuytack 

 Jos Wuytack, an international Orff pedagogue, has influenced the spread of Orff 

Schulwerk throughout the world.  A former student of Carl Orff, Wuytack took the knowledge 

he had gained from his studies and integrated many of his own ideas into his interpretation and 

teaching of the Schulwerk.  In the United States he was responsible for the introduction of the 

Orff course formats now used by most training centers.282  As stated by Jane Frazee:  

 The charismatic Belgian teacher, Jos Wuytack, then a member of the Toronto faculty, 

 established two-week, three-level courses in the United States based upon the Canadian 

 model: first at Memphis State (TN) in 1970 and the University of Minnesota in 1971.  

 These programs have offered levels courses in consecutive summers for forty years

 training teachers who now staff courses throughout the country.283 

 

 Frazee’s first encounter with Jos Wuytack, took place during a session he presented at the 

1970 AOSA conference.284  As explained by Hetrick, “When Wuytack demonstrated a way to 

transfer body percussion to unpitched and pitched percussion instruments, the idea of a 
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sequential progression began to emerge for her.”285  In her recent essay, “From the Old World to 

the New: Cultivating Orff’s Wildflower from Europe to the USA,” Frazee has provided further 

support related to her earlier observation, “Wuytack’s work represented a shift in emphasis from 

rhythmic and melodic counterpoint illustrated in the five volumes of Orff’s Music for Children to 

classical melody and harmony, based upon his own teaching material.”286    

 Intrigued by Wuytack’s interpretation and presentation of the Orff approach, Frazee, 

along with, Arvida Steen, and Judy Bond, would enroll in the Orff level I course with Wuytack 

at the University of Minnesota in 1971. 287  Each would later go on to join him as a teaching 

colleague during the Orff levels courses at the University of Minnesota.288  Frazee began 

teaching with Wuytack in the University of Minnesota Orff levels courses in 1972 first as the 

level I instructor.  She moved to level II in 1973 when Level III was added to the course 

offerings.  That same year Arvida Steen joined the staff as the Level I instructor.289  Other 

instructors, including Judy Bond, continued to join the Orff faculty in the years to come.   

 Strongly influenced by her own attendance at the first two national AOSA conferences, 

Frazee was inspired to become involved in the planning of future conferences.  Her first chance 

to do so arrived when the decision was made by AOSA to hold the April 1973 conference in 

Minneapolis, Minnesota.  By this time she was actively involved in the Orff approach on state, 

national, and international levels.  Frazee served as local co-chair with Arvida Steen, for the 
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Minneapolis Conference.290  In her interview with Pam Hetrick, Frazee made the following 

statement regarding the preparations for the Minneapolis conference, “The hotel personnel 

thought that Orff Schulwerk was some kind of infectious disease, but the pioneers who attended 

knew better,” she reveals “It is a kind of infectious disease.”291  The Minneapolis conference, 

which took place April 5 to 8, 1973, included sessions about vocal techniques and improvisation, 

recorder playing, early vocal music, music for preschool children, and other topics related to Orff 

Schulwerk.  A few early figures associated with the spread of Orff in the United States who 

presented at this conference were: James and Isabel Carley, Carol King, and Wilma Salzman.292  

In addition, Frazee recalled, “Headliners were Jos Wuytack, Orff, and Robert Abramson, a noted 

American Dalcroze teacher.”293  The conference was deemed a success, and continued to attract 

new teachers to the Orff Approach, thus increasing its presence in elementary music education.   

 One teacher who became interested in Orff Schulwerk because of Wuytack’s level 

course, the early AOSA conferences, and most importantly Jane Frazee’s work, was Judy Bond.  

Dr. Judy Bond stated, “In addition to my experience as a student in Jane’s Orff classes, I 

observed her teaching children on several occasions.  The book “A Walk in the Wildflowers,” 

published by AOSA, has an essay about my first observation of her teaching children.  This was 

an important inspirational moment for me and it occurred soon after my initial meeting at her 

home.  I remember her comment at the end of that first visit, when she told me I would need to 
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see the work with children to really understand what it was about.”294  In Bond’s article, “Walk 

in the Wildflowers,” she shared her first encounter with Frazee’s teaching. 

 Like many others who have made this discovery, I will never forget my first experience. I 

 had the opportunity to visit Northrup Collegiate School for Girls where Jane Frazee was 

 the music teacher.  I watched with amazement as a class of second grade girls sang and 

 played the game “Bluebird, Bluebird Through My Window,” then took places at the 

 barred instruments and sang again, this time playing their own accompaniment while 

 Jane played the recorder.  After this they listened and moved with recorded music—a 

 Pavane, for which they would later learn and perform the formal dance patterns.  I was 

 inspired and delighted, and eager to learn more about this way of teaching music!295 

 

During Frazee’s years as a music instructor at Northrup Collegiate she built a strong music 

program that was enhanced by the Orff approach.  Her students learned not only songs, and 

dances to entertain them for a limited amount of time, rather they had been given a solid 

foundation on which a comprehensive music education could be developed.   

 According to Frazee, “During the 1970s I also taught courses for children at the Walker 

Art Center and McPhail Center for Music, an independent music school in Minneapolis.”296  In 

1973, Frazee accepted a music teaching position at St. Paul Academy and Summit School in St. 

Paul, Minnesota.  While employed at this school she would teach an additional fifteen years, 

making her total number of years teaching music to children in the Twin Cities twenty-seven 

years.297  In addition to teaching children, it was at this point in Frazee’s career, as well as in the 

years to come, that she would begin several new, challenging, and exciting adventures.      
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 As a result of her studies and interactions with Wuytack, Frazee was one of the original 

teachers selected to work on the American edition of Music for Children, when he was originally 

in charge of its publication.  Her appointment to this project was recalled in her recent article, 

“The artistic members of the team include the project director, Jos Wuytack, and three of his 

students selected as contributors: Avon Gillespie, Konnie Koonce (Saliba), and me.”298 

Unfortunately due to a variety of other commitments, Wuytack would not be able to follow the 

project through to its conclusion.299  However, it would eventually be completed under the 

direction of Dr. Hermann Regner.300   

 In the meantime, following the 1973 Minneapolis conference, Frazee was appointed as 

the National Conference Chair for the 1975 Detroit conference.301  She also went on to become 

AOSA president the next year.  As president of AOSA, in 1976 to 1977,302 Jane Frazee made 

several significant contributions to the organization.  First she promoted Orff Schulwerk as a 

useable and beneficial approach to teaching music in the United States through her role and 

growing recognition as a first-generation American Orff teacher and advocate.  Next, as a result 

of her earlier studies both with Jos Wuytack, and at the Orff Institute, Frazee was invited, along 

with twenty-two other American Orff teachers, by Dr. Hermann Regner in 1974 to be involved 

in the American adaptation of Music for Children Orff Schulwerk American Edition.303  Her 
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article, “The Genesis of the American Edition of Music for Children,” described the 

development of this publication between the years of 1973 to 1977.304  Frazee explained, 

 The enthusiastic reception of Orff Schulwerk in the U.S. encouraged Schott to begin an 

 American publication program.  The initial effort toward realizing this possibility was led 

 by the director of the Orff Institute, Hermann Regner.  His strong commitment to an 

 indigenous American materials collection led to the three-volume set of Music for 

 Children American Edition (1977-1982).  This collection has inspired thirty-seven 

 supplemental books for classroom use, and the list continues to grow.305 

 

This project was the first resource that contained American made and selected materials for use 

in music classrooms throughout the United States.  It was a monumental undertaking at the time, 

albeit a necessary one.  However, it required a large degree of mailed correspondences and trips 

to Austria to bring about its completion.  As a contributing author, Jane Frazee traveled to 

Austria in 1977 and met with Dr. Regner.  It was during this trip that she was also afforded the 

opportunity to meet and discuss the Schulwerk with its creators, Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman.   

 

Carl Orff 

 Carl Orff was a German composer who was intrigued by the combination of elemental 

music and movement.  Through his partnerships, first with Dorothee Günther, and later with 

Gunild Keetman, Orff was able to advance an innovative approach to music learning and 

teaching.  As a result he created Orff Schulwerk, a pedagogical approach which integrated 

speech, music, movement, singing, instrument playing, and improvisation.306  As translated by  

Margaret Murray, Carl Orff explained:  
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 Looking back I should like to describe Schulwerk as a wild flower.  I am a passionate 

 gardener so this description seems to me a very suitable one.  As in Nature plants 

 establish themselves where they are needed and where the conditions are favourable, so 

 Schulwerk has grown from ideas that were rife at the time and they found their 

 favourable conditions in my work.  Schulwerk did not develop from any preconsidered 

 plan – I could never have imagined such a far-reaching one – but it came from a need that 

 I was able to recognize as such.  It is an experience of long standing that wild flowers 

 always prosper, where carefully planned, cultivating plants often produce disappointing 

 results.307 

 

One of the places where Orff’s wildflower had taken root was the United States.  Therefore when 

word reached him of Regner’s collaboration with American Orff teachers, he was intrigued, and 

keen to meet the individuals involved, including Jane Frazee. 

 During Frazee’s meeting with Orff, he shared many of his views regarding music, nature, 

pedagogy, and the Schulwerk.308  Frazee’s 1977 article, “A Visit with Orff,” recounted some of 

the events of this meeting, including her first introduction to Carl Orff: 

 Because I had been told that the eighty-two year old composer was recovering from the 

 flu, I was little prepared for the large figure striding across the floor, arms outstretched, 

 and the enormous hands pressing mine in welcome.  My previously memorized German 

 greeting was forgotten; I was able to utter little more than a very American “hi” in my 

 awe-struck state.  Dr. Hermann Regner, Director of the Orff Institute, joined the group as 

 Orff ushered us to a small table and expressed regrets for the absence of his wife, who 

 was recuperating from minor surgery in the hospital.  I listened politely to the Institute 

 business which followed, but the attempt to grasp something of the spirit of the man 

 himself was preeminent in my thoughts.309 

 

Although this was a brief encounter with Orff, Frazee was able to get to know him in a more 

human way, and not just as an accomplished composer, and creator of Orff Schulwerk. 
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 As the afternoon progressed Frazee and Orff discussed the development and evolution of 

the Schulwerk, which Orff claimed, “The Schulwerk was not my discovery.  It had been with us 

—in the air, so to speak—all along.”310  He went on to explain, “Pedagogy is like a river.  As it 

flows, principles continue to be rediscovered.  One can’t interfere with the flow of these ideas or 

contain them in any way.”311  Orff believed that a musical education which emphasized a child’s 

natural instincts, and imagination, and creativity was to be encouraged.  In his final statement of 

the interview he explained, “I like to communicate with masses of people, not with their heads, 

but with their souls.  We always must return to the roots for rebirth.”312  At the conclusion of this 

interview, Frazee had gained personal insight into Orff’s mind, as well as his motivations for his 

approach to music education.  Many of these ideas were transferred and shared by his student 

and collaborator, Gunild Keetman.   

 

Gunild Keetman 

 A former student of the Güntherschule and the co-creator of Orff Schulwerk, Gunild 

Keetman, was a gifted composer, author, and teacher.  Her books Music for Children, 

Elementaria, and others, contain a large number of her compositions.  In addition, many 

suggestions for teaching music using the Orff approach can also be found in these books. 313  

Keetman was influential to the Schulwerk in many ways.  According to Gerheuser: 

  Keetman’s greatest gift as a teacher is to give full value to simple ideas and techniques, 

 and to establish the fundamentals securely before attempting to build on them.  Only such 

 an approach can lead on and on over the years in a positive direction. 
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 What makes Gunild Keetman so important in the development of the Schulwerk?  She 

 herself embodies the main idea of the whole Orff approach, the combination of music and 

 movement.  Because she is both a composer and a movement specialist, there has not yet 

 been anyone else so uniquely qualified for leadership in both fields…Without her, the  

 Schulwerk would be unimaginable.  Without her, it would not exist at all.314 

 In Frazee’s recollections about Keetman in the 2005 Centenary edition of The Orff  

Echo, she said, “I did not know Gunild Keetman as a teacher, but only as a kind, generous 

person.  I met her first in 1977 at Orff’s home in Diessen.”315  A recollection of that first meeting 

was also included in Frazee’s “Notes From a Visit With Carl Orff.”  Frazee recalled her first 

experiences with Keetman, who had been their hostess during that visit. 

 The second floor is Orff’s working room.  I entered it with a variety of sensations: 

 curiosity, pleasure, apprehension, and respect.  Before I could sort out my feelings and 

 absorb the surrounding, Keetman approached with a soft package under her arm.  “I want 

 you to have something of myself,” she smiled as she thrust a floral-papered, blue-

 ribboned treasure into my hands.  Because she seemed not fully to understand my 

 stunned response to her generosity, I made an attempt to explain that she had already 

 given me one of the greatest gifts of my life in the Schulwerk.  But I accepted her 

 present: a stripped, fringed shawl, in hand woven wool carded and dyed by Keetman 

 herself.  I was deeply moved by the innocence, modesty, and kindness of this diminutive 

 woman, who has given her enormous talent and energy to the Schulwerk for over fifty 

 years.316 

 

Keetman has been a source of inspiration for many Orff teachers, including Frazee.  Her work 

has provided a wealth of musical material to be used in the teaching of students.  But her 

contributions to the Schulwerk go much deeper than that alone. 
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 In a more recent essay Frazee discussed her second meeting with Keetman in 1981, while 

she was a Fulbright lecturer at the Orff Institute, and the subsequent train ride home from a 

performance they had attended together, along with Mimi Samuelson.317   

 She asked about my work on the train trip.  When I told her I was working on a 

 curriculum for Orff teachers (this was to become Discovering Orff), she said she didn’t 

 like to think that way about teaching.  Rather, she liked to make lessons inspired by the 

 talents and needs of her students; long-range curriculum planning was not interesting to 

 her.  She respected my approach, just made it clear that hers was very different.318 

 

Although their approaches to the Schulwerk differed, it was clear that each respected the others 

interpretations and supported their work.  As mentioned in this remembrance, the two women 

would maintain a friendly correspondence in the years to come.  In addition, they would continue 

to support the other colleague’s work at all times.  Frazee summarized her view and high opinion 

of Keetman’s work as follows, “We are all enriched by Keetman’s work.  Her legacy involves 

proficiency, purpose and passion.  She had them all in abundance.  We would all do well to 

emulate her example.”319  This is a goal Frazee has tried to accomplish throughout her career. 

 Throughout her teaching of children, Jane Frazee tried to impart the wisdom she had 

gained from her studies, as well as her personal encounters with Doreen Hall, Barbara 

Haselbach, Dr. Hermann Regner, Jos Wuytack, Carl Orff, and Gunild Keetman.  In her essay, 

“My Walk in the Wildflowers,” published in a collection of essays written by prominent 

American Orff teachers, Frazee shared several touching, funny, and memorable accounts of 
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experiences with her students during this period of her life and career.320  In her introduction to 

these stories Frazee stated, 

 Since students learn music by behaving as musicians, I’ve chosen to present vignettes 

 that illustrate what musicians of any age actually do: perform, create, listen, and analyze.  

 This is the stuff of music education in an Orff classroom, but there’s more.  The student-

 centered environment of sound, movement, and feeling also encourages social and 

 emotional growth.321 

 

 As a teacher of children, Frazee aspired to instill a love of music as well as a thorough 

understanding of what music is, why humans need to make and be involved in music and music-

making activities, and how it has changed through time.  She provided a variety of opportunities 

for her students to experience music through performance, creation, listening, and analysis.322  

Some of Frazee’s more public experiences with her students featured their participation on the 

radio program A Prairie Home Companion,323 starring Garrison Keiler, a performance of her 

Orff ensemble with the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra,324 and a performance by a group of her fifth 

grade students at the Canadian national Orff conference in Winnipeg, Canada in 1986.325  While 

at this conference, Frazee also presented a workshop session.326  In addition, Frazee elaborated, 

“The students performed on NPR in 1988 for a program called Good Evening with Noah Adams.  

It replaced Prairie Home Companion for a short time.”327 
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 Classroom lessons and activities were also important and meaningful to Frazee and her 

students.  In an effort to provide quality music lessons and meaningful music activities for her 

students, Frazee carefully selected materials throughout her teaching career.  Through an 

examination of the types and variety of materials included in her publications,328 it is clear to see 

that Frazee selected high quality rhymes, poems, and repertoire.  Materials that were chosen 

purely for enjoyment, or non-musical purposes, also possessed an important aesthetic appeal for 

Frazee, and, most importantly, her students.  An example of this type of music teaching situation 

was retold in Frazee’s essay, “My Walk in the Wildflowers.” 

 The song ‘Cindy’ was fourth grade standard in my curriculum because it involves the 

 descending pentatonic scale, as well as low la and low sol in the chorus.  Its many verses 

 are silly teases and fun for everyone to sing.  One day Roger … came to me with a fairly 

 large piece of paper.  He told me that he knew a lot more verses that we never sang in 

 school.  He had taken the trouble of writing them down for us so that we could sing the 

 whole song!  This encouraged us to add even more verses, creating a folk song that 

 belonged only to our class.”329  

 

Frazee understood her student’s needs to express themselves through music, and she encouraged 

these behaviors whenever possible.  She knew that by using these “teachable moments,” wisely 

she could facilitate the learning of her students’ more effectively in music, as well as socially and 

emotionally.  Although everything Frazee taught was well planned and had a specific goal in 

mind, it was those moments of the “unexpected” that seem to have left some of the most lasting 

impacts on Frazee’s memories.330  In her essay she explained how the Orff approach helped to 

foster these types of extra-musical experiences. 
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 Because Orff teaching encourages open-ended responses that touch the deepest parts of 

 our musical and emotional selves, it encourages growth of both students and teachers. 

 This complex art stimulates a variety of responses from our students: thoughts and 

 feelings that matter deeply to them but may be different from our own.  Understanding 

 this means that if we are open to their truth, we teachers can also grow in depth of 

 understanding our subject.  This is one reason that wise teachers say that their students 

 teach them every day.331 

 

By allowing students to propel their own learning, they were able to develop a deeper 

understanding of the subject matter.  Also, children often perceive music activities differently 

than adults, and can use their imaginations in ways adults would not have predicted. Their ability 

to manipulate and transfer learned skills to new areas demonstrated mastery of the material in 

ways that were unique to each student.  Lastly, in regards to teaching children in general, Frazee 

drew several conclusions based on her own teaching experiences using Orff Schulwerk: 

 I believe that children bring a predilection for a particular aspect of the program long 

 before they walk in the door of the music room.  That is, they already love to dance, or to 

 sing, to listen, or to make music in some special way.  The variety and richness of the 

 Orff media addresses these special interests, and encourages exploration of others.  So 

 almost everyone can find a place of comfort, in addition to attempting the unfamiliar.332 

 

 By acknowledging students’ natural interests, Frazee was able to accomplish many 

musical and non-musical goals.  Allowing students to discover musical learning in their own 

time, through a variety of experiences has helped to promote greater student achievement in 

music.  These ideals were emphasized in all of Frazee’s teaching, both with children and adults.  

With her children, she wanted them to use their natural creativity and enjoyment of play.  

Likewise with adults, she encouraged the same behaviors, and challenged her adult students to 

rediscover their childhood freedom. 
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Teaching of Adults 

 

 Since the late 1960s, Jane Frazee has also taught music to adults.  Her interactions and 

musical instruction of adult students took place during music courses at various colleges and 

universities, Orff levels courses, the special course at the Orff Institute, and within her Graduate 

Programs in Music Education. 333  Many of her former students have gone on to become 

successful performers, music educators, Orff levels instructors, and university music professors.    

 

College Teaching 

 Frazee first began teaching adults as an Instructor in Music and Education334 at 

Macalester College, located in St. Paul, Minnesota in 1968.335  Although she enjoyed teaching, 

her contributions to Macalester College and the music department ended in 1973.  In 1972, 

Frazee had become an instructor of music at Hamline University, also in St. Paul.336  From this 

point forward Frazee would occupy several roles pertaining to music instruction at Hamline 

University between the years of 1972 to 1990.337  As a result of her changing responsibilities, 

Frazee would gain new insight in teaching the Orff Approach to adults, and what requirements 

should be used to guide these learning experiences. 
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AOSA Teacher Training Guidelines 

 During the 1970s and 1980s, Frazee was actively engaged in committee work for other 

areas of AOSA regarding teacher training.  She has supported setting standards for teachers 

trained in AOSA endorsed Orff certification courses, and has strongly encouraged graduate 

studies in music education.  Her role in the distribution and analysis of the colleges and 

universities survey during the fall of 1973 and the outgrowths of this information including the 

development of the AOSA’s Teacher Education Committee were discussed by Brandon in her 

recent dissertation.338  Brandon presented Frazee’s contributions as a member of the committee 

charged with the development of the AOSA’s Level I course guides, which were accepted by the 

Executive Board in May 1975, and her role in the development of AOSA’s Level II Orff 

certification guidelines completed in 1980.339  Frazee actively contributed to the standardization 

of Orff levels courses and was interested in the role of colleges and universities involved in 

music teacher training.  She explained, “Level I guidelines were developed during my AOSA 

presidency.”340  Therefore, Frazee would personally influence each of these areas.   

 

Orff Levels Course Instructor 

 As stated by Judith Bond, “Orff teacher training in the U.S. has traditionally been 

conceived as a course for practicing general music teachers who already possess a college degree 

and a teaching license, and have some experience working with children in the classroom.”341  
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As such, these were the type of students Frazee taught when she joined the University of 

Minnesota summer Orff levels courses staff in 1972, as well as in the Orff courses at Hamline.342  

Armed with her teaching experiences using the Orff approach with children and her training 

from the University of Toronto, the Orff Institute, and her Orff levels course with Jos Wuytack, 

Frazee began to share her knowledge and passion for music with practicing general music 

educators. 

 Orff levels courses have been offered in the United States beginning in 1968 at Ball State 

University.  The first three level program, modeled on the courses previously taught in Canada, 

was held at Memphis State University in 1970.  A year later, the University of Minnesota joined 

Memphis in offering the 3-level model courses.343  Over the years the number of these courses 

has continued to grow.344  Although in recent years Orff levels courses have been offered during 

the academic year,345 the majority of practicing music educators continue to choose to attend 

Orff levels training courses in the summer.346  Brandon’s review of historical teacher training 

courses and instructors included the contributions of Jane Frazee during her levels course 

teaching at the University of Minnesota, Hamline University, the University of St. Thomas, and 

other universities throughout the United States.347   
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 Beginning in 1972, Jane Frazee was invited by Jos Wuytack to join the University of 

Minnesota Orff certification course staff as the Level I instructor.348  When the program grew the 

following year, Frazee was promoted to Level II with the addition of Arvida Steen as the Level I 

instructor.349  For several summers beginning in 1973, these three individuals taught the 

pedagogy portion of each levels course.  Movement and percussion instructors were introduced 

to the University of Minnesota Orff certification faculty in 1974.350  Beginning with the 1975 

summer session, the University of Minnesota courses would move to the campus of Hamline 

University.351  Additional faculty continued to join the program over the years, including Judy 

Bond beginning in 1977,352 and Mary Goetze in 1979.353  In addition, Jane Frazee also taught at: 

Northwestern University, Bemidjii State College, Portland State University Haystack Summer 

Music Program, Grand View College, Indiana University, the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, and many others.354  Two colleagues who taught in many of these Orff levels 

courses along with Jane Frazee were Arvida Steen, and Judy Bond. 
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Orff Levels Courses: Teaching Colleagues 

Arvida Steen 

 

 Arvida Steen, a former elementary music teacher, adjunct professor of music, Orff levels 

course director and instructor, AOSA and Minnesota chapter member, and author, has been one 

of Jane Frazee’s closest and most trusted colleagues throughout both their professional 

careers.355  In many ways Steen’s career shared several similarities with Frazee’s.  Like Frazee, 

Steen served on the AOSA national board (1977-1982),356 was a past president of AOSA (1980-

1981),357 and was honored with the AOSA Distinguished Service Award in 1997.358  Arvida 

Steen also attended Jos Wuytack’s 1971 Orff levels course at the University of Minnesota.  She 

became an integral member of the teaching faculty in both the Hamline University and the 

University of St. Thomas Graduate Programs in Music Education, as well as the Orff Schulwerk 

Certificate program.359  Steen has taught Orff levels courses throughout the United States, 360 and 

one summer session at the Orff Institute.361  Beginning in 1986, Steen became the director, as 

well as an instructor in the Orff Teacher certification course at the University of Kentucky, a 
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position she held for ten years.362  During this time she shaped the Kentucky Orff program based 

on the levels courses developed at Hamline University by herself, Frazee, Bond, and others.363  

She went on to create an Orff curriculum course that she taught both at the University of 

Kentucky, and the University of St. Thomas.364  Both programs continue to thrive to this day.  

Steen’s experiences have provided many fond memories throughout her career teaching adult 

students.  In her article, “It’s Magic!” Steen said,  

 I am grateful for my Orff Schulwerk training.  The master teachers have surrounded me 

 with models to emulate.  The teachers who have been students in my courses taught me 

 by doing what I asked, but then asking critical questions that influenced me to experiment 

 in new directions.  In Orff courses we learn from others as we are inspired to take risks, 

 and to trust others we share the joy of shared accomplishment in musical performances, 

 just as children do.365  

 

 In addition to teaching adults, Steen also taught music to elementary aged children.  

Having taught in both Michigan and Minnesota, she introduced a large number of children to 

music.  She described many of these experiences in her essay “It’s Magic!”  One word she used 

frequently in descriptions of her teacher was “magic.” She claimed, “Magic happens if we are 

willing to let it happen, with individuals and with classroom ensembles.”366  Steen encouraged 

other Orff teachers throughout her career to also partake of these types of magical experiences 

with their own students. 
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 Based on her experiences teaching Orff to children, as well in Orff levels courses, with 

Jane Frazee, Judy Bond, and others, Steen developed her own ideas for publications.  Similarly 

to Frazee, Steen was interested in curriculum and the sequential organization of the Schulwerk 

for American teachers.  She published several books, including: Exploring Orff, A Teacher’s 

Guide (1992), Achieving Teacher Growth Together (1998), and The Place of the Voice in Orff 

Schulwerk (2008).367 Two collections of Orff arrangements, A Bakers Dozen (1974), and This is 

the Day (1975) were published with Jane Frazee.   

 Through her collaborations with Jane Frazee, Arvida Steen also influenced music 

education and Orff Schulwerk in the United States as a teacher and author.  Her delight in 

sharing music experiences with others has allowed her to become both an admired teacher and a 

respected Orff authority.  For many summers Steen taught Orff levels courses together with 

Frazee and another Orff colleague Judy Bond.  Over the years this trio would instruct generations 

of American Orff teachers.       

 

Judith Bond 

 

 Judith Bond, recently retired Professor of Music Education at the University of 

Wisconsin at Stevens-Point, was a former colleague of Jane Frazee’s who taught with her for 

many years.  An Orff educator of children and adults, as well as Past President of AOSA, Bond 

has also contributed to the growth of Orff Schulwerk in several ways.  She was a classmate of 

Jane Frazee and Arvida Steen’s during Jos Wuytack’s Level I Orff course at the University of 

Minnesota in 1971.368  Bond was an instructor in the Orff certification program and has shared 

many experiences together with Frazee and Steen throughout their respective careers. 
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 Bond and Frazee’s relationship began in a casual manner.  Interested in learning more 

about the ways in which children could acquire musical learning through various teaching 

approaches, Bond sought out a conversation with Frazee.  According to Bond, “I introduced 

myself to Jane by calling her to talk about approaches to teaching music with children.  Shortly 

after our discussion at her home I decided to attend a summer Orff course taught through the 

University of Minnesota.  This was an introductory course which met every day for one week, 

and Jane was the teacher.”369    

 Due to her early interactions with Frazee, Bond was inspired to learn more about Orff 

Schulwerk and its uses with children.  In addition to informal conversations, Bond also attended 

classes taught by Frazee.  She recalled,  

 I participated in an introductory Orff course taught by Jane.  The location was somewhere 

 in northern Minnesota. The class included everything Orff, singing, saying, dancing, 

 playing.  I had never played recorder, but I had played oboe so the recorder was easy.  I 

 bought a soprano and alto right away.  As soon as I returned from the introductory course 

 I found a job where I could launch into teaching music with the Orff philosophy/ 

 approach.370   

 

The lessons learned in these courses served Bond well in her classroom teaching with children.  

According to Dr. Bond: 

 My professional career started with the introductory Orff course taught by Jane.  This 

 was a life-changing experience which led me to pursue teaching elementary music with 

 children.  After the introductory course, my motivation was to immediately seek a job 

 working with children, and also to take as many more Orff courses as possible.  Teaching 

 adults in the Orff courses was a direct result of this intense Orff study following that first 

 experience.  Working with children and exploring musical ideas with them was also 

 essential.371      
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 Over time Bond would continue to share this knowledge with other adult learners 

throughout her career.  “I taught Recorder and then Level 1 for the Orff levels program at 

Hamline and later at St. Thomas.  Jane was the administrator for these programs.  As the 

programs evolved she assembled teaching teams of people who collaborated with one another to 

develop a strong sense of personal and professional growth.”372  Over the years, Frazee 

maintained close relationships with both Steen and Bond throughout their teaching careers.  

Given her experiences as an American Orff teacher and levels course instructor, Jane Frazee 

would later receive a Fulbright lecturer position to teach in the Institute’s special course.373    

 

Orff Institute: Fulbright Lecturer 

 

 Frazee was awarded a “Fulbright Lectureship grant to teach music and movement in the 

Institute for the Special Course.”374  She returned to the Orff Institute from 1981 to1982.  During 

her time at the Institute she taught many lessons and activities she had created over the years 

with her students, both children and adults in Minnesota and throughout the midwest.  Among 

her students in the Orff Institute’s Special Course were: Steve Calantropio, Rob Amchin, Pilar 

Posada, and Carol Richards.375  According to one of her former students from the Special 

Course, many of the lessons and activities they learned were included by Frazee in her later 

publication Discovering Orff, published in 1987.376  Students in the special class were provided 

with opportunities to practice lessons taught by Frazee, as well as their other instructors at the 

Institute, and then go out to practice teach these lessons to children attending schools in the 
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surrounding areas.  One of her former students from the Special Course, Rob Amchin recalled 

the following experience: 

 While we were in Salzburg we taught in Berchtesgaden in the American school just over 

 the border in Germany.  We went out there to do a practicum with the kids at the school.  

 I think that she was with us for that.  I don’t remember if she was there or if it was Mimi 

 Samuelson.  I’m thinking it was Jane.  We would do lessons at the Orff Institute and then 

 do them with the kids.  She mentored us on that.  I don’t have any clear recollections 

 other than going out to the school and then debriefing afterward.377    

 

 Frazee taught a diverse group of international students, some of whom had limited 

English proficiency.  She once again rose to the occasion, and made a lasting impression on all 

who were present, as was recalled through interviews with former students from the Institute.  

During one of these recent interviews Calantropio shared the following recollection. 

 I still have an arrangement I did at the Orff Institute of the Spring Carol.  It’s the tune of 

 Good King Wenceslaus with the spring words to it.  It was … marked up red ...  I still 

 have it somewhere, but that was kind of the way things went.  Jane was pretty hard-nosed 

 about what she wanted from us at that time.  In the interim years, she’s become less that 

 way.  She became less fixated on a set series of rules of what Orff Schulwerk is and isn’t 

 as she opened up more.378  

 

 Amchin recalled, “I was one of the youngest people at the Orff Institute.  I was there and 

I learned a lot, but I was a kid.”379  Each member of the class has gone on to spread the lessons 

they learned from Frazee at the Institute with scores of their own students.  Some of these 

students model their teaching on the activities they experienced while studying at the Institute.  

Amchin said “The way that the Orff Institute worked, was there were fourteen of us and each day 

there was a person that was the scribe, for the day, or for the hour.  So these are the scribe things 

from the Special Course at the Orff Institute and I’m looking at what’s here and it’s yeah, I 
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mean, it’s kind of, pretty impressive.”380  Upon completion of her year as a Fulbright Lecturer, 

Frazee would continue to serve as an instructor, and summer course director at the Orff Institute 

during the 1980s.  She would be joined by Arvida Steen and Judy Bond, with whom she had 

previously taught Orff levels courses throughout the United States. 

 

Summer Sessions at the Orff Institute 

 During the summer of 1983, Frazee returned to the Orff Institute as a member of the 

summer teaching staff for the Institute’s Summer Course in English.381  Her role was to teach 

music and movement to attendees of the summer program.  She was invited back to the Institute 

two years later.  In 1985, she became the Co-director of the Summer English Course.382  Her 

final involvement with the Orff Institute, although it did not take place in Austria, was in 1999.  

Having had several interactions and fulfilling many roles at the Orff Institute, Frazee “conducted 

exams for students who received St. Thomas credit for study at the Orff Institute.”383  As such, 

this was her last connection to the Orff Institute.  

 Although these events at the Orff Institute took place outside the United States, their role 

in Frazee’s teaching career has influenced Orff Schulwerk in the United States.  These activities 

directly influenced several of her former colleagues and students.  Many of these individuals 

have gone on to become influential teachers and figures in Orff Schulwerk on an international 

level, as well as in American schools and universities. 
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Jane Frazee’s Former Students 

  

 The individuals discussed in this next section constitute some of the most influential and 

actively involved persons of each generation of Orff teachers taught by Jane Frazee.  Interviews 

were conducted with individuals from her first, second, and third generation American students. 

Frazee’s former students shared detailed accounts of their experiences with her, and how she has 

influenced each of them, Orff Schulwerk, and music education in the United States. 

 

First Generation 

Steven Calantropio 

 One of the fourteen students who experienced Frazee’s Special Course during her year as 

a Fulbright Lecturer at the Orff Institute in Salzburg, Steven Calantropio has become the current 

and first AOSA Director of Education.384  Calantropio began as Frazee’s student, but over the 

years they have developed a lasting friendship built on mutual respect.  He stated: 

 Her own life is linked with mine in a lot of ways.  I didn’t even know who Jane Frazee 

 was when I began to study the Orff in 1978.  I only met her when I first walked into her 

 classroom at the Orff Institute. … She had a Fulbright fellowship to teach in the Special 

 Course at the Orff Institute.  This course ran from September through February at that 

 time.  I walked in the class and there was an  American teacher, which I wasn’t expecting, 

 and it was Jane of course.  The rest of the class and I were all international students.  I 

 believe there fourteen of us.  Rob Amchin was one, he was very young back then.  I 

 guess I was too.  We walked into the class and there was Jane Frazee and everyone 

 seemed to know her.  So we began taking classes and a good part of the day was with 

 Jane.  About half of the day was spent in her classes.  I found out later that she was 

 basically trying out her materials and getting a book together.  It was her first major 

 publication, Discovering Orff.  It came out a few years after we left that Institute class.385   
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 Throughout her career, Frazee has been interested in and has specialized in several 

aspects of the Schulwerk.  She is well known for her skill in pedagogy, process teaching, and 

orchestration for the Orff Ensemble, areas that were essential to her teaching at the Orff Institute.  

Having taught children and adults for many years prior to her time at the Institute, Frazee was 

familiar with the need to establish and maintain high standards in order to promote student 

success and excellence.  While studying with Frazee at the Orff Institute, Calantropio augmented 

his existing knowledge of Orff Schulwerk.  However, he remembered a time at the Orff Institute 

when Frazee’s high expectations met with mixed results from her students.   

  

 I thought I knew a lot about Orff Schulwerk at the time.  I had been teaching five or six 

 years, and had taken my Orff levels … I think Jane felt she had to kind of let me know 

 that I didn’t know as much as I thought I did.  She was right; I didn’t.  She had to break 

 me and few others down a bit before we could really start to learn.  I do remember that 

 one day, it was about October, about a month into the course, there was a little bit of a 

 rebellion in the class.  Here was this woman coming in and telling us that this is the way 

 it should be, we had never heard of her but it was kind of a moment where you just 

 realize ‘I’m the student I don’t know so much.  I’ll never forget that time, because after 

 that everything was fine.  I just settled into the role of student again and we began to 

 learn.  Jane was putting together Discovering Orff, trying out the lessons with the class 

 sort of tweaking them.386   

  

Discovering Orff has become one of the most widely read books devoted to Orff pedagogy.  It is 

a guide for teachers to integrate the Orff Approach into a comprehensive music curriculum.  

According to Frazee, “Discovering Orff is the result of the thinking time I had at the Orff 

Institute, but its genesis is lessons and activities taught to American children for many years.”387 

 Following their departure from Salzburg, Jane Frazee remained an influential figure in 

Calantropio’s professional career.  Inspired by her approach to teaching and her understanding of 

the Schulwerk, she was frequently asked to present workshops and conference sessions 
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throughout the United States.  Although still actively teaching children in St. Paul, Minnesota, 

until the late 1980s,388 Frazee often traveled whenever possible to share her knowledge of Orff 

Schulwerk with music educators around the United States and the world.  To those who were 

most familiar with her work and teaching, visits by Frazee were generally well attended events.   

According to Calantropio, “She was my teacher through the years of the Orff Institute, and then I 

would run around and follow her whenever she gave a workshop anywhere here on the East 

Coast.  I would always try and attend it.”389    

 Beginning in the mid-1980s, Frazee once again assumed the role of teacher for 

Calantropio.  This time, this education took on a more hands-on and practical approach to 

learning.  Having taught the Orff approach to children and adults for several years, Frazee 

invited her former student to work with her at the Levels Courses at Hamline University.390  Co-

teaching with Frazee in the Level III provided Calantropio with not only additional time to learn 

from Frazee, but also to receive accurate and immediate feedback about his teaching and 

understanding of Orff Schulwerk from her in a practical teaching situation.  Regarding his time 

observing and teaching with her in the Level III course Calantropio stated, 

 Watching her [Frazee] changed my whole perception of what teaching was.  Again, I 

 had a unique perspective; I literally sat in the same room with her which terrified me 

 in the beginning, and taught in front of her.  I’ve never forgot the first time I taught in 

 front of her, it was very nerve racking but she was kind, firm but kind.  Jane tends to 

 address issues as a question, such as, “do you think this was a good way to do it.”  

 Personally I’m more direct in my approach.  She very subtlety brings you to the 

 realization of what she’d like to see.  To be able to sit with her after teaching a lesson in 

 front of her; I don’t know of anyone else who ever had that  experience.  Not with Jane 

 Frazee anyway.  I’ve known her pretty much her whole adult teaching career, as a teacher 
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 of teachers.  I’ve been there with her, we taught together for about 15 years.  She remains 

 a master of process teaching.  It was really great!391   

 

 Over the years Calantropio has enjoyed a professional career as a respected teacher, as 

well as an Orff pedagogue.  Frazee and Calantropio have maintained a professional relationship, 

as well as a close friendship for nearly thirty-five years.  Throughout each year they have 

influenced and encouraged the others’ professional careers in many ways.  Calantropio, along 

with the other thirteen members of the Special Course played a crucial role in Frazee’s first 

publication.  Another member of the class who has had a meaningful role in Orff Schulwerk in 

the United States was Robert Amchin. 

 

Robert Amchin 

 

 According to Dr. Robert Amchin, Professor of Music Education at the University of 

Louisville, he was first exposed to Orff Schulwerk while he was a student at The New England 

Conservatory in the late 1970s and early 1980s.  He completed levels certification courses during 

this time and began attending the National Orff Conferences sponsored by the American Orff 

Schulwerk Association.392  It was at one of these conferences where Amchin first encountered 

Jane Frazee.  He described, 

 The first time I saw Jane was in 1981 at the national Orff conference in Pittsburgh and 

 that was different from what it is in 2015.  The conference was very small.  It was in a 

 hotel, and there were simultaneous sessions, two sessions going on at any given time,  

 now there are eight or nine sessions concurrently.  Jane was one of the clinicians at the 

 conference, and I watched her teach and it was very similar to what I was learning about 

 in Boston, while I was doing level courses.  That’s where I first met her, and I first saw 

 her teaching.  And then, just by luck she was at the Orff Institute that next year.  That 

 was not the reason I went to Salzburg.  I was going there to go to the Orff  Institute.  She 
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 was going there primarily, working with Orff I think. She was working on her pedagogy

 book at the same time she was teaching us.393   

 

Amchin went on to explain, “I met her, and her teaching style was very similar to the training 

that I was getting in New England while I was studying with Maureen Kennedy at NEC.  Both of 

them had studied at the Orff Institute.  That’s one of the reasons I went to the Institute was 

because of that kind of teaching that Jane did, and Maureen did as well.394   

 Amchin was interested by the type of instruction he had received in his coursework at 

The New England Conservatory, his Orff levels courses, as well as the types of presentations he 

was experiencing at workshops and conferences.  He decided to continue his studies at the Orff 

Institute.  His enrollment in the Orff Institute at the same time as Frazee’s appointment was 

completely coincidental.  At the Institute, Amchin’s acquaintance with Frazee truly began.   

 In 1981 to 1982, Amchin, along with thirteen other students, comprised the course 

members of the Orff Institute’s Special Course taught by Frazee.  He recounted, “She was a 

Fulbright Scholar, instructor, the year that I was there and I worked with her pretty intensely for 

that period.”395  It was in Salzburg that he began to comprehend her approach to process, 

material selection, and teaching.  While participating in the Special Course, Amchin was able to 

learn from, receive feedback, and engage with Frazee in discussions that helped to further 

solidify his understanding of the Orff approach.  When asked to describe Frazee’s role and her 

influences on his training, arranging, compositions, teaching, and career, he replied:    

 Jane’s been a very influential part of my training.  When I was at the Orff Institute, I was 

 about twenty-five.  I was very young.  In my training I had done four levels of Orff.  

 At New England there was a fourth level that was a pedagogy kind of experience where I 

 was teaching my peers to do workshops.  At that point after do two years full of Orff 
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 training I went to study with the people at the Orff Institute. That was when I was 

 developing my understanding of the Schulwerk and there was Jane Frazee, along with 

 the other faculty at the Institute.  The other faculty were all the last generation of people 

 that had worked with Orff and Keetman.  They soon retired, within about ten years of me 

 being there in 82.  It was interesting having Jane as part of that mix.  Her approach to 

 teaching was in line with my way of thinking.396   

 

Amchin elaborated on some of the ways in which he and Frazee shared similar approaches to 

music teaching.  He explained, “In terms of teaching she’s very like to me, in terms of 

understanding process, and using authentic materials.  Her arranging style is similar to what I did 

at the Orff Institute.  We had assignments to do arranging and she did the pedagogy classes.  So 

she helped me with writing and arranging in the elemental style.”397 

 Following his studies at the Institute and a subsequent move to accept a teaching position 

in Texas, Amchin was active in local and national AOSA activities.  Among his many 

professional contributions while in Texas were his involvements with the local Orff Chapter of 

AOSA.  Consequently, he and other members of the organization arranged for Frazee to visit and 

spend some time presenting to the chapter in Texas.398  One main feature of her visit, and all of 

his experiences with her, which has resonated with Amchin was her understanding of process 

teaching.399  “We had her present in Texas when I lived in Texas.  She was one of our clinicians 

in the 80s and we took care of her then.  She did a whole big workshop.  It’s very unique in terms 

of her teaching style and very clear in terms of process.”400    
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 Throughout his many experiences with Jane Frazee, Amchin has and continues to respect 

her and her work.  Because of her, as well as others Orff pedagogues who have contributed to his 

training, he too has continued to teach and encourage others to become exposed to and, if 

interested, experience and study Orff Schulwerk.  He has shared what he learned from Frazee 

with elementary, college-aged, and adult students.  Lastly, regarding his studies and personal 

encounters with Frazee since 1981, Amchin recalled, “They were very positive experiences with 

Jane.  She’s a delightful person.  Very serious, very thoughtful, and very nurturing.  To me she 

was very nurturing and supportive of what I’m doing.401  Frazee’s pedagogically-based teaching 

and the type of support she has shown to Calantropio and Amchin was also described in students 

from her second and third generation classes that were taught in the United States. 

 

Second Generation 

Michael Chandler 

 A 2009 graduate of the Master of Arts in music education program at the University of 

St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota, Michael Chandler shared some of his fondest memories 

regarding Jane Frazee.  Over the years Frazee has proved to be an influential figure in Chandler’s 

professional growth and development.  Chandler shared some of the ways he was introduced to 

and first became familiar with Frazee’s work and eventually Frazee herself.  He recalled, 

 I first met Jane during my second year of teaching elementary music.  I had recently 

 studied piano with a German teacher on a Rotary scholarship and returned to the United 

 States in 1998 and soon after began teaching elementary music.  And, while teaching, 

 that’s when I first became acquainted with Orff Schulwerk.  I had attended several 

 North Texas chapter workshops and soon, after, during that following summer, I took 

 Orff Level I and as I came to know more about the Orff approach I always saw these two 

 books at the West Music bookstore or anywhere where books about Orff Schulwerk were 

 sold.  I would  always see Exploring Orff by Arvida Steen and Discovering Orff by Jane 

 Frazee.  They seemed like important books to me as a new teacher, especially 

 because they were about curriculum development and I was very interested in that 
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 because I really didn’t understand very well what to teach and when to teach it.  Our state 

 standards were not a very good guide.  I knew I would finish Orff training, I would go 

 through the entire series of Orff levels and so I got both of those books.  This was before 

 I had met Jane or Arvida so I got to know them through their work.  I was really 

 impressed with how much they knew about the Orff approach.402 

 

 Determined to learn more about Orff Schulwerk so that he could integrate the approach 

more fully into his everyday teaching with students, Chandler sought out workshops, activities 

and the company of other like-minded individuals who could assist him to deepen his 

understanding of the Orff approach.  One of the ways he did this was through his attendance at 

the National AOSA Conferences held annually each fall, a practice he continues to this day.403  

Chandler explained, 

 My second year of teaching I attended the 1999 AOSA National Conference and that was 

 in Phoenix.  And I went to a session that was presented by Ann Kay and at the time, she 

 was one of the Kodály teachers in the St. Thomas Kodály program, but she was 

 presenting a session at the National Orff Conference and I happened to go to that 

 session.404 

 

 Having completed his Level I Orff course the previous summer, Chandler had been 

introduced to several influential Orff instructors.  Over the course of the summer these 

individuals had shared information about other well-known and respected Orff certification and 

Graduate Programs in Music Education throughout the United States.  One of the institutions that 

was mentioned was the University of St. Thomas.  Chandler recalled, 

 Julie Scott was my Level I teacher and while I was taking Level I she kept mentioning 

 St. Thomas again and again and that she taught in the program at St. Thomas.  I had 

 the impression that St. Thomas was really a place to take Orff training because I had seen 

 that Jane and Arvida both taught in the program there and they had published these books 

 and that my friend Julie Scott taught in that course and knew Jane and Arvida.405 
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 As a result of his Level 1 course, when combined with his attendance at the 1999 AOSA 

National Orff Conference in Phoenix, Arizona, Chandler’s interest in completing Orff training 

and the thought of pursuing coursework in the Graduate Program at the University of St. Thomas 

began to become an intriguing possibility.  Therefore, during his attendance at this conferences 

Chandler was first introduced to and met Jane Frazee.  He stated,  

 This takes me back to the session that I attended with Ann Kay.  I walked up after 

 the session and I introduced myself to Ann and said I’m Michael Chandler and I’m in my 

 second year teaching and I would like to know more about St. Thomas.  It  sounds like a 

 really great program and I’d be interested in learning more about it.  And, Ann said she 

 should introduce me to Jane Frazee, who’s the director of the Graduate Programs in 

 Music Education.  And I thought “wow” that would be great.  I almost felt like I was 

 going to meet a rock star or something.  And so I walked with Ann Kay after her session 

 and we went to the exhibits and happened to see Jane.  Ann Kay then introduced me to 

 Jane and said this is Michael Chandler, he’s a teacher down in Texas, and he’s interested 

 in the Graduate Programs in Music Education.  So there in the exhibits Jane spent some 

 time talking with me about the program and I told her that I’d already taken Level I but 

 I’d be interested in another graduate degree, but in music education this time, because I 

 already had a master’s degree in piano performance from the University of Arkansas.  

 And I shared that with her and told her that I’d be interested in getting another master’s 

 degree since I was an elementary music teacher now.  So Jane took my contact 

 information and she seemed very interested in the fact that I was a pianist and sure 

 enough I returned home after the conference and just a few days later a packet came in 

 the mail about the Graduate Programs in Music Education at UST.406   

 

 Upon receipt of the information packet sent from Jane Frazee about the University of St. 

Thomas Graduate Programs in Music Education, Chandler decided that returning to graduate 

school for a second master’s degree would be extremely beneficial to his current role as an 

elementary music teacher.  Due to the organization of the program he would be able to also begin 

study in other approaches to teaching music in the elementary school in addition to Orff, which 

greatly interested Chandler.  During his interview, he described the following events:   

 I started looking through the packet and it seemed like a really good program.  I noticed 

 that it was really great because I could finish my Orff training but as part of the program I 

 would also be able to take one Level of Kodály and also a Dalcroze Eurhythmics course.  

 That was very appealing to me because I would like to experience all of that training.  I 
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 was very interested so I figured out a way to make it work, and what was really appealing 

 was that it was a summer program.  You could go to Minnesota during the summers and 

 you wouldn’t lose any time teaching … you could still work full-time and spend summers 

 working on the degree.  So I applied and my principal at the time who was very 

 supportive wrote me an overwhelming recommendation.  And so the summer of 2000 I 

 traveled to the Twin Cities for the first time and the very first class that I actually took 

 was the Kodály Level I.407 

 

 Chandler recalled that his first summer as a master’s student in music education at the 

University of St. Thomas was a busy, but satisfying experience.  He met many nice and 

interesting people and enjoyed his coursework.  In addition, during his interview he remarked 

how well organized and efficiently Frazee’s graduate program operated.  At the time she was still 

serving as director of the graduate programs in music education and was directly involved with 

many of the students.  Chandler described one of his experiences with Jane Frazee during his 

first summer of coursework as follows, “At some point that summer in 2000 I remember going in 

to her … I met with Jane and I remember us writing out my degree plan.  I would finish with my 

coursework in either 2002 or 2003 and then write my thesis right after that and pretty much 

follow that course.  The thesis came much later.408 

 Another event that took place during that first summer while Chandler was at St. Thomas 

was his performance assessment.  In addition to learning about music education approaches, 

learning to conduct research, and other areas of music and education studies, the Graduate 

Program in Music Education actively strives to maintain each students’ performance abilities on 

their major instrument.409  As a result, to ensure that each student admitted to the program is 

proficient in at least one vocal or instrumental area, all students are required to pass a 

performance assessment.  Members of the faculty attend and rate the students’ musical 
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performance abilities during this presentation.  Chandler described his performance assessment, 

judged by Jane Frazee and Marianne Bryan. 

 During my first summer … 2000, one of the program requirements was that you had to 

 pass a performance assessment for the degree on whatever instrument that was your main 

 instrument.  If you were a singer, you had to sing two contrasting works or perform on 

 whatever your instrument was.  I chose piano and I scheduled it to get it done and out of 

 the way that first summer.  I remember I played a Bach Invention, the A-minor invention, 

 and then I played the Prokofiev First Sonata.  It was near the end of the summer of 2000.  

 I don’t remember who the other person was that judged with Jane, it could have been 

 Marianne Bryan, but I’m just not sure, I played my performance assessment for Jane and 

 I remember getting a very formal, but it was very kind, letter.  I remember it was actually 

 a letter, and she mailed it to my home address in Dallas.  I didn’t actually get the letter 

 until I was back home.  It was a very complimentary letter telling me that she enjoyed my 

 playing and she had very specific comments about my playing so that I thought, wow 

 that’s interesting because I didn’t think of her as being a pianist.  She had some very 

 specific comments related to things that a pianist would understand and of course she let 

 me know that the criteria for the performance assessment were pass or fail and that I had 

 passed … and that she had very much enjoyed my performance.410   

 

 Frazee was interested in the promotion of critical thinking, and she generally encouraged 

students to seek out their own answers and solutions to a variety of situations.  Regarding 

Frazee’s teaching approach and individual style, Chandler remembered the unique way she often 

challenged her students.  He said, 

  Another thing about Jane is you could ask her a question, and she would rarely just give

 you the answer to the question.  Most of the time she would just give you another 

 question in return that would make you think more about what you had just asked.  Or 

 empower you to answer your own question.  She would rarely just give you an answer to 

 a question when you asked it.”411  

 

As described by her students, colleagues, as well as demonstrated in her publications, Frazee 

often encouraged and fostered the development of critical thinking and problem solving skills in 

her students.412 
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 One of many ways Frazee has been described to have influenced the personal and 

professional careers of her colleagues and students was through her unfaltering support and 

belief in the potential for each person to develop their own musical and teaching abilities.413  

Frazee strongly encouraged her students to first learn the rules of music, whether it be pedagogy, 

or orchestration, or improvisation and then to not be afraid to experiment and try to create their 

own ideas based on their foundational learning.  She encouraged those of her students who had 

succeeded in these tasks to share their knowledge with others.  Chandler shared his interpretation 

of this aspect of Jane’s teaching in the following statement: 

 Another thing that Jane was always doing to me and to some other people as well is 

 always putting ideas in our head to publish something.  To publish a book, or to publish 

 lessons, just to publish something and get our stuff out there.  It wasn’t for recognition at 

 all …. she always said, our pond is a very small pond, but I think she just wanted the 

 teachers that she trusted and the people that she saw and that she thought were doing a 

 good job.  She wanted them publishing things and get things out there for teachers to see 

 and read.414   

 

 Although Jane Frazee always held her to students and colleagues to the highest standards, 

she was never one to deny praise when it was well earned and justly warranted.415  Whenever a 

student exceeded her expectations she was quick to tell them she was pleased.  If she could ever 

be of assistance, this too could be counted on from Frazee.  Well connected in the American and 

international music education arenas, Frazee has become acquainted with many leading teachers.  

She has, as remembered by Chandler, introduced her students to many prominent individuals. 

 In 2000 … at the AOSA National Conference in Rochester ... I happened to see Jane and 

 I asked her, so Frau Orff is here? Jane said, I’ll introduce you to her, and she introduced 

 me to Frau Orff and I asked if I could have my picture made with them and someone was 

 there and took my camera and took a picture of me standing between Jane and Frau Orff, 
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 and I have forever cherished  that picture.  I have it framed and displayed on our piano 

 here at home.416   

 

Frazee has felt a great deal of pride in the talents and successes of each of her students.  Thus she 

has welcomed chances to introduce them to networking and career advancing opportunities 

whenever possible.  These types of activities experienced by her third generation students’ have 

included collaborations on her most recent book projects. 

 

Third Generation 

Leonard Davis 

 

 A practicing elementary music specialist, and former student of Frazee’s, Leonard Davis 

stated, “Jane embodies the highest level of intelligence and insight when it comes to music 

education and the Orff Schulwerk approach.  She is one of the pioneers for Orff Schulwerk in the 

United States and in the midwest.”417 Davis met and began interacting with Frazee while he was 

pursing graduate studies at the University of St. Thomas.  His work and collaborations with 

Frazee have continued well after his graduation from the St. Thomas program.   

 He recalled, “I was first introduced to Jane when I started the graduate program at St. 

Thomas back in 2009.”418  Through the course of his studies and Orff training, he has become 

familiar with Frazee’s work as a teacher, author, and administrator.  In keeping with many of her 

former students and colleagues, Davis quickly became familiar with many of Frazee’s most 

prominent written publications.  Over the years, Davis’ career as well as his own teaching have 

become strongly influenced by Frazee’s publications.  Davis emphasized, “Since that meeting I 

have read all of the books that Jane has written.  My two favorite books are Artful-Playful-
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Mindful and Orff Schulwerk Today.  Both are amazing resources for the Orff educator and should 

be on the bookshelf of anyone using this approach in their teaching.”419  

 In recent years, Davis has continued to learn from and work with Jane Frazee.  He 

explained, “We have been working with Jane over the past two years on a book project, Artful-

Playful-Mindful in Action, to be released by Schott Publications in November of 2015.  This 

book was based off of Jane's last book, Artful-Playful-Mindful.”420  Davis went on to elaborate 

on his working relationship with Frazee during the book’s publication process.  

 Our experiences in working with Jane have been wonderful.  Jane has been gracious in 

 reading every piece of writing and editing all of the work that went into the book.

 Because the book was the practical application of her theoretical model from APM, 

 [Artful-Playful-Mindful] she was able to provide the wonderful direction and insight that 

 we needed to complete this book that serves as a supplement to hers.  To say that this has 

 been a highlight of my career to work so closely with Jane in the past two years would 

 be an understatement.421 

 

Frazee’s understanding and ability to clearly explain Orff pedagogy to other music educators has 

made her written publications accessible to music educators teaching worldwide.  As a result she 

is now sharing this knowledge with other music educators in an effort to assure that quality 

publications and resources about Orff Schulwerk will continue to be published by, as well as for 

future generations of American Orff teachers. 

 

Diana Larsen 

 

 An elementary music specialist teaching in Iowa City, Iowa, Diana Larsen, learned of, 

was introduced to, and met Jane Frazee during her levels course studies at the University of St. 

Thomas.  Larsen was introduced to Jane Frazee by a classmate from St. Thomas.  The meeting 
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has since developed into a working relationship that has been influential and beneficial to both 

women.  Since they first met, Frazee’s influence on Larsen has occurred both through her 

familiarity with Frazee’s published books, especially her most recent book, Artful-Playful-

Mindful, as well as through Frazee’s personal mentorship of Larsen.  Frazee, who has at the time 

of this study in 2015 retired from teaching, has continued to influence alumni and former 

students of the Orff Certification programs at the University of St. Thomas primarily through her 

writing, or on a more individualized basis.422   

 I met Jane through Lennie Davis, a friend from Orff levels at the University of St. 

 Thomas. Lennie posted a request to connect with anyone interested in trying out some of 

 the ideas in Frazee’s Artful-Playful-Mindful. We started a Facebook group, which 

 eventually morphed into a collaboration between Rachel Bergeron, Lennie, and myself. 

 Later we sent some of our lessons to Jane, and she provided feedback. Jane and I began 

 communicating regularly over e-mail, and eventually she spent a day in Iowa City in 

 spring of 2014 where she observed my students and visited with a group of teachers from 

 the area who had centered a book study around Artful-Playful-Mindful. For the 

 remainder of the year, she provided vision and excellent feedback to several of us who 

 began working on Artful-Playful-Mindful in Action: Orff-Schulwerk Classroom Projects 

 for a New Generation of Learners, which will be released this November at AOSA San 

 Diego.423 

 

 Larsen has gained both pedagogical and practical knowledge from Frazee.  She 

explained, “Following the book project, Jane served as a my digital mentor, reviewing lesson 

plans and later videos of lessons I presented to music teachers in the Iowa City area about 

applying the APM [Artful-Playful-Mindful] model in our classrooms.”424  Always one to spot 

natural talent in each new generation of students, Frazee has challenged and supported Larsen’s 

personal and professional development.  Her role as a teacher and mentor has throughout her 

career been to nurture each individual to reach their greatest potential.  According to Larsen, 
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 I have grown immensely as a teacher of children and adults due to Jane’s influence, 

 thinking about curriculum, sequencing and depth of understanding on a whole new level. 

 After working with Jane on Artful-Playful-Mindful in Action and partnering in a digital 

 mentorship through AOSA, she has validated my call to the profession; I feel I am in the 

 right field, a place where I have the chance to continue to grow while also contributing to 

 the evolving world of music education. She has helped me realize my strengths and 

 brought focus to my work, which has brought me happiness both personally and 

 professionally.425 

 

 Frazee’s determination to share her practical and pedagogical knowledge with others is 

seen throughout each generation of her students.  She has periodically selected a number of 

students whom she feels will be able to carry on her legacy.  Additionally, she has influenced 

countless numbers of music educators throughout the United States with her written words.  

Frazee’s emphasis on process teaching, pedagogy, and orchestration have secured her place in 

the history of American Orff Schulwerk.  However, her greater understanding of people in 

general, including human nature, child development, and the necessity of each individual, child 

or adult, to realize their true potential as a musician that it has made her one of the great music 

educators and teacher mentors of the latter twentieth and early twenty-first century.   
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

 

 In her article, “That’s Jane,” Hetrick emphasized, “Frazee feels most proud of the 

graduate program in music education that she founded, and the books she has written.”426    

Therefore, an examination of Frazee’s role as an administrator of Graduate Programs in Music 

Education and Orff Schulwerk Certificate program at Hamline University and the University of 

St. Thomas, and a history of the programs she founded will be presented based on information 

acquired from journal articles, essays, interviews, email correspondences, and electronic 

resources.  Her contributions to Hamline University and the University of St. Thomas will be 

detailed.  A discussion of her publications will follow in the next chapter. 

 

Hamline University 

 Through the generous donations of Leonidas Lent Hamline, a Methodist Bishop, Hamline 

University was founded in 1854 in the village of Red Wing.427  The inaugural class of 1854 

consisted of seventy-three students who were enrolled in three distinct tracks of study: the 

“Classical Program,” The “Scientific Course,” and The “Lady Baccalaureate of Arts” Course.428   
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In 1880, Hamline University was relocated to Saint Paul, Minnesota,429 and has since increased 

its offerings to over forty programs of study at the undergraduate level, and eleven graduate 

degrees, including two at the doctoral level.430  

 

Department of Music 

 Hamline University’s Department of Music offers courses in music, applied study, and 

ensemble participation in one of its five large ensembles, as well as other small and chamber 

ensembles.  Currently the department is staffed by four full-time and twenty part-time faculty 

members responsible for music instruction to both major and minor degree seeking students.431  

During the 1960s the Hamline Choir was invited to perform throughout the Twin Cities, the 

United States, and the world.432  As a result, music has historically been well respected on 

campus, as well as in the community throughout the universities’ history, especially during the 

1960s and 1970s.  Opportunities to participate in music have and continue to be open to all 

Hamline students.  According to the Department of Music, “Music is an essential aspect of life at 

Hamline.  Its performance and study is crucial to the experience of the liberal arts.”433   

 In this environment Frazee introduced Orff Schulwerk and promoted a new approach to 

graduate studies in music education to the Twin Cities, the midwest, and the United States.434 
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Frazee joined the Hamline Music Department in 1972 as an instructor of music.  Due to her 

connection to the Orff Levels courses at the University of Minnesota, her contributions to this 

department would span from that of an instructor, to an Orff Levels course instructor and later 

director, as well as the founder and director of the Graduate Programs in Music Education.435   

 

Orff Certification Course Program 

 Since 1971, introductory training in Orff Schulwerk had been available to music teachers 

in and around the Twin Cities at the University of Minnesota. 436  The Orff levels courses, 

established by Jos Wuytack, grew into a three tiered program by 1973, when Frazee joined the 

teaching staff.437  In 1975, following several successful summers of Orff Levels courses the Orff 

certification program previously supported by the University of Minnesota was moved.438  As a 

result, the 5th Annual Orff Course held from August 11-22, 1975 was relocated to the campus of 

Hamline University.439  This summer session offered the same three levels courses taught by the 

same members of the University of Minnesota staff including: Arvida Steen, Jane Frazee, and 

Jos Wuytack (basic pedagogy); Arnold Carswell and Ellen Siegel (recorder); Alice Pringle and 
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Lynn Johnson (movement); and Warren Johnson (percussion).440  The Hamline University Orff 

program operated during each summer from 1975 to 1991.441   

 Besides the Orff certification program, other less formal or shorter courses related to 

Orff, as well as additional certification courses, Kodály, Dalcroze, and others were added.  An 

attendee at one of the one-week sessions offered at Hamline, Rob Amchin recalled: 

 The only class that I did at Hamline was the one summer class, and it was organized so 

 that Mary Goetze would do a choral hour or hour and a half, Richard Gill would do 

 his thing, which was always interesting and thought provoking.  And then Jane [Frazee] 

 would do Orff pedagogy kind of experiences, typically with American folk materials.  

 That’s what I remember most about what she brought to the table was her use of 

 traditional materials.  Not necessarily world cultures stuff, but I remember her doing 

 “The Lion Sleeps Tonight.”  That was one arrangement that I remember her doing and 

 thinking wow that’s really cool.  So now I do “The Lion Sleep Tonight” when I do 

 workshops.  But I remember her doing that.442   

 

 As the Orff certification program course director,443 Jane Frazee sought out qualified 

instructors and staff for her programs at Hamline University.  Following his attendance and 

participation in a successful master class during the summer of 1984, Steven Calantropio was 

invited to join the summer Orff levels teaching staff at Hamline.  Having studied with Frazee at 

the Orff Institute, and considering his experiences teaching children and adults, she invited him 

to co-teach in the Hamline Orff Levels program.  Calantropio recalled,  

 The next year Jane asked me if I’d like to come and co-teach Level III with her.  I started 

 out apprenticing in Level III.  I had already taught a couple of Level I’s.  Jane said come 

 and join and you’ll be able to teach a little bit.  I think she paid me $800 to be part of the 

 course at Hamline in 86 … I taught a few lessons a day and then I would watch Jane 
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 teach.  I didn’t know it at the time but it was the most valuable thing I could have done at 

 the time.  Jane was in her prime in those years.  I was watching her process and teach 

 classes.  I didn’t even realize what I was getting through those experiences.  It’s 

 something you couldn’t pay for.  She basically mentored me through those summers and 

 eventually she would relinquish more of the class time to me.  Within a few years we 

 were each teaching half of the Level III ensemble classes at Hamline.444   

 

Frazee and Calantropio continued to co-teach Level III at Hamline University, and later at the 

University of St. Thomas when the program moved to its new location for many summers.445    

 One area of teaching in which Frazee always took great care was in the selection of 

quality musical material to teach her students, both children and adults.446  Frazee chose music to 

teach specific skills, or concepts she felt necessary for her students to learn.  In regards to the 

materials used during the Hamline Orff certification program, Calantropio explained,  

 Jane always used the Keetman/Orff volumes and the five Margaret Murray volumes quite 

 a bit in her teaching.  She also used the Keetman Spielbook volumes, the original 

 materials.  But much of her teaching when I worked with her was based on orchestration.  

 Many of the orchestration principles she derived from working with Jos Wuytack and I 

 don’t know if she ever really went far beyond her own work.  I only once remember 

 working on an original composition, an arrangement of a Medieval tune or something 

 along that order.  I think most of the materials she arranged were validated in her 

 teaching of children...I know her work there validated a lot of her ideas.447  

 

 The summer certification programs in Orff, Kodály, and Dalcroze continued to grow 

throughout the 1980s and early 1990s.  The courses offered at Hamline University were well 

attended by music teachers from the midwest, as well as those who were working throughout the 

United States.  Teachers were attracted to the pedagogically oriented design of the programs and 

their emphasis on practical applications to teaching for the music classroom.  Calantropio said,  
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 What we see in Jane’s pedagogy and Orff Schulwerk teaching is a very strong emphasis 

 on a high level of pedagogy.  I think this most importantly will be how she’s 

 remembered to music educators and definitely to me.  I didn’t understand process 

 teaching very well, I don’t think anyone does until spending four or five years teaching 

 Orff Schulwerk.  But to sit in those Level III classes at Hamline and be able to watch 

 Jane break a piece apart and take it and process teach it.  That was fascinating ... I 

 couldn’t think of anyone else who could have taught the way she did.448  

 

 Due to the influence of the summer courses and programs, music teachers began to 

become interested in the possibility of graduate studies in music education being offered at 

Hamline in the near future.  They were interested in furthering their studies through more in-

depth graduate studies.  As a result, Frazee advocated, and eventually succeeded in establishing a 

pedagogically-based Graduate Programs in Music Education at Hamline University.449    

 

Graduate Programs in Music Education  

 Although Hamline University did not have a graduate school in 1989,450 Frazee was able 

to convince the music department and university administrators of its need to offer graduate 

studies in music education through a Master of Arts degree program.451  Due to the popularity of 

the Orff Schulwerk certification courses, and other summer music courses offered, a need 

developed for a master’s degree in music education at Hamline.  Orzolek explained,   

 So much of the program got started as a result of the Orff Certification and the Kodály 

 certification that they were offering at Hamline and then eventually over here at St. 

 Thomas.  After a while you know people that were getting those certificates went well, 

 isn’t there some way to figure out a way to get a master’s degree or get a masters for all 

 this stuff.  So, that’s how it all kind of came together.452 
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 At this time other universities in the area, including the University of Minnesota, were 

offering Master of Arts degrees in music education.  However, the program developed by Frazee 

would prove to be different.  In many respects it was more appealing, practical, and beneficial to 

practicing music educators who wished to learn more about the pedagogies they had studied in 

certification levels courses, as well as to further their education through graduate studies.453  

Hetrick stated: 

 The University of Minnesota offered a traditional Master of Arts program, but teachers 

 had become interested in the reflective practitioner model of Orff and Kodály.  Students 

 from the Hamline levels courses wanted to continue their studies to obtain a master’s 

 degree.  She [Frazee] was able to persuade Hamline (which did not have a graduate 

 school) to begin a new graduate program in music education.  The program was full from 

 the very beginning.  “I believe we were the first to develop a graduate program like this.  

 It was just amazing,” Frazee says.454    

 

 Students from throughout the country and the world were attracted to the program 

because of the quality of instruction.  In an effort to meet the demands and changing needs of the 

students who attended the graduate program and certification courses, more courses were added 

over the years.  As a result, larger numbers of students were drawn to Hamline each successive 

year.  Consequently, in time the summer courses and Graduate Programs in Music Education 

grew too large for Hamline University and were moved to the University of St. Thomas in 

1991.455   
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The University of St. Thomas 

 Over the years, the University of St Thomas has become not only the largest Catholic 

institution of higher learning in the state of Minnesota, but also one of the largest Catholic 

institutions of higher learning in the United States.456  Located in St. Paul, Minnesota, it was 

established as a private Catholic institution of higher learning in 1885.457  The college became a 

co-educational institution in 1977,458 and at present the university supports over ninety 

undergraduate majors, sixty minors, and over sixty masters and doctoral degrees.459   

 Since 1950, graduate programs at the University of St. Thomas have been offered and 

available to students.  However, the majority of the graduate programs were founded during the 

last quarter of the twentieth century.460  Consequently the graduate programs at the University of 

St. Thomas are now divided into eight colleges.  These include: The College of Arts and 

Sciences, Opus College of Business, College of Education, Leadership, and Counseling, 

Graduate Programs in Software, St. Paul Seminary School of Divinity, School of Engineering, 

School of Law, and the School of Social Work.461  The Department of Music and its Graduate 

Programs in Music Education (GPME) are included in the College of Arts and Sciences.462   
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Department of Music 

 According to the University of St. Thomas Archives and Manuscript Collections, “the 

University of St. Thomas has offered courses in music since 1885.”463  In addition, the music 

department was established and the first undergraduate major was created in 1915 and 1929 

respectively.464  As an academic department housed within the University of St. Thomas’s 

College of Arts and Sciences, the current Department of Music offers a diverse array of musical 

opportunities, courses, and workshops for university students, as well as members of the 

surrounding community and practicing music education professionals.465   

 In the opening statement of its webpage states, “The Department of Music offers a wide 

variety of graduate and undergraduate programs.  Each program places an emphasis on quality 

music instruction that keeps pace with the current research in pedagogy, performance, and 

production.”466  Five undergraduate majors, four minor areas, a master of arts in music education, 

a doctorate of education in leadership with a concentration in music education, and several 

certificate programs are offered.467  Supported by eleven full time faculty, forty-two adjunct 

faculty, and three staff members,468 the music department strives to meet the needs of its 

students, regardless of instrument, discipline, or major program of study.  
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Teaching Colleagues at the University of St. Thomas 

 

 Jane Frazee was the director of the Graduate Programs in Music Education at the 

University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota from 1990 to 2001.469  During this time period 

she had the pleasure of working with all of the faculty members of the music department at St. 

Thomas.  Two individuals with whom Frazee collaborated with through the course of her 

department responsibilities were Dr. Angela Broker and Dr. Doug Orzolek.  These individuals, 

who were current faculty members of the St. Thomas music department, have continued to 

maintain and the programs and vision that Frazee began at The University of St. Thomas. 

 

Angela Broeker 

 Currently a Professor of Music at the University of St. Thomas, Dr. Angela Broeker is the 

Director of Choral Activities, and conductor of the Chamber Singers and Concert Choir for the 

music department.470  Dr. Broeker has known and worked with Jane Frazee for much of her 

academic and professional music careers.  She described her introduction to Frazee as follows: 

 Mary Goetze was my mentor at Indiana University as my husband and I sought our 

 undergraduate degrees in music education (1978-1982).  After Jay and I began our first 

 public school teaching positions in Houston, we attended area workshops in Orff and 

 Kodály.  Drawn to the Orff approach, Mary Goetze recommended that we begin our Orff 

 levels training at Illinois with Judy Bond, Arvida Steen, Jane Frazee, and Nancy 

 Miller.471 

 

 Following Goetze’s advice, Broeker enrolled in an Orff Levels course with Frazee.  She 

explained, “I first met Jane Frazee in 1984 as I began levels training at the University of 

                                                           
469 The University of St. Thomas, “Retired Faculty,” www.stthomas.edu/catalog/facutly/retired. (accessed March 27, 

2015. – Jane Frazee, Assistant Professor of Music (1991-2001). 
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Illinois.472  The experience has greatly influenced both Broeker’s teaching for years to come.  

Throughout her studies with Jane Frazee, Broeker was able to bridge the process teaching and 

pedagogy she was learning from Frazee into her work with choral ensembles.  She recalled, 

“Jane helped me see that the Orff process can be applied to teaching choral octavos to children.  

This application of the Orff approach in a choral setting was rather new in the 1980s.  Sharing 

these ideas with other teachers has been a large part of my professional development.473  

 As a result of her earlier interactions and positive relationship with Frazee, Broeker was 

later invited to join the Orff certification program staff at the University of St. Thomas.  She 

went on to describe the circumstances that had brought about her appointment to the Orff 

program and later to the music faculty at St. Thomas.  “Jane Frazee hired me in 1992 to teach the 

choral hour of the Orff levels at the University of St. Thomas – as a replacement for Mary 

Goetze.  When I was hired as the full-time Director of Choral Activities at UST in 1999, Jane 

was my colleague until her retirement.474  Having shared a large portion of their careers together, 

Dr. Broeker has been influenced by Frazee in many ways.  In addition, she has assisted Frazee in 

fulfilling her goals to develop the Graduate Programs in Music Education into the strong and 

vibrant program that it is today.  According to Broeker, 

 Jane Frazee is directly responsible for my career at the University of St. Thomas.  Not 

 only did she give me the opportunity to teach in the Orff levels course here, she expanded 

 her vision of the master’s degree to include a choral concentration.  Before I worked here  

 full-time, she solicited my ideas regarding courses that should be included in the choral 

 concentration, and asked me to design the conducting and literature courses.  For the past 

 16 years, teaching these summer courses to the choral concentration students has brought 

 me the greatest joys of my career.  I have Jane Frazee to thank for that.475 
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Doug Orzolek 

 A member of the music faculty at the University of St. Thomas since 2001, Dr. Doug 

Orzolek is currently an Associate Professor of Music, Director of Graduate Programs in Music 

Education, Associate Director of Bands, advisor for music education, and the director of the 

Symphonic Band.476  Similar to Dr. Broeker, Orzolek was introduced to Jane Frazee following a 

recommendation by a mutual colleague.  When asked about this meeting he stated, “I think she 

was looking for someone who was thinking about assessment in music education in broad terms.  

I believe I was recommended to her by Mike Hiatt of the Perpich Center for Arts Education – 

Minnesota arts education center.  I had been doing a lot of training, thinking and writing about 

assessment in music education during that time.”477  

 Interested by what she saw and heard in that meeting, Frazee and Orzolek soon began 

working together.  Over the years they worked together as colleagues, Frazee impressed him 

with her commitment to music education and the Graduate Programs in Music Education at St. 

Thomas.  Regarding his work with Frazee as a colleague, Orzolek explained: 

 Jane and I were officially colleagues at UST for one year—my first and her last. She had 

 hired me to do a two-day assessment workshop at UST and during that time she asked if I 

 would ever be interested in teaching in higher education (I was at a large high school here 

 in the Twin Cities).  I had certainly come across her at other music education events and 

 knew of her work, but this was the first time we had worked together. I recall that my 

 first impressions were very positive—she was energetic, passionate about music teaching 

 and she took an interest in my work during our first couple of conversations. As we got to 

 know each other better, I began to understand her reputation for getting things done—she 

 was a hard worker and had high expectations for those around her. I would say that our 

 relationship is still the same.  Sometimes, when faced with a difficult decision about a 

 student or something related to the program at UST, I often ask myself, “What would 

 Jane do…”478 
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 Although Frazee and Orzolek were officially colleagues for only one year at St. Thomas, 

they have maintained a good friendship.  As the current director of the Graduate Programs in 

Music Education at St. Thomas, in addition to his teaching and other responsibilities, Orzolek 

has assumed many of the same responsibilities over the years which were previously completed 

by Frazee.  Therefore, he has from time to time come to seek her advice and counsel regarding 

the administration of the program and music education.  According to Orzolek,   

 I would add that she has been a stalwart colleague and friend too—she has been a great 

 support to me and the UST music education programs for many years. She is quick to 

 offer her advice when I need it and I can trust that she will be honest and forthright. I 

 know that she is highly respected across the region, country and globe for her hard work 

 and efforts in promoting Orff and active music making.479 

 

 Since Jane Frazee’s retirement in 2001,480 Dr. Broeker, Dr. Orzolek, and others have 

supported the mission of the Graduate Programs in Music Education and see that Frazee’s vision 

continues to be fulfilled.  Over the years the program has grown and has changed to meet the 

needs of practicing music educators.  Therefore, at the present time the work of the music 

education faculty at St. Thomas continues to promote and expand Frazee’s goals.  However, to 

best understand what she built at the University of St. Thomas, a brief reflection of her 

preliminary work at Hamline University is necessary.   

 

Graduate Programs in Music Education (GPME) 

 The Graduate Program in Music Education (GPME) at the University of St. Thomas was 

established by Jane Frazee.  Originally founded at Hamline University in 1989,481 the Graduate 
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Program in Music Education was moved to the University of St. Thomas in 1991.482  The motto 

of the University of St. Thomas Graduate Program in Music Education is, “Great Faculty.  Great 

Pedagogy.  Great Creativity.”483  The current Director of the Graduate Program in Music 

Education at The University of St. Thomas, Dr. Doug Orzolek, says the following: 

The mission of Graduate Programs in Music Education is to raise the standard of music 

teaching in the United States by promoting artistic, intelligent, reflective, and inspired 

music teaching at all levels of music instruction.  Our work encourages a continual 

process of music education reform. We initiate programs that address practitioners' 

musical, intellectual, and professional needs. We value classroom practice, theory, and 

research equally in our quest to improve the quality of music education. 

 

 The program includes degree, non-degree, certification and workshop/audit options for 

 all types of music educators – those working in PreK-12, Adult Learning or Higher Ed; 

 those in Public, Private, or Studio settings; those from big, small, rural, suburban, and 

 urban settings; those from the Twin Cities, Greater MN and throughout our region.  We 

 now draw students from all over the country and even some international students too.484  

  

Frazee aimed to devise and implement a graduate program in music education which was  unlike 

any other available in the region, as well as in the United States at the time. 

 

Program Structure and Content Areas 

 The Master of Arts degree at the University of St. Thomas is awarded upon successful 

completion of thirty-three semester hours of coursework in music education. The coursework for 

the degree is divided into three sections: core requirements, concentration area courses, and a 

final project or thesis.485  To appeal to the largest number of students possible, courses are 

offered to suit the needs of working teachers in the summers, as well as during the traditional fall 
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and spring semesters.486  The Graduate Programs in Music Education at St. Thomas currently 

also supports a second graduate degree, the Doctor of Education in Leadership with a 

concentration in Music Education.487  Choral, Instrumental, Orff, Kodály, and Piano Pedagogy, 

are the specialized concentration fields of study available to students enrolled in either of the two 

Graduate Programs in Music Education.  In addition to coursework in the student’s selected 

concentration field, graduates of the program will also complete general core classes as well as a 

master’s thesis or final project.  Completion of concentration area course and general studies 

courses in teaching and learning, music education foundations, musicianship, music theory, and 

research methods,488 were designed to prepare students to select and complete their studies 

through the culmination of a final project or thesis.489 

 Student coursework is divided into five categories based on their chosen concentration 

area.  Although the coursework required for each degree varies, all students must select some 

electives from courses outside of their concentration area.490  Dr. Angela Broeker explained: 

 Jane saw that a master’s degree needed to be practical as well as scholarly.  She saw 

 this degree as an opportunity to expand each student’s horizon.  Kodály concentrations 

 were required to take one level of Orff, and Orff concentrations were required to take 

 one level of Kodály.  She added the choral and instrumental concentrations, and she hired  

 practitioners from across the country to teach courses at the University of St. Thomas 

 each summer.  She created a vibrant, enthusiastic center of learning where practicing 

 teachers could continue their education during a summers-only program and take 

 what they learned there and apply it to their teaching.491 
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Upon completion of the master’s program, students of the St. Thomas program will have 

participated in a variety of courses and experiences which provide them with a well-rounded 

overview of the approaches to music education available to today’s practicing music educators. 

 Since the Graduate Program in Music Education’s establishment in 1989,492 the primary 

structure of the program and the coursework required to complete the Master of Arts degree 

remains similar to when it was originally established.  Students who enroll and graduate from the 

program today receive the same caliber graduate music education as they would have received 

when Frazee was involved.  Dr. Orzolek stated, “Really the program remains largely unchanged.  

You know it still has all the same components … it’s sort of a core part, then there’s sort of a 

concentration part, and then there’s sort of a research component, oh and electives.  So it’s sort 

of that, it’s like every other master’s program that looks like that you know.”493  However, this in 

no way suggests that the program has remained static.  On the contrary, the program continues to 

improve with each passing year.  The faculty and instructors who teach in the music department 

try to reflect the most modern practices and techniques currently used in American music 

education.  Although the structure has not changed dramatically, the content and the material and 

techniques presented by the faculty certainly reflect the most recent developments in the music 

education profession.  Dr. Broeker explained, 

 The GPME program at the University of St. Thomas constantly evaluates each 

 of its programs, making curricular changes as necessary to meet the needs of 

 today’s music educators.  Jane’s vision remains; an academic program that 

 celebrates classroom music teachers and helps them be more effective in their 

 classrooms.494 
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 Over the course of this study several former instructors and graduates of the University of 

St. Thomas Graduate Programs in Music Education were interviewed.  One of these individuals, 

Michael Chandler, described his view of Frazee towards the end of her tenure as director of the 

graduate program, as well as the program itself while he was enrolled as a student.  He recalled 

the events surrounding Jane Frazee’s retirement and the transition in leadership which would 

take place the next fall.  Chandler explained: 

 I found out near the end of the summer of 2001 before I finished coursework for that 

 summer that Jane was planning to retire.  Of course everybody, especially the Orff people 

 were all concerned about who’s going to take over?  Who can do what Jane could do?  

 Will we have an Orff person come and be the director of the program?  There was a lot 

 of speculation and then it was announced near the end of the summer that Dr. Jill Trinka 

 was going to start, she was going to be the new director of the program.  Of course there 

 was speculation and concern because Dr. Trinka was known as a world-renowned Kodály 

 educator and … I remember there being a flurry of speculation and people being 

 concerned about that.  What was interesting was I noticed that Dr. Trinka and Jane 

 seemed to have a very good relationship and they were very respectful with one another 

 and seemed to admire one another … I couldn’t do anything other than think that this 

 would work out well and so it was interesting, you know, as Jane retired and moved out 

 of the position as director and in the fall of 2001 Dr. Trinka took over the program.495  

 

 The Master of Arts of program at the University of St. Thomas was developed by Frazee 

to be a rigorous program that set and maintained high expectations for each of its students.  To 

this day, students are continuously challenged in each of their courses.  An alumni of the 

University of St. Thomas, Leonard Davis, provided an example of the types of assignments that 

were regularly assigned to the students enrolled in the St. Thomas program: 

  One of the graduate classes required us to write a report on a major player in the field of 

 music education and I choose Jane.  I had the chance to interview Jane over coffee and 

 then write a report on her for the course.  Jane was kind and gracious in giving me plenty 

 of time to ask questions about her career, her work at St. Thomas and her hopes and 

 dreams for the future of music education.”496  
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 Recognizing a need for a different kind of graduate program in music education 

experience, Jane Frazee, created a program that met the needs of a contemporary practicing 

music educator.  Her work, which began at Hamline University and continues at the University 

of St. Thomas, has presented new options and ideas for many individuals.  Building on her own 

personal beliefs, practices, and experiences, Frazee developed the kind of program she felt would 

be of most use to the current, as well as future generations of music educators.  To the present 

day, the Graduate Programs in Music Education continue to influence American music education 

through its highly skilled and well-trained graduates.  According to Steve Calantropio, 

 Jane did organize and create a wonderful set of programs, the graduate programs at both 

 Hamline University and St. Thomas that have graduated many fine students.  They have 

 produced many leaders in Orff Schulwerk.  St. Thomas was a very rigorous program.  I 

 remember seeing how hard these master’s degree people worked and how long it took 

 them to get through.  A very rigorous master’s degree. … I was stunned by how involved 

 the master’s degrees at St. Thomas still is.  She established a tradition of excellence there.  

 High standards, rigorous standards for educators.497  

 

 Frazee’s vision continues to influence the students and professors who study and teach at 

The University of St. Thomas.  There are few people who were not touched by her dedication 

and desire to strengthen music education throughout the United States.  Doug Orzolek stated,  

 I think I appreciated her leadership style too. It was clear to me that she had a vision for 

 the program and students (she may have had one for me too!) and that she would work to 

 see that vision come to fruition. She seemed to understand how to build support to make 

 those visions a reality. She was a strong leader and I learned a great deal about how 

 things get done in higher education!498 

 

 Although Orff Schulwerk has been the approach that has most often been used to 

describe Frazee’s work, the graduate program she created supports each of the approaches to 

elementary music teaching, including, but not limited to, the Kodály Concept and Dalcroze 

Eurhythmics.  Rather than to develop an exclusively Orff program, her decision to promote each 
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of the music teaching approaches has encouraged students from diverse backgrounds to attend 

the University of St. Thomas programs.  This inclusive approach to music teaching and learning 

is one of many ways in which Jane Frazee has influenced the path of music education as well as 

generations of music educators in the United States.   

 

Certificate Programs  

 In her role as the director of the Graduate Programs in Music Education at the University 

of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota, Jane Frazee coordinated and expanded the certificate 

programs offered during the summer months.  The University of St. Thomas, Department of 

Music continues to offer certificate programs annually in five areas.  Certificates are awarded in: 

Eurhythmics, Kodály I-III, Orff-Schulwerk I-III, Piano Pedagogy, and Non-Degree Studies.499  

 In addition, certifications are typically an integral part of the electives coursework in the 

Master of Art program.  Each of the certificate programs at St. Thomas continues to be directed 

and staffed by highly qualified instructors, many of whom have obtained certifications and 

graduate degrees from the University of St. Thomas.500  According to Dr. Doug Orzolek,  

 My main responsibility is setting up each summer’s program what courses are going to be 

 offered, when they’re going to be offered, who’s going to be teaching those.  

 Coordinating with, in this case with Beth Nelson, who is our Orff Coordinator, she and 

 Jay Broeker kind of share some of that responsibility.  In the case of Kodály, it’s now 

 Leigh Ann Mock Garner.  She runs that program.  So I work with them to make sure 

 that they have what they need and establish their times for their certification programs 

 and make sure their staffing gets paid and housed and fed and all that sort of thing.  

 Between myself and another person, we handle all the marketing and promotion of the 

 program.  I supervise the faculty that are involved with that.  I go in and review them and 

 watch their work.  I read all their course reviews.501   

                                                           
499 The University of St. Thomas – “Certificate Programs,” www.stthomas.edu/music/graduate/programs/certificates 

/#d.en.82007 (accessed May 13, 2015).  

 
500 Michael Chandler, phone interview by author, February 23, 2015.  Transcript held by the author. 

 
501 Dr. Doug Orzolek, phone interview by author, February 23, 2015.  Transcript held by the author. 
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Orff Schulwerk Certificate Program   

 Although each of the Certificate programs offered at the University of St. Thomas was 

important to Frazee, it goes without saying the Orff Schulwerk Certificate program was the one 

she was most directly involved with in regards to its administration as well as her role as an 

instructor.  Her attention to detail and her selection of staff was made entirely for the 

improvement of the Orff courses and the program itself.  Frazee never hesitated to extend the 

high expectations she had for her students to the instructors she invited to teach in the Orff 

program at St. Thomas.  

 Jane Frazee taught in Orff Levels courses in different locations at various points in her 

career, including the Orff Institute.502 She occasionally experimented with the structure and 

materials she used in the Orff courses at St. Thomas.  Frazee never felt obligated to continue to 

do things a certain way out of tradition.  If, after careful consideration, she believed the course 

experience could be improved for the students by making modifications to the course structure 

she was always willing to give things a chance to see if they were more effective.  An example of 

this kind of teaching was described by her teaching colleague Steve Calantropio.  He stated,  

 One year Jane decided we should try something new.  We wouldn’t meet strictly by 

 Levels I, II or III but classes would be organized by subject matter.  Although students 

 were still organized in levels, I might for instance teach musicianship and improvisation 

 while Jane would teach orchestration or pedagogy.  I might teach ensemble pieces and 

 she would teach the pedagogy part of it or the peer teaching component.  So, she would 

 break it up by subject matter, rather than just assigning a teacher to strictly teach Level I, 

 or teach Level III.  For instance, I might teach improvisation for Levels II and III.  Jane 

 was willing to try this and other innovative approaches to making the course more 

 efficient.  That model is what’s in place at the Orff Institute itself where you learn by 

 subject area and not by level.  She was always willing to try new configurations of the 

 courses.  Sometimes they didn’t work as well as they might have so we would just try

 something else.  I think her creative spirit of trying new ideas was a good one.503   

 

                                                           
502 Brandon, “Orff-Schulwerk: The Development of Teacher Training in the United States, 1958-1980,” 201-250. 
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 Having begun the tradition of co-teaching Orff Level III at Hamline University, Frazee 

and Calantropio continued to do so for many more summers following the programs’ move to 

the University of St. Thomas.  In keeping with Frazee’s high expectations and a desire for her 

students to work hard and excel in their studies and subsequent professional careers, Level III 

students were challenged throughout their two-week sessions by both of their course instructors.  

 In time, Frazee began to plan for her retirement from teaching and the University of St. 

Thomas.  Not wanting to leave anything to chance, she began to make preparations years earlier.  

When the time came to pass the directorship of the Orff Certification program to another person, 

she offered the position to her former student and Level III co-instructor, Steven Calantropio.  

Although he had worked together with Frazee for many years he too added his own touches to 

the continuously evolving Orff programs at the University of St. Thomas.  Calantropio 

explained, “When I first came to the program at St. Thomas as a teacher, I felt the program was 

much too involved with orchestrating.  I felt that the creative part of the work needed to be 

emphasized more and less emphasis placed on the orchestrating for the Orff Ensemble.504   

 Over the years, in addition to Calantropio, there have been other former students of 

Frazee’s who have also been appointed as instructors in the Orff Levels courses.  Many of these 

individuals were once students who had attended graduate school or received their Orff Levels 

certifications at the University of St. Thomas.  Michael Chandler explained how he became an 

instructor in the St. Thomas program during his interview.  He cheerfully shared the events that 

led up to his appointment with the author: 

 Oh, now I remember, the summer of 2004 was when I came up.  I had been invited to 

 come up and shadow recorder teaching with Jo Ella Hug.  I did a little bit of teaching 

 and then I apprenticed teaching recorder with Jo Ella … and then the summer of 2005 I 

 was actually invited to teach for the first time as a faculty member in an Orff Course.

 I taught Level I recorder at SMU in Dallas, and then I also came and taught Level I 
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 recorder with Jo Ella at St. Thomas.  From that point on I have been a faculty member

 in both of those courses.  My duties have expanded and changed since then, but I’ve been 

 in those courses since 2005.  And, of course every summer I would see Jane.505 

 

 

Orff Master Classes 

 

 Following the completion of a Level III Orff Certification course students may enroll 

during a successive summer in an Orff Master Class.  These courses typically last one week and 

vary greatly from program to program.506  During Frazee’s tenure at the University of St. 

Thomas, as well as today, Orff Master classes continue to be offered.  Chandler recalled his 

experiences from a master class he attended taught by Jane Frazee.  He said, 

 In the summer of 2002 … Jane taught a one-week master class … I had seen Jane present 

 at National Conferences for chapter officers’ sessions, and I had seen her present at 

 special topics during the Orff course but I’d never had a class with Jane until the master 

 class.  That was the first time I really experienced her as her student.  It was a really 

 interesting master class … it was a mix between curriculum and what was improvisation? 

 … a mix of that plus some elemental composing … We would talk about good 

 composing, in the elemental style.  Then she would take someone’s publication … 

 something you might purchase at West Music or any other vendor and she would cover 

 up the title, and she’d cover up the person’s name who wrote it.  She would put it up on 

 the overhead.  Jane always taught with overheads … Our job was to decide, what did you 

 notice about it?  Sometimes the students would tear them to shreds … people would be 

 really honest about it and she  would even put up her own compositions … she would put 

 her own up and she might criticize it herself or she might welcome criticism from the 

 students.  It was a really interesting concept for learning about composition.507  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
505 Michael Chandler, phone interview by author, February 23, 2015.  Transcript held by the author. 
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 Jane Frazee sought to create programs that would assist music educators in their 

understanding of both music teaching and learning.  She emphasized the pedagogy of Orff 

Schulwerk, but more importantly she emphasized an understanding of child development and 

how humans learn and participate in musical activities.   Her roles in both the Orff certification 

program, as well as the Graduate Programs in Music Education have allowed her to influence 

and share her views of teaching with many music educators throughout the United States.   

 

Influences on Other Orff Teacher Training Programs 

  

 The summer Orff Levels courses at the University of Kentucky, originally designed by 

Frazee’s colleague Arvida Steen, assimilated many of the characteristics originally developed in 

the Orff Certification programs founded by Jane Frazee at Hamline University, and the 

University of St. Thomas. 508  In the words of Cindy Hall and Jay Broeker, “We retained the 

Hamline/St. Thomas ideal of having the students practice what they were learning through the 

levels, with small group teaching in Level I, paired planning and teaching in Level II, and solo 

teaching in Level III.”509  In addition, several of the course instructors currently teaching in the 

Southern Methodist Orff program have also been influenced by the St. Thomas program.  These 

individuals have either previously attended or were connected to the Orff program at the 

University of St. Thomas, or to Jane Frazee directly as a former student or colleague.510  Over the 

course of her professional career, Frazee has influenced a large number of students and music 

educators through direct, and indirect experiences. 

 

                                                           
508 Cindy Hall and Jay Broeker, “Orff Schulwerk Teacher Education: Reflections and Directions for the Twenty-
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Outreach Programs and Music Educator Workshops 

 As the director of the Graduate Program in Music Education, Jane Frazee positively 

influenced music education in the Twin Cities, and the region through the sponsorship of several 

outreach programs for children and weekend workshop sessions for area music teachers at the 

University of St. Thomas.511  The outreach programs, as well as the workshops, provided 

continuous musical stimulation for students and teachers throughout the calendar year.  These 

experiences operated for different lengths of time during the year to best suit the musical, as well 

as the emotional and social needs of the participants. 

 A variety of music experiences were available annually for children in the Twin Cities.  

Instructors for these outreach programs were a combination of university faculty, and staff, as 

well as respected music clinicians who were leaders in their respective fields of expertise.  

Among the music programs supported during Frazee’s administrative career, were those 

designed to encourage musical performance.  According to Frazee,  

 During my tenure as director of GPME we also conducted outreach programs for 

 children: the Children’s Performance Ensemble (an after-school weekly program for local 

 children), the Saturday Celebration of Young Musicians with MMEA in which children 

 came to the campus to work with invited experts in singing, movement, and instrumental 

 playing, and the Student Performance Festival in which UST graduate students’ children 

 performed each year.512   

 

Frazee went on to discuss several programs that also provided opportunities for the development 

of each students’ musical skills.  She explained, 
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 In addition UST supported a Children’s Choral Camp for a week in the summer 

 concurrent with the Kodály Certification Program, and Gear Your Ear, a music listening 

 program developed by the Minnesota Orchestra Women’s Auxiliary.  All of this was in 

 support of teachers who understood that UST supported music education efforts for both 

 children and their teachers.513 

 

These outreach programs for children were another way in which Jane Frazee has and continues 

to influence music education. 

 Along with music programs for children, Frazee ensured that practicing music educators 

too received frequent opportunities to learn about and experience a variety of ways to teach 

music to children.  In an effort to constantly reinvigorate music educators in the Twin Cities, the 

state of Minnesota, and the region, she advocated for one day sessions and music workshop 

series, besides the established graduate and certification programs.  Frazee explained, “In 

addition to these services for music educators, St. Thomas became the home of Saturday 

workshops for Kodály and Orff teachers beginning in 1991 and offered credit for attending a 

series of three workshops.”514  Through Frazee’s dedicated efforts, music educators, and their 

students’ were provided with a wide range of quality, interactive, and enjoyable music 

opportunities to sufficiently meet their ever-changing musical needs.  Another way Frazee 

exposed music educators to new ideas was through two music education symposia.  
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Symposia 

 

 While at the University of St. Thomas, Frazee organized two music education symposia 

in 1995 and 2000 respectively.  These events brought together not only Orff teachers, but music 

educators from all fields throughout the United States, and internationally.  Each of the symposia 

featured lectures, research presentations, demonstrations, and musical performances.   

 The first symposia was devoted to the life, music, and contributions of Carl Orff.515  This 

event was a collaborative effort between the music department at St. Thomas, music teachers, 

and performing ensembles within the Twin Cities, as well as interested parties throughout the 

region, the United States, and the world.  According to Frazee,  

 I organized two national symposia - one in 1995 in honor of the 100th anniversary of the 

 birth of Carl Orff entitled “From the Classroom to the Concert Hall.”  Included in the 

 July 28-30 event were performances of children’s music, Carmina Burana with the 

 Minnesota Orchestra, Di Kluge with the Plymouth Music Series, a variety of sessions 

 presented by leading national Orff Schulwerk teachers and lectures by John Rockwell of 

 the New York Times, and Dr. Kim Kowalke, Eastman School of Music.  About 175 

 teachers from around the world participated in this event.516 

 

 Providing opportunities for university students and practicing music educators to learn 

about new ideas and approaches to music teaching, was a goal of Frazee’s throughout her career.  

Therefore, a few years later, Frazee organized another symposium.  This event, like the first, also 

included Orff presentations and performances.  However, additional topics and events related to 

other areas of music and arts education were also included.  Frazee explained,  

 A second symposium in 2000 featured leading American educational thinkers: Dr. James 

 Catterall, Dr. Frances Rauscher, and Dr. Liora Bresler in a symposium presented by the 

 University of St. Thomas and the Perpich Center for Arts Education entitled The Arts, 

 Education, and Student Achievement. About 100 participants attended lectures, 

 conversed with student artists, and heard a performance of Orff music presented by 

 Schulfunk, a teacher’s Orff ensemble.517 
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The two symposia organized by Jane Frazee brought together many individuals from diverse 

backgrounds.  However, each shared a common interest in music and music education.  As such 

she helped establish St. Thomas as a university where music education research, as well as 

innovations in contemporary music teaching would continue to be encouraged to the present day.   

 

Jane Frazee’s Legacy 

 

 The Graduate Programs in Music Education at the University of St. Thomas continue to 

thrive to the present day, Fulfilling Frazee’s hopes and dreams.  The current program offers 

courses that address practical situations current music teachers face in today’s music classrooms.  

Regarding Frazee’s administration of the GPME at the University of St. Thomas, Orzolek stated: 

 I was probably influenced more by her administration of the program than any of the 

 other areas you mention [teacher, author]. Jane’s vision for a master’s program is 

 something my colleagues and I have tried to maintain—we are looking to help music 

 educators as teachers, musicians and scholars by supporting their needs and interests 

 while expanding their horizons at the same time.518  

 

One way in which Jane Frazee ensured that these goals would continue to be provided for was 

through the establishment of the Jane Frazee Pro Merito Collection.   

 

Jane Frazee Pro Merito Collection  

 

 In 1997, Jane Frazee was selected to receive the International Pro Merito Award, an 

honor given by the Carl Orff Foundation in Munich.519  This award is one of the highest honors 

given to Orff practitioners.  She explained, “I was the first American recipient of this award.  

Gifts included stipends to buy Orff instruments for the St. Thomas Conservatory and books for 
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the Graduate Programs in Music Education library.  St. Thomas also received a bust of Carl Orff 

designed by an award-winning German sculptor to be located in a garden at the University.520  In 

addition, Frazee stated, “St. Thomas also established a curriculum library of non-circulating 

materials for use by graduate and non-degree St. Thomas students.  This library includes the Jane 

Frazee Pro Merito Collection of the entire catalog of Orff Schulwerk materials published by 

Schott.”521  As a result of this award, given to Frazee for her dedication to Orff Schulwerk and 

music education in the United States throughout her career, future generations of St. Thomas 

students continue to benefit from these resources.  In addition to this collection, Frazee’s legacy 

has been maintained at St. Thomas through the Jane Frazee Distinguished Scholar Artist 

Summer Series, a lecture series named in recognition of her contributions to music education. 

 

Jane Frazee Distinguished Scholar Artist Summer Series 

 One of the touching ways in which Jane Frazee’s work has been continued is through an 

annual lecture series sponsored by the Graduate Programs in Music Education.  Named in honor 

of Frazee, the department annually invites a leader in the music education profession who has 

made significant contributions to the discipline to be a guest lecturer at the summer series.  The 

GPME at the University of St. Thomas has hosted an impressive list of music education’s most 

prominent leaders and researchers.522   

 The annual announcement published by the GPME reads, “Since 1990, Graduate 

Programs in Music Education (GPME) within the University of St. Thomas College of Arts and 

Sciences has sponsored the Jane Frazee Distinguished Scholar/Artist Series in which 
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distinguished figures in music and arts education present their work to the community of music 

educators in the Twin Cities metro area.”523  This event naturally is an exciting time of year for 

Jane Frazee.  Although she has since retired from St. Thomas, she remains a visible figure at 

music education events sponsored by the music department.  Dr. Orzolek shared the following 

statement with the author.  He said: 

 We named a seminar after her.  It’s called the Jane Frazee Seminar … But we always 

 have a keynote speaker every summer and it was a big name in music education and 

 they’ve been here.  David Elliot has been here, Bennett Reimer was here.  All the people 

 that you’ve read about.  They’ve all been here.  And Jane started that seminar every 

 summer as sort of a gift back to the profession.  You know, here’s St. Thomas’ 

 contribution to the community.  It’s a one day lecture and they would come and visit, 

 answer questions or share and then in the mid-2000s we chose to name that after Jane, 

 and now it’s called the Jane Frazee Seminar.  She comes back every year.  She never 

 misses it, it doesn’t matter who the speaker is or what they’re speaking about she comes  

 back every year to be a part of it and  to greet all of the students who are there and we 

 always take the time to recognize her attendance.  She’s always so gracious that she’ll 

 want to go out to dinner after with us so that she can spend a little time with the guest 

 speaker too.  That’s always a fun time of year for me.  We have this important guest 

 lecturer what’s fun is to have Jane back on campus and have her continue to be part of 

 things in a way that I know is special to her too.524  

                                                           
523 University of St. Thomas Newsroom, “Jane Frazee Distinguished Scholar/Artist Series,” July 13, 2014.  

www.stthomas.edu/music/events/archive/071314-gpme-summer-seminar.html (accessed March 27, 2015). 

 
524 Dr. Doug Orzolek, phone interview by author, February 23, 2015.  Transcript held by the author. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

 

  Jane Frazee is a prolific author and has published her interpretations of Orff Schulwerk, 

since the late 1960s, in an effort to clarify the music teaching approach developed by Carl Orff 

and Gunild Keetman for music educators teaching in the United States.  Through her 

publications she has continuously demonstrated a thorough knowledge and understanding of Orff 

media, pedagogy, and theory, as well as their applications with children and adults.  Her 

publications include collections of arrangements for Orff ensemble, journal articles, essays, book 

chapters, and several books.  Although Frazee has retired from active teaching, she continues to 

write and contribute to the music education profession through her publications.   

 

Essays, Articles, and Book Chapters 

 Jane Frazee began writing and publishing essays and articles in professional music 

education journals in the late 1960s.  She has also contributed essays and chapters to several 

books which discuss music education topics and Orff Schulwerk.  As an avid supporter of the 

growing Orff movement in the United States, she was active in the role of providing explanations 

of the philosophy, pedagogy, and the use of the Orff approach in American music classrooms.   

 “The Mystery of the Orphs,”525 published in the October 1968 edition of Music 

Educators Journal, was one of Jane Frazee’s first public discussions pertaining to Orff 
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Schulwerk pedagogy.  In this article she advocated for the inclusion of Orff Schulwerk in 

American music education by challenging the views expressed in a previously published 

article.526  She specifically addressed the two main concerns of the preceding article: 1) that Orff 

Schulwerk was too simple for twentieth century students, and 2) that the “reenactment of music 

history” demonstrated by the Orff approach was “pedagogically unsound.”527   

 Frazee’s rebuttal was skillfully crafted and well supported.  Regarding the simplicity of 

Orff Schulwerk’s rhythmic and melodic materials, she stated, “The essential for consideration is, 

however, whether they are equipped to use these sophisticated harmonies and rhythms in making 

their own music.”528  She emphasized that mere exposure to music did not guarantee or even 

demonstrate any level of musical understanding.  However, musical learning which was guided 

by an Orff teacher could lead to greater musical creativity and competence by students.  Later in 

the article she further emphasizes the benefits of the Schulwerk in relation to this point.  She 

states, “Musical structure is composed of its elements; an Orff-trained child learns to know 

music through application of these elements in his own music-making.”529 

 Regarding the Orff approach itself, Frazee explained, “Orff Schulwerk does not offer the 

teacher a systematic, orderly, step-by-step approach; nor is the Schulwerk a dogmatic method 

that imposes stringent restrictions on the teacher.”530  Therefore, teachers and students were free 

to create musical learning experiences that were meaningful to them.  In addition to learning 

fundamental musical skills, students also learned to connect their understanding of music to the 
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study of existing musical works.  Consequently, Frazee argued that in fact Orff Schulwerk was a 

viable way to teach music to children in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 

 Three short essays by Jane Frazee, initially published in The Orff Echo, were later re-

published in Orff Re-Echoes, Book II: Selections from the Orff Echo and The Supplements 

(1985).531  These essays recounted an interview, a speech, and lesson ideas by Frazee.  They 

included: Notes from a Visit with Carl Orff (1978), 532 Music in Early Childhood (1976),533 and 

Using Sound and Silence, originally titled Guideposts: Complements of Peda (1979).534 

 The first of these essays, Notes from a Visit With Carl Orff,535 recounted Jane Frazee’s 

experience meeting Gunild Keetman and Carl Orff and their discussions regarding the 

Schulwerk.  Taking place during one of Frazee’s early visits to the Orff Institute, this afternoon 

interview with Carl Orff and Jane Frazee was arranged by Dr. Hermann Regner, the former 

director of the Institute.536  Interested in the spread of the Schulwerk and Frazee’s work within 

the American movement, Orff was keen to discuss his ideas and hopes for the Orff approach in 
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the United States.  Among the topics discussed were his views on pedagogy, his dislike of an 

Orff and Kodály hybrid, and his disdain for technology and electronic instruments.537    

   Music in Early Childhood,538 was a reprint of a speech given by Jane Frazee in 1975.  In 

accordance with much of Frazee’s work during the early years of the spread of Orff Schulwerk in 

the United States, she explained the main aspects of the Orff approach and demonstrated its use 

in practical teaching settings.539  This speech presented the ways in which existing musical 

materials: chants, rhymes, and children’s songs could be used in musical teaching.  These 

materials not only taught musical skills and concepts, but they could also be used to allow 

students to create their own music in different ways.540 Lastly, Frazee demonstrated the ways in 

which rhythmic and melodic teaching, and listening skill development could take place using the 

Orff media, including: speech, song, movement, and instruments.541 

 The final essay by Jane Frazee, reprinted in Orff Re-Echoes, was Using Sound and 

Silence.542  This essay provided an introduction and lessons on creating complementary rhythms 

in the elemental style.543  In order to accomplish this, teachers need to introduce the importance 
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of silences as well as sounds in the creation and performance of music.  These rules can and 

should be applied to speech, song, movement, and instruments.  Overall, the goal of this lesson 

was to instruct teachers to create rhythms that are interesting, maintained an open texture, and all 

students to participate in each music making experience.544   

 Prior to the release of her third solo book publication, Orff Schulwerk Today (2006), Jane 

Frazee published an article in The Orff Echo entitled “Nurturing expression, understanding, and 

artistry in the Orff classroom: a celebration and a challenge.”545  Her article summarized many of 

the thoughts and ideas that expanded and described in more detail in her then forthcoming 

publication.  As the article title implied, Frazee discussed both her views on the successes of Orff 

Schulwerk in American music education and what she hoped teachers would be able to 

accomplish in the coming years.546 

 Building on the active and child-centered teaching that has become expected of Orff 

Schulwerk teachers, Frazee offered suggestions of how teachers could continue to challenge both 

themselves as teachers, as well as their students.  She provided a lesson example based on 

standard Orff repertoire to illustrate how this teaching should develop as a model for the Echo’s 

readers.547  Following her descriptions Frazee, an advocate of using quality rhymes, songs, and 

instrumental pieces with students, presented her ideas on how to search for and resources to use 
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to collect teaching materials and repertoire.548  Additional areas to consider when planning 

musical learning experiences including curriculum requirements and the outcomes of these 

choices made by the music educators were also discussed.  In order to guide these decisions, 

Frazee advocated the use of the following questions or guidelines to assist educators in making 

wise and pedagogically sound decisions.  The questions regarding musical selections were: 1) 

“…is it suitable for my situation?” 2) “…what skills will be applied or enhanced by learning the 

piece? What musical understanding does it foster? 3) “…does the material invite improvisation?  

Does it offer possibilities for extension and some potential for students to make it their own? and 

4) “…what is the aesthetic promise of the composition?” “If it is a song, does it express deeply 

felt emotions or offer the opportunity for a personal connection between students and text?549  

Frazee advised Orff teachers not to neglect the importance of providing musical experiences that 

support students’ healthy emotional, as well as social and musical growth.550  Lastly, the final 

section of her article explored the benefits of teaching music using the Orff approach.551   

 In the fall 2010 edition of The Orff Echo, Jane Frazee traced the development of the 

organization, collaboration, and publication of the three volume American edition of Music for 

Children.552  Within her article she highlighted the significant events that shaped and led to the 

formation of the project team, as well as the repertoire and materials collected for each volume.  
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In addition, Frazee described the roles of influential individuals, including Hermann Regner, 

herself, and others who were dedicated to the success of the project.553    

 Although the project initially began under the direction of Jos Wuytack, it was through 

the concerted efforts of Hermann Regner, former director of the Orff Institute and twenty-two 

American music educators that the American edition came to life.554  The development of the 

first book, which was actually the second volume in the three-volume series, took approximately 

two years and was published in 1977.555  Despite the relatively quick pace involved in the 

production process, serious decisions regarding the organization and structure of the book had to 

be made.  The appointment of Hermann Regner as coordinator helped facilitate the inclusion of 

both approaches to the Schulwerk used in the United States into the completed volumes.  Both 

the rhythmic and contrapuntal approach taught at the Orff Institute, as well as the melodic and 

harmonic approach advocated by Wuytack were integrated into the American edition of Music 

for Children.556  The blending of the two interpretations of the Schulwerk taught by music 

educators in the United States was accomplished by the three-part structure preferred by Regner 

in each volume.557  Although other formats were suggested, some by Jane Frazee herself, at the 

time the American volumes were published in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Dr. Regner 

believed his choice satisfied a large amount of the music educators interested in the Schulwerk.   
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As such, the American edition of Music for Children was the first Orff Schulwerk resource 

which contained American materials, selected or created by American teachers.558 

 As a co-editor of the American edition of Music for Children, Jane Frazee contributed 

forty-one lessons and activities to Volume II, Primary, 559 the Introduction to that same 

volume,560 as well as lesson and sample activities which appeared in Volume III, Upper 

Elementary.561  Her introduction discussed the challenge issued by Carl Orff to music educators 

worldwide, including the United States, to continue the work that he and Gunild Keetman had 

begun.562  In addition, she described how the authors of the American edition attempted to 

accomplish this task.  According to Frazee, “Following the pedagogical and stylistic examples of 

Orff and Keetman, we American teachers began to develop our own material from our own 

culture for use with twentieth century American children.”563  Although the edition did not 

provide a systematic approach to the material included, Frazee was proud to present a collection 

of American materials, which could be used to reach and include all of their students in the joy 

of a variety of active and whole-group music making experiences.564 
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 Given her knowledge and understanding of the origins of Orff Schulwerk in Europe as 

well as its spread and development throughout the United States, Jane Frazee contributed a 

chapter to Orff Schulwerk: Reflections and Directions.565  Her chapter entitled “From the Old 

World to the New: Cultivating Orff’s Wildflower from Europe to the USA,” shed new insight 

into the origins and evolution of Orff Schulwerk.  Frazee discussed the factors that influenced 

Orff to create the Schulwerk in Germany and how the turn of events that followed impacted the 

acceptance and use of Orff Schulwerk in the United States.566 

 Frazee’s chapter was divided into two halves.  The first part of the chapter consisted of a 

discussion of Carl Orff and his work in Germany between the conclusion of World War I until 

the late 1950s.  Meanwhile, the second portion of the chapter presented the spread of Orff 

Schulwerk to the United States and its changes and developments to the present day.567  It is 

common knowledge to most Orff practitioners that Dorothee Günther and the Güntherschule 

were influential to the development of Orff Schulwerk in Germany.  However, there were several 

factors that occurred prior to these collaborations that were important to Orff and his work.  To 

begin, had it not been for Orff’s time spent in Munich and his interactions with other musicians 

and artists in the Schwabing district, he may or may not have developed many of his interests 

and tastes for a more “avant-garde” approach to composition.568  Two additional notions that 

shaped Orff’s principles were the “Volk” and “Hausmusik.”569 The “Volk,” were German people 

who shared a collective heritage of folk songs, stories, and legends.  In addition, “Hausmusik,” 
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described music made at home.570  Although both ideas were embraced by the Nazi party to 

generate national support, Carl Orff, who throughout his life and career maintained a position of 

political neutrality, nevertheless was inspired by active music-making and the promotion of the 

music of one’s homeland.  Both were integrated into the Schulwerk.571  Lastly, the Body Culture 

Movement of the 1920s, which spread through Europe was a women’s freedom movement that 

championed modern dance.572  Supporters included Émile Jaques-Dalcroze, Rudolph Laban, the 

American Bess Mensendieck, and Dorothee Günther.573  Thus the stage was now set for Orff and 

Günther’s work at the Güntherschule, the contributions of Maja Lex, and Gunild Keetman, the 

1936 Berlin Olympics, the Bavarian Radio Broadcasts, the spread of the Schulwerk, and the 

opening of the Orff Institute.574  Before leaving the Old World, one important event was 

emphasized by Frazee.  She stated,  

 But, something striking happened to the wildflower in the trip from Germany to Austria.  

 Instead of the Güntherschule’s emphasis on dance, the new Mozarteum curriculum 

 featured music.  Instead of an educational program that addressed young adult women, 

 the new participants were children who would now be involved primarily in music 

 activities that were enhanced by dance.575 

 

This shift in focus would influence not only the role of the Schulwerk in Germany, but also the 

ways in which it was perceived and received worldwide. 

 In her description of Orff Schulwerk in the New World, Frazee provided a synopsis of the 

events that brought the Schulwerk to North America, and eventually the United States and the 
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era of self-reflection, change, and skepticism to which it was first introduced.576  Despite a mixed 

reception by the music education profession in the early years, Orff Schulwerk has eventually 

gained acceptance throughout the United States, especially at the university level.  Frazee said, 

“In fact, we are currently witnessing a transformation in U.S. university programs, with young 

professors, including Orff among the so-called “eclectic approaches,” worthy of consideration by 

undergraduates.  In addition, several American universities now offer a master’s degree with an 

Orff emphasis.”577  Through the efforts of the American Orff Schulwerk Association, local 

chapters, national conferences, summer classes, scholarships and grants, and publications, 

American music educators have been exposed to and become passionate about Orff Schulwerk 

and the benefits of teaching music through the Orff approach. 578  Although the road has not 

always been easy and problems have periodically arisen,579 the work begun by Carl Orff, Gunild 

Keetman, and their associates continues to grow and thrive in American schools and music 

classrooms nationwide.580  

 Jane Frazee has written on a variety of topics related to music education and Orff 

Schulwerk.  She has published additional articles not discussed in this section.  As a result, 

publications by Frazee continue to appear in music education journals and books to this day. 
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Arrangements for Orff Ensemble 

 Jane Frazee has, in addition to her many writings, composed and arranged several 

collections of teaching and performance materials for Orff ensembles.  The collections of Orff 

arrangements published by Frazee include: A Baker’s Dozen (1974),581 This Is the Day (1975),582 

Ten Folk Carols for Christmas from the United States (1977),583 Strawberry Fair (1977),584 and 

Singing in the Season (1983).585 Although some of these collections were the result of individual 

efforts by Frazee, some were written in collaboration with her colleague, Arvida Steen.  Two 

publications that resulted from these collaborations were, A Bakers’ Dozen and This Is the Day. 

 A Baker’s Dozen (1974), one of Frazee and Steen’s earliest publications, consisted of a 

diverse selection of children’s poetry, songs, and dances.586  This publication reflected the early 

attempts of both women to introduce Orff pedagogy and theory, including improvisation, to 

American teachers in a fun and engaging manner.  Thirteen Orff arrangements, appropriate for 

students in the upper elementary grades, composed in the elemental style were included to 

accompany the songs and dances.587 
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 This is the Day, Frazee’s second collaboration with Steen, was published in 1975.  This 

collection included selected songs and Orff arrangements for students to learn which were 

organized around special times and holidays of the school and calendar year.588  In the same 

manner as their previous publication, the arrangements were designed to be performed by 

children singing and performing on unpitched percussion, recorders, and Orff instruments.589 

 In 1977, Jane Frazee published two collections of Orff arrangements, Strawberry Fair, 

and Ten Folk Carols for Christmas from the United States.590 Strawberry Fair consisted of 

selected rounds with Orff ensemble accompaniments.  While the singing of the rounds 

encouraged students’ vocal development, the Orff orchestrations also served to refine their 

abilities to perform on musical instruments simultaneously.591  Therefore, this publication 

compiled by Jane Frazee reflected the multi-sensory experiences typically experienced and 

encouraged in the Orff approach. 

 Arranged to meet the needs of both sacred and secular Christmas celebrations, Frazee’s 

Ten Folk Carols for Christmas (1977) included a mixture of song materials that would appeal to 

a large portion of the American population.  Frazee had served as one of the contributing authors 

and co-editor of the American adaptation of Music for Children, and felt strongly that Orff 

materials for American teachers needed to be reflect the cultural repertoire of the United States.   
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Consequently, Ten Folk Carols, was a compilation of elemental Orff arrangements of American 

folk songs for the winter and Christmas season.  The songs included in this publication were: 

Look Away to Bethlehem, Oh Watch the Stars, Shine Like a Star in the Morning, Cradle Hymn, 

See Jesus the Saviour, Old Christmas, Jesus, Jesus, Rest Your Head, Wasn’t That a Mighty Day, 

Sing All Men, and Jesus the Christ is Born.592  

 Lastly, Frazee’s publication titled Singing in the Season (1983)593 again featured a 

collection of folk songs appropriate for the winter holiday seasons.  However, unlike her 

previous Christmas collection, the musical material selected included arrangements of songs for 

both the Christmas and Hanukkah seasons.594  A total of fifteen arrangements for voices and Orff 

instruments were published in this collection.595   

 Within each of her published Orff arrangement collections, those created with Steen, as 

well as those Frazee developed alone, materials were included which reflected each aspect of 

Orff media, pedagogy, and theory.  She selected texts, rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic material 

that would both appeal to and be understood by children and adults.  In addition, Frazee’s 

arrangements, while accessible to the students who were learning the songs and arrangements, 

still presented sufficient challenges to maintain their interests throughout the various stages of 

their musical development.    
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Books 

 One of the most significant ways in which Jane Frazee has impacted and influenced the 

spread of Orff Schulwerk in the United States has been through her published books.  In each 

book Frazee has presented her own developing interpretations of the Schulwerk.  Frazee 

continues to delve deeper and deeper into the intricacies of the Schulwerk.  Nevertheless, her 

experience and intimate knowledge of all aspects of the Orff approach when paired with her 

objective and sequential organization of curriculum design have made her publications among 

the most widely-used and highly praised of those written by an American Orff pedagogue. 

 

Sound Ideas 

 Frazee’s first book related to music curriculum was achieved through collaborations with 

her husband, Kent Kreuter.  Together Frazee and Kreuter designed a group of listening lessons to 

guide students in music classrooms to develop their music listening skills in relation to music 

from the Western art music repertoire.  Sound Ideas: Participatory Music Lessons for Young 

Listeners (1984)596 was the culminating result of this project.  Through the integration of 

activities taught, including elements of the Orff approach, students were introduced to music 

listening through active and engaging lessons.597  To facilitate the success of these lessons and 

activities, a supplementary collection of scores was prepared by Frazee and Kreuter to be used in 

conjunction with the main book.   Her book titled Reference Scores for Sound Ideas (1984)598 

included scores for eleven music selections that allowed for focused listening of the following 
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pieces:  Two Dance Pairs, by Tielman Susato – Gigue et Rondeau by Jean-Phillipe Rameau, Trio 

in B-flat, D. 581 by Franz Schubert, Gavotte I, II from Suite III in D, by J. S. Bach, Chaconne in 

F, by Henry Purcell, Variations on “La ci darem,” by Ludwig van Beethoven, Two-part 

invention #14 in B-flat, by J. S. Bach, Symphony #88, Mvt. III, by Franz Joseph Haydn, “Tango,” 

from L’histoire du Soldat, by Igor Stravinsky, “Tanz” from Carmina Burana, by Carl Orff, and 

Five Pieces for Orchestra, op. 10, #4, by Anton Webern.599 

 

Discovering Orff  

 Since her first encounter with Jos Wuytack at the 1970 National AOSA Conference, Jane 

Frazee became interested in the development of sequential teaching and its application to the 

Schulwerk.600  During her years of teaching children and adults in the Twin Cities, throughout 

the United States, and in Salzburg, she developed ideas and lessons that integrated elements of 

her interpretation of the Orff approach to music teaching and learning in her classrooms.  Frazee 

diligently organized the ideas, lessons, and curriculum design she had developed into her book 

Discovering Orff: A Curriculum for Music Teachers (1987).601  Judy Bond recalled the process 

Frazee went through while preparing her manuscript for publication.  She explained, “I was with 

Jane in Salzburg during the summer she was writing Discovering Orff.  During that summer 

Jane, Arvida Steen, and I were all teaching at the Orff Institute in Salzburg.  When Jane was not 

in class, she spent her time working on Discovering Orff with her husband, Kent Kreuter.”602 
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 Influenced by her time spent as a collaborator and co-editor of the American adaptation 

of Music for Children with Dr. Herman Regner, former Director of the Orff Institute in the late 

1970s, Frazee desired to expand upon the work that had been initiated by her and other American 

Orff pedagogues in the earlier publication.603  Although Frazee had suggested the inclusion of a 

more systematic handling of teaching material in the American adaptation, her concerns were 

politely dismissed.  As a result, the organization of the American edition of Music for Children, 

resembled that of earlier adaptations.604   

 Prior to 1987, few resources were available to American Orff teachers besides the 

Margaret Murray volumes I-V605 and the American adaptation of Music for Children.606 

Although these resources presented a wealth of material to use in the music education of young 

children, many teachers newly acquainted with Orff Schulwerk did not possess the skills 

necessary to successfully use and implement these materials into their daily music teaching. 

Consequently when the time came for Frazee’s ideas to be presented in a book of her own, she 

accepted the challenge and published Discovering Orff. 

 Jane Frazee’s book, Discovering Orff (1987), was the first attempt by an American music 

educator to provide an organized guidebook to help young or beginning teachers navigate their 

way through learning, using the Orff approach with their students.  Her goal was to facilitate 

developmentally appropriate music learning experiences that allowed students to gain the skills 

they needed to become proficient musicians in all areas of musical training.  In addition, Frazee 
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identified many of the personal and musical characteristics necessary for Orff teachers.  Divided 

into two distinct sections, Discovering Orff¸ provided its reader double the amount of 

information normally provided by Orff Schulwerk resource material.607   

 The first section of the book, following an overview of the historical origins of Carl 

Orff’s development of the Schulwerk,608 introduced teachers to and provided detailed 

explanations of the three main facets of Orff Schulwerk, they are: Orff Media, Orff Pedagogy, 

and Orff Theory.609  Orff Media refers to the types of materials and activities used in teaching 

music through the Orff approach.  These include: speech, movement, songs, instruments, and 

listening activities which are used to develop a student’s musical skills and abilities.610  The 

second area Frazee discussed was Orff Pedagogy.  Often described by her colleagues and 

students611 to be Frazee’s specialty, pedagogy involves the ways in which music teaching is 

introduced, developed, and mastered.  The student’s acquisition of musical knowledge related to 

pedagogy occurs through experiences in imitation, exploration, literacy, and improvisation.612  

Finally, Orff Theory constitutes the tools used in the construction of music in the elemental style.  

This occurs through the combination of ostinato, melody, pedals and borduns, moving borduns, 

and other accompaniments.613  In summary, these three elements may be considered to be the 

“what, how, and why” of Orff Schulwerk.  Naturally, in these scenarios, the “who” becomes the 
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child or music maker and the “where” is the music classroom or any music making situation.  

Thus, through Frazee’s descriptions and explanations, the reader is thoroughly acquainted with 

the materials used in the approach prior to a description of how these elements should be 

combined to create a fertile music learning environment for young and developing musicians. 

 Once the fundamental materials used in Orff Schulwerk are discussed, Frazee proceeds in 

the second part of Discovering Orff with the ways in which she felt this approach should be 

applied to music teaching.  Following the systematic approach she preferred, Frazee, organized 

her suggested learning experiences for students in grades one through five.614  Although goals 

and objectives were set for each grade, as well as expected musical skills to be mastered in each 

grade, the actual ways in which these goals were met was left to the individual teacher.  Frazee 

provided rhymes, songs, and materials she used with her students, however at no time did she 

mandate only these ideas were to be taught.615  Therefore, the freedom to create and teach to the 

needs and desires of the individual students and teachers, a facet of Orff Schulwerk important to 

Orff teachers, was retained.   

 The curriculum design for Grade One included eight goals and was organized according 

to the following main concepts: group participation, vocabulary, rhythm and tonal color, rhythm 

and tonal memory, rhythmic notation, accompaniment, melody, and listening.616  In accordance 

with the Orff approach, lessons would have included activities that integrated each of the Orff 

media, as well as musical examples from the American and western art music canon.617  Grade 

Two focused on six guiding concepts: rhythm I, melody notation, improvisation, texture: 
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counterpoint, rhythm II, and listening.618  Activities and music reflected the increasing difficulty 

of musical skills and concepts.619  Frazee’s curriculum choices in Grade Three advocated for an 

increased emphasis on the use and understanding of musical vocabulary within the context of 

musical learning experiences.  Throughout the third year of musical studies, the students were 

engaged in the mastery of eight learning goals related to: rhythm, melody notation, texture, 

counterpoint, melody, improvisation I, accompaniments, improvisation II, and listening.620  In 

response to the students’ developing vocabulary and musical skills, music selected for music 

performance and listening activities incorporated more complex texts, musical forms, and 

notation.621  The curricula in grades Four and Five was structured using five main learning goals.  

In grade four, these goals reflected the acquisition of music skills and abilities related to: rhythm, 

melody, texture, improvisation, and listening.622  It is important to note, by the completion of 

Grade Four, Frazee’s students would “complete the tonal inventory of the diatonic scale.”623  As 

such, it would be possible to speculate that if the student had been at the school for each of the 

preceding four years they would be more or less competent in performing, reading, writing, and 

creating music using the diatonic scale upon completion of Grade Four music studies.  Therefore, 

music in Grade Five, which also centered on five main goals, would solidify and challenge the 

students’ abilities towards becoming an independent musician.  These five goals related to the 
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concepts of: rhythm, melody, texture, rhythm II, improvisation, and listening.624  Students in 

Frazee’s music program would have been exposed to American and western art music as well an 

introduction to music of world cultures during their fourth and fifth grade years.625 

 Through an examination of Jane Frazee’s Discovering Orff the reader finds a wealth of 

information about Orff Schulwerk and teaching through the Orff Approach.  Additionally, one 

also gains a sufficient amount of understanding related to child development, music acquisition 

stages, the development of efficient listening skills, and the building of aesthetic preferences for 

a wide variety of musical repertoire.  Within each grade level, as with any approach to music 

teaching, students learn to experience and learn about each of the musical concepts, rhythm, 

melody, harmony, form, texture and expression.626  Even though each of the musical skills are 

taught, listening is one skill that was emphasized specifically at each grade level, both in relation 

to ensemble performance, as well as listening to music.627  Thus, a sequential and comprehensive 

curriculum enhanced by the Orff approach is beneficial to students’ overall musical 

development.  Frazee supports this belief with her final statement in the conclusion of 

Discovering Orff.  She states, “Ideally, what we need is a combination of content and method 

which not only makes the most of our talent and character but even stirs us on to do more.  And 

that brings us to Orff’s legacy.  In his combination of media, pedagogy, and theory he provided 

us with what we need to make the most of music education.”628  
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 Over the years, Orff teachers in public and private schools, as well as universities 

throughout the United States have come to recognize the benefits of this publication.  According 

to Frazee, “Discovering Orff was reviewed in the Music Educators Journal by Patricia Campbell 

shortly after publication.”629  Therefore, it is a book that has in many ways influenced 

generations of music educators.  Although teaching situations vary from teacher to teacher, the 

goals and lessons presented in this book can and should be adjusted to meet the needs of each 

teacher and their students.630   

 Giving credence to the long-standing influence of Discovering Orff, individuals who 

were fortunate enough to have studied with Jane Frazee, as well as those who did not, attest to 

the practical and lasting role this publication has made on American music education.  Amchin 

stated, “I use her Discovering Orff book.  That’s the book that I was raised on so it’s something 

that’s kind of embedded into what I teach.  I don’t pull it out of the shelf and look at it but when I 

do I go oh yeah I do that already and that’s a lot of what I do.631  The fundamental pedagogy 

contained in Discovering Orff offers a solid foundation for music teaching.  Even as students 

continue to change from year to year, and sometimes on a daily basis, the techniques presented 

can be adapted to most any teaching situation or class.  In support of this idea Amchin went on to 

share, “Her book has influenced me a lot.  She wanted me to read a Howard Gardner book a 

couple of years ago, so she’s interested in the whole child, she’s interested in creative and critical 

thinking, not just Orff Schulwerk.  She has other interests that keeps her going.  So that was just 
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an additional kind of thing that she’s done.”632  Her desire to study, learn, and create new 

interpretations of Orff Schulwerk continues to be another of Frazee’s specialties.  Since the 

release of Discovering Orff in 1987, Frazee has gone on to publish four more books about Orff 

Schulwerk pedagogy. 

 

Discovering Keetman 

 Jane Frazee was greatly inspired by Gunild Keetman, her contributions to Orff 

Schulwerk, and most importantly by her compositions.633  However, despite her personal 

admiration for Keetman, Frazee also understood how many teachers might be a little intimidated 

by Keetman’s music.  She recognized that many teachers might not know where to begin to 

teach a Keetman piece to their students; and therefore why they would choose not to include 

these works in their classroom teaching.634   

 Secondly, Gunild Keetman avidly supported the inclusion of improvisation opportunities 

in musical learning activities.  As such she expected these types of exercises to be integrated 

with her musical compositions.  However, she did not specify how to introduce improvisation to 

students.635  Many teachers again felt ill-equipped to provide this element of musical instruction, 

and so the full effect and intention of Keetman’s music was infrequently realized or experienced 
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in music classrooms.  Jane Frazee felt that was a waste of beautiful music and wanted to make 

Keetman’s music accessible to American music teachers and their students.636   

  In her book, Discovering Keetman (1998), Frazee provided music specialists with an 

introductory guide and helpful insights into the teaching and performance of many of Keetman’s 

compositions for children. 637  Her introduction clearly states two areas of music instruction that 

this book should not be used for, as well as two areas for which it should be used.  Frazee’s book 

was not meant to be a systematic description of Orff Schulwerk, nor was it an instruction manual 

to teach proper mallet technique.  It was designed to demonstrate ways to dissect individual 

pieces so they could be taught to children through process teaching.  In addition, Discovering 

Keetman was organized to progress from simple to complex, in the same manner as Keetman’s 

original works.638  

 Arranged into three sections, Discovering Keetman, introduced a variety of Keetman’s 

xylophone pieces.  Keetman also composed instrumental pieces to be performed by recorders, or 

recorders and hand drums but these were not included in this publication.639  Since the xylophone 

is a percussion instrument, these pieces required a high level of rhythmic accuracy to perform 

regardless of the rhythmic exercise or instrumental pieces’ place on the difficulty spectrum.  

Additionally, the student’s rhythmic proficiency in a variety of simple, compound, and shifting 

meters is developed.  Like Keetman, Frazee felt that each of the skills taught and reinforced by 

these rhythmic exercises would benefit students as they progressed to ensemble performance.640    
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 Part One of the book introduces exercises from Keetman’s publication Rhythmische 

Übung,641 which promoted rhythmic proficiency introduced through sound gestures or body 

percussion.642  In addition to focusing exclusively on rhythm, the exercises selected for 

presentation by Frazee build in difficulty from one sound gesture to two, and so on until all four 

levels are used.  In addition, each time a new gesture is added, it is layered in with previously 

introduced sound gestures to increase the challenge level of the exercise, while at the same time 

reinforcing learned behaviors.643  Lastly, while exercises for each level begin with both hand 

moving together, activities that require alternation between hands follow immediately.644   

 While the introduction of these exercises is deemed important, Frazee emphasizes that 

each exercise should not be treated simply as a stand-alone activity.  Rather, these exercises 

should be woven into music learning activities and enhanced through the addition of text or in 

the creation of larger musical forms.645  Frazee provides teaching suggestions and comments in 

relation to each of the twelve rhythmic exercises she provides.646  

 Jane Frazee includes twelve examples of xylophone pieces in Part II of Discovering 

Keetman.  These examples were chosen from Keetman’s book Erstes Spiel am Xylophon 

(1969).647  Although each of the elements presented in the first part continues to be emphasized 

in these examples, the addition of pitch and the inclusion of the xylophone itself are now another 
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factor to be considered.  Frazee’s teaching suggestions assist teachers and students to negotiate 

the increased challenges in each of the twelve excerpts.648  Opportunities to speak, sing, move, 

create, and to transition to playing single xylophone parts are used to develop each individual 

example into actual music making and learning experiences.  An added benefit of the 

introduction of pitch is more opportunities for students to experiment with musical creativity 

through improvisation.  Keetman’s original publication wants students to improvise, but provides 

no specific directions. Thus, Frazee interjects improvisation activity suggestions throughout Parts 

II and III of Discovering Keetman.649  

 Finally, Part III of Jane Frazee’s Discovering Keetman introduces the reader to 

Keetman’s three-volume collection of Spielbuch für Xylophon.  She briefly discusses the series’ 

contents, including material written in movable pentatonic scales.  Each of the Keetman books 

provides instrumental pieces for xylophone and progresses from pieces for solo xylophone in 

Book I, to pieces for solo xylophone and voice in Book II, and lastly music for a xylophone 

orchestra by Book III.650  A total of thirty-six examples are included: sixteen from Book I, 

fourteen from Book II, and six from Book III.651  Suggestions to facilitate the preparation of the 

musical material into teachable segments are provided for each example.652 

 Frazee’s ability to break down and explain a variety of ways to teach speech, song, or 

instrumental pieces, has helped and influenced music teachers worldwide.  Discovering Keetman 

is a useful guide to introduce and familiarize teachers with the benefits of including Keetman’s 
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music in their teaching materials.  According to Calantropio, “I feel the act of teaching, the act of 

pedagogy was what Jane’s major contribution and will be and be seen as such.  Her books like 

Discovering Orff and Discovering Keetman are the proof of that.  Both the quality of the work 

that’s in these publications and the approach to the teaching.653   

 

Orff Schulwerk Today 

 Published a few years following Jane Frazee’s retirement from teaching music, Orff 

Schulwerk Today: Nurturing Musical Expressions and Understanding (2006), is a culmination of 

thirty years of ideas, experiences, and knowledge.654  This book, written by Frazee, expresses the 

experiences of her own career, as well as contributions by additional Orff pedagogues.  Within 

this book she shares both her own thoughts and ideas, as well as those of many of her colleagues 

in relation to the collective understanding of Orff Schulwerk in the United States in the twenty-

first century.655   

 Frazee’s foreword to Orff Schulwerk Today emphasizes three fundamental principles: 

passion, clarity, and sincerity.  Derived from Marcella Hazan, an Italian cook she admires, 

Frazee explains how these principles also apply to Orff teachers and music teaching.656  These 

three traits generally exist naturally within each teacher and should assist the individual in their 

teaching.  Throughout the book, as well as in several other writings by Frazee, she advocates that 
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music educators need to ask themselves the following questions when preparing lessons, “What, 

in particular, am I attempting to teach in this lesson and why am I teaching it?”657   

 With this thought in mind, Orff Schulwerk Today was assembled in an attempt to provide 

educators with insight and understanding into music teaching with children.  Together with 

Frazee, contributions were made by each of the following Orff teachers: Jay Broeker, Steve 

Calantropio, Cindy Hall, JoElla Hug, Beth Nelson, Roger Sams, and Jacque Schrader.658  The 

book is organized into five sections; Frazee wrote the book in a way that made the material 

relevant to the reader on a personal level.  The five parts of the book are: Your Heritage, Your 

Approach, Your Work, Your Commitment, and Your Rewards.659  A compact disc was 

developed to accompany this publication to provide musical selections for each level of study 

that could be used by teachers to illustrate musical concepts in their classroom.  The recordings, 

which are indicated within the text, contain contrasting musical excerpts to allow students to 

develop a more comprehensive understanding of the lesson materials being presented by their 

music teachers.660   

 Committed to providing a unique spin on Orff pedagogy and curriculum, Frazee’s Orff 

Schulwerk Today contains detailed sections entitled “Introduction” and “How to Use This 

Book.”  These portions should not be neglected by readers as they provides a preliminary 

orientation with the books’ materials to facilitate greater understanding and usability of the 

materials and ideas contained in this book.  Most importantly, whereas Frazee’s previous 

curriculum book arranged goals, materials, and lessons by grade, the “How to Use This Book” 
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section highlights an evolution in Frazee’s overall approach to sequencing musical learning 

through the Orff approach by reclassifying grades into three levels of learning.  This change in 

organization has become one of many reasons why Jane Frazee’s approach to music education 

and teacher training is a unique departure from accepted ideas and Orff philosophies when 

compared to those of other contemporary Orff pedagogues.661 

 Your Heritage, is an overview of both the origins of Orff Schulwerk in Germany, as well 

as how it was brought to North America and the United States.  History has indicated that Orff 

created the Schulwerk as a result of his personal beliefs and experiences, an agreement with 

Pestalozzi’s philosophies as they related to education and music, and his agreement with ancient 

Greek ideas that music and movement were both essential for complete human and musical 

development.662  These beliefs were espoused through his work with the Güntherschule, as well 

as the composition and publication of the Orff and Keetman Music for Children volumes.  Frazee 

goes on to describe how Orff Schulwerk has evolved in American music education since its 

initial arrival in the United States.663  Dewey’s impact on American education, although not 

known to Carl Orff, is believed to have contributed to the acceptance of his approach to music 

teaching by American educators.664  Orff Schulwerk teachers have since changed and shaped 

music education practices to reflect their increased understanding of the approach.665 

 In an effort to elaborate on the Schulwerk itself and its applications in the United States, 

Frazee’s “Your Approach,” outlined the characteristic activities, expectations, and materials 
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found in Orff classrooms.  This section is divided into two chapters.666  The first chapter provides 

an overview of the context or content of an Orff classroom, while the second explores frequently 

used materials integrated into the Orff approach.667 

 In the first chapter she discusses the ways in which music has been taught to students.  

Musical activities, regardless of repertoire, students’ abilities, or school setting include 

opportunities for student experiences in: solo and group performances using all Orff media, 

improvisation and composition skills development, and listening and analysis activities.668  

Frazee’s preference for sequential music curriculums, presented in each of her Orff publications, 

emulated Kenneth Simpson’s findings, 669 specifically the three traits he identified in all 

successful music education curriculums: focus, prescribed course, and an emphasis on early 

childhood music.670  Lastly, comparisons are made between the music learning outcomes and the 

ways in which musical skills and concepts are taught to students by teachers who used the Orff 

approach, as distinct from students taught by Kodály and Dalcroze teachers.671  An examination 

of the specific types of repertoire, materials, and Orff media used by past and present Orff 

teachers, as well as resources which contain these materials are examined in the next chapter.672  
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 The third section of Orff Schulwerk Today, the largest portion of the book called “Your 

Work,” is divided and examined in two large segments. 673  Frazee chose to present the material 

in this manner because of the large amount and detail necessary to thoroughly discuss each 

concept.  The first part of this section investigates, “Knowing How,” and individually addresses 

each skill commonly taught by Orff practitioners: speaking, singing, moving, playing 

instruments, playing recorder, as well as reading and writing.674  Following a similar structure, 

although different content is presented, the second section “Knowing About” highlights the 

musical elements emphasized in Orff Schulwerk teaching, beginning with an overview of the 

elements as a whole, followed by individual discussions of: melody, rhythm, texture, structure, 

color, and real world applications.675  The “Knowing How” and “Knowing About” sections 

contain activities that address the discovery and mastery stages of each music skill or element for 

the primary, intermediate, and upper elementary levels.676  Repertoire is selected from traditional 

American rhymes, poems, and folk song, the Orff and Keetman volumes, and world music.677 

Beginning in chapter five: singing track listings for recorded listening examples are included 

within the chapter readings for teacher convenience and access to quality listening materials.678 

 In the “Knowing How” chapters attention is given to include music learning activities 

that reflect sound pedagogical teaching decisions in relation to child development, musical 

development, and Orff pedagogy.  Lessons at the discovery level for each stage begin with ample 
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opportunities to imitate and explore the musical skill or concept being presented, before 

proceeding to improvisation tasks.  Lastly, mastery for each skill or concept allows students to 

demonstrate this newly acquired and developing knowledge in both solo and group settings.679  

The final chapters of this section, devoted to recorder playing as well as reading and writing, are 

structured slightly differently.  Rather than explaining the material through individual lessons, 

Frazee presents overall approaches to curriculum development using Orff Schulwerk, which 

accentuated the teaching and mastery of all musical skills and elements.680  Finally, reading and 

writing of rhythm and pitch are developed separately before combining them in activities.681 

 The “Knowing About” segment of Orff Schulwerk Today presents an overview of the 

way in which Frazee and her colleagues felt musical skill development should be used to 

enhance a study of the musical elements.  Continuing with an elementary music curriculum 

designed in three levels, rather than individual grades,682 objectives and materials are suggested 

for each element were arranged according to levels.683  First introduced in the “Knowing How” 

section, CD track listings that correlated with many of the lessons in the “Knowing About” 

chapters appear with greater frequency. Frazee’s listening selections represent a wide variety of 

listening examples chosen from contrasting periods, styles, genres, and cultures.684 
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This section ends with lesson examples contributed by one of Frazee’s colleagues to demonstrate 

how musical learning in the Orff classroom can relate to everyday activities.685 

 The final two chapters of Orff Schulwerk Today, focus on student assessment, the 

inclusion of technology, and the rewards that are often shared by Orff teachers.686  According to 

Frazee, students of Orff teachers typically are evaluated based on teacher assessments, which 

focus on the students’ level of skill development and their comprehension of music concepts.687  

Since assessment has frequently been identified as an area in which all music educators 

struggle,688 Frazee provides sample suggestions based on contemporary education research in the 

areas of teacher observation, performance and written assessments.689  Regarding technology, 

another Frazee’s colleagues provides suggestions on how to foster improvisation opportunities 

using computer technology.690 Frazee’s final chapter discusses the ways she and her colleagues 

have promoted the musical and aesthetic responses of their students and how these experiences 

have impacted each of these Orff teachers, including Frazee, over the course of their careers.691 

 In closing, Frazee’s Orff Schulwerk Today has provided an updated and current 

perspective of Orff Schulwerk in twenty-first century American music education.  The 

information, lesson ideas, and suggestions compiled by Jane Frazee indicate a more sophisticated 

and contemporary interpretation of the Schulwerk.  Read by many new, practicing, and expert 
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Orff teachers, this book is designed to contain relevant information for all music educators 

regardless of their experience level.  Desiring to familiarize music educators with this book, 

Frazee looked to her former student for assistance.  Shortly following the publication of Orff 

Schulwerk Today, Michael Chandler shared impressions of Frazee’s work.   

 A few years ago when Orff Schulwerk Today came out, and I’m sure you’re familiar with 

 that book, I was at, I don’t remember which conference this was.  I’m guessing San Jose, 

 which was 2007, I think that’s it.  And I went to the session called “Writing for the Orff 

 Echo,” and Jane was at that session.  Her book Orff Schulwerk Today had just come 

 out and she pulled me aside and said, I would like for you, if you’re willing to do it, to 

 write a review of Orff Schulwerk Today for The Orff Echo.  And I thought wow, I would 

 be happy to do that.  I would love to do that.  So of course, I read all of Orff Schulwerk 

 Today.  … I spent an enormous amount of time reading the book, and writing about 

 the book, and writing the review … When I wrote the review I forgot to mention the CD.  

 And when the review came out I was really happy with it … and I thought this went 

 really well, and Jane wrote me an email and thanked me for the review and said she 

 enjoyed reading it … and then wrote something along the lines of,  it’s too bad you didn’t 

 mention the disc because on the disc there are wonderful recorded examples that link to 

 the lessons.  And when I read that, my heart sank and I just thought… of course, of 

 course there’s the disc with the book.  Why did I not mention that in the review?692 

 

Nevertheless, Chandler’s review, and the praise this book has received from the American Orff 

community since its release, has encouraged teachers to read the book.  This type of reception by 

readers demonstrates how willing music teachers are to accept and welcome changing 

perceptions of Orff Schulwerk to meet the needs of contemporary and future generations of Orff 

teachers as well as their music students. 

 

Playing Together 

 Unlike her earlier publications which focused on music curricula and Orff Schulwerk 

pedagogy, Jane Frazee’s Playing Together (2008), was written to introduce music teachers and 
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their students to appropriate instrumental playing techniques to be applied to Orff instruments.693   

Divided into four sections: Enjoying Sounds, Playing Accompaniments, Playing Melodies, and 

Playing Two-Part Instrumental Pieces,694 she discusses, through the assistance of music 

examples arranged by Frazee, as well as standards from the Orff repertoire, how to develop 

students’ instrumental techniques while learning about and experiencing music.  A total of sixty-

six rhymes, poems, stories, songs, and instrumental pieces are included in this publication.695  

Although speech and singing are part of many of the activities she elected to include, the 

emphasis was on the inclusion of instruments.  Frazee’s purpose in writing this book was to 

provide teachers with practical techniques to assist them in introducing and challenging their 

music students with the inclusion of Orff instruments into their existing music curriculums.696   

 Following a brief introduction to each of the book’s four sections, activities developed 

throughout Frazee’s teaching career were used to illustrate each use for instruments in the Orff 

music classroom. “Enjoying Sounds,” offers sample opportunities for teachers to introduce Orff 

instruments to students to primary-aged students, through rhymes, chants, songs, and stories.697  

Frazee provides ten activities that allow students to experience, explore, and interpret spoken 

materials through instruments.698  

 The chapter titled “Playing Accompaniments,” describes eleven types of accompaniments 

used in Orff Schulwerk based musical activities.  Since accompaniments generally require less 
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movement and are easiest to perform, Frazee suggests teaching these to students next.  These 

accompaniments teach students how to accompany their songs and instrumental pieces in the 

elemental style using octaves, fifths, and the tonic.  In addition, techniques typically used when 

playing barred instruments, such as hands together, hands moving in alternation, moving drones, 

and variations of hand crossings are demonstrated in the selected pieces.699    

 Students must practice the technical skills necessary for ensemble playing.  After 

successful experiences with playing accompaniments they are better prepared to begin learning 

to begin “Playing Melodies.”  Frazee divided melodic playing into four categories: steps, skips, 

repeated notes, and melodies that include a combination of the three movement types.700 

 After children have experienced playing during activities that serve to teach musical 

skills while also developing students’ playing techniques, they will then be ready to participate in 

instrumental pieces for Orff ensembles.  In the final section of Playing Together, “Playing Two-

Part Instrumental Pieces,” Frazee offers six model pieces for teachers to study.  These include 

works from the Orff and Keetman volumes, arrangements of traditional western and folk music 

materials, and an instrumental arrangement by Jane Frazee.701  Selected to demonstrate both a 

variety of accompaniments and interesting melodies, these works illustrate instrumental 

repertoire that is available for developing student musicians.  According to Frazee, “Emphasis 

was on a sequential approach to instrumental playing.”702 

 Frazee’s activities, while tried and tested in her classroom, can be used by others.  

However, like the materials developed by Orff and Keetman, they are intended to serve as 
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models for teachers to insert their own ideas and materials.  As stated throughout the book, 

Frazee provides these pieces as examples and her suggestions and comments are intended as 

guides, not mandates.  Teachers should feel free to take the ideas from this book and, as with 

other Orff publications by Frazee,703 as well as others,704 adapt and substitute materials and 

repertoire appropriate for their respective teaching situations.  In Playing Together, Jane Frazee 

introduced instrumental techniques to Orff Schulwerk practitioners.  These activities demonstrate 

a starting point and basic guiding principles, however, each individual Orff teacher should 

continue to build on these lessons with each passing year. 

 

Artful-Playful-Mindful 

 Jane Frazee has published numerous articles, essays, book chapters, and books about Orff 

Schulwerk, music education, curriculum, child development, and other related topics.  She has 

continued to refine and deepen her thinking related to these topics over the course of her career.  

With each new addition publication, the music education profession has been given innovative 

ways to inspire students to achieve greater levels of musical achievement and understanding.  

Jane Frazee’s most recent contribution to contemporary Orff pedagogy is Artful-Playful-Mindful 

A New Orff-Schulwerk Curriculum for Music Making and Music Thinking (2012).705   

 In the preface of this publication Frazee justified why she felt the need to write this latest 

examination to her growing list of publications.  Frazee stated, 
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 And so I had satisfied myself as to what music to teach and how to teach it, but the 

 looming question-why-has been a constant source of speculation, for me and for my 

 professional colleagues.  Finding a way to justify music as a legitimate contributor to the 

 educational enterprise—to offer all American students’ opportunities to learn that are 

 especially powerful in arts education—has been a fundamental challenge for music 

 teachers for almost two centuries.  

 

 In this book I acknowledge the academic and cognitive arguments that have been offered 

 as justifications for music instruction.  Because those claims have not necessarily been 

 persuasive, I will offer new considerations regarding why and how music is a unique 

 contributor to the lives of students of all ages, and therefore merits a rightful place in the 

 curricula of all American schools.706 

  

 Thus, Artful-Playful-Mindful was Frazee’s answer to one of the music education 

professional’s most frequently asked questions, “Why teach music?”  To begin with, Frazee’s 

introduction reviewed several historical examples that have previously been used to justify the 

role of arts in American education including: the differing curriculum goals of public and private 

schools, the role of strong parental support for the arts, educational reform initiatives, moral 

justification, brain-based research, and many more.707  She then explains that it is imperative that 

music educators look beyond these types of explanations.  Using the wealth of music teaching 

and learning opportunities available in Orff Schulwerk, found the foundational ideas for her 

current book project.708       

 Frazee’s book marks a departure from traditional Orff Schulwerk resource materials.  

Rather than emphasize Orff media, pedagogy, or theory, the curriculum presented in Artful-

Playful-Mindful brings the fundamental elements of music, rhythm and pitch, to the forefront of 

musical learning.709  Building on many of the ideas first explored in Orff Schulwerk Today, 
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Frazee has developed a more streamlined approach to deliver a comprehensive music education 

curriculum.  Frazee systematically presented musical skills and elements, dividing music 

learning experiences into introductory and assessment activities, as well as spreading these 

lessons across grades.  Some were based on aspects of her earlier curricula and were retained and 

developed in her most recent work, referred to as “The Project Model.”710   

 Artful-Playful-Mindful consists of three parts, with content explored throughout three 

successive chapters.711  The first section describes the overall design of the curriculum model as 

well as the concepts of artful, playful, and mindful music teaching and learning in practice.712  

“The Project Model,” addresses rhythm and pitch skills introduced, explored, and mastered over 

the course of two years, instead of a single, standard nine month school year.  Modeled on 

Frazee’s Primary, Intermediate, and Upper Elementary Levels,713 the current model begins in 

second grade and concludes in seventh grade in two-year increments.714  Frazee’s curriculum 

outlined yearly goals for rhythm and pitch skills, but given the two year design of the model 

these could be presented in a flexible manner.  Three weeks of class are allocated per skill.715   

                                                           
710 Frazee, Orff Schulwerk Today (New York: Schott Music Corporation, 2006); Frazee, Artful-Playful-Mindful 
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The flexibility built into this model allows the teacher to tailor music learning experiences that 

accommodate all musical skills, elements, Orff media, as well as student and/or teacher 

interests.716    

 Within Frazee’s “Project Model,” Artful-Playful-Mindful translates to making music, 

making up music, and making sense of music.717  As described in her book, “Artful,” refers to 

the act of making music, and therefore implies the need to select materials and repertoire that 

have the ability to appeal to, as well as teach students. To assist in this process sample resources 

for each Orff media are provided.718  Next, “Playful” demonstrates the need for students to enjoy, 

experiment, and play music in ways that allow them to naturally build on existing knowledge 

about music, develop their musical skills, and understanding of music.719  Lastly, “Mindful,” 

refers to a student’s ability to use their musical competence to analyze, describe, and apply their 

abilities to a variety of musical and non-musical settings.  It applies to the mastery and transfer 

stages of musical learning.720   

 Within each of these three learning stages, teachers have the opportunity to guide student 

learning through whatever means they feel would be of most benefit to the needs of their 

students.  Therefore the second section of Artful-Playful-Mindful presents projects and detailed 

lessons to illustrate the program in practical learning environments.  The lessons represent 

activities appropriate for each of the three grade level sequences.  Frazee developed the project 

model and its corresponding projects and lessons based on a standard 36-week school year in 
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which the music teacher met with her students for 30 to 40 minute class periods.  Thus, rather 

than planning thirty-six individual lessons for six grades, teachers who subscribe to the Project 

Model would develop only twelve projects that each last three weeks.721  Following Frazee’s 

three week arrangement, projects are introduced for corresponding rhythm and pitch skills to 

develop the skills separately using music activities.  The same rhythm and pitch skills are 

continued in the following two weeks by making up and making sense experiences.  Project 

overviews designed to show the variety of activities which could be taught at each grade level 

are detailed.  Sample projects involving rhythm and pitch are described for Level 2, Level 4 and 

Level 6.722  These levels are chosen for a specific reason.  According to Frazee, 

 I’ve developed one project for three levels (Grades, 2, 4, and 6) to demonstrate how to 

 put the Project Model into practice.  All of the relevant skill goals and supporting 

 materials considered here are located in Part 3: Materials.  I’ve begun not at Project I but 

 rather at Project III, to give you an opportunity to think about the projects leading to III 

 (Projects I and II) and those that will follow (Projects IV and V).  Each is designed for 

 only one 30-minute period so, as always, we’ll need to be mindful of the clock.723 

 

As expected, the skills taught, as well as the activities used developed in relation to the students 

increasing abilities and knowledge of music. 

 In the final section of Artful-Playful-Mindful, Frazee created a materials resource to assist 

teachers using this model in lesson planning.  To begin, a list of the five rhythm and five pitch 

elements suggested for Grades 2-3, 4-5, or 6-7 are presented.724  Rhythmic expectations begin 

with simple rhythmic patterns and meters and progress sequentially to more complex exercises.  

Similarly, melodic activities begin with two and three note patterns, and move to pentatonic and 
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diatonic scales and finally to modes.725  After each grades’ initial curriculum list and chart, 

sample materials are outlined that can be used to teach concept to students in music lessons.  The 

suggestions provided are taken from teacher developed materials, children’s rhymes and poems, 

folk song, the Orff and Keetman volumes, and western and non-western music.726 

 Using the Project Model described in Artful-Playful-Mindful, music teachers could 

provide their students with both an engaging and comprehensive music education program.  By 

reducing the amount of required musical elements to be taught, each teacher could focus their 

attention on lesson planning, which serves to move students beyond cursory introductions of 

musical skills to deeper, more meaningful and lasting comprehension of music at all levels.  

Music instruction presented in an organized and unrushed manner serves to accommodate 

students’ natural curiosity and promote their own discovery of the many benefits of music. 

 Jane Frazee has introduced, shaped, and continues to guide the inclusion of Orff 

Schulwerk in American music classrooms.  Teachers who have discovered her writings continue 

to look to each new publication with anticipation.  Her views on Orff Schulwerk and music 

education in general continue to guide the music education profession.  Angela Broeker said,  

 As an author, she has a great sense of current needs of music teachers.  In 1987, she 

 wrote Discovering Orff, an explanation of how Orff Schulwerk might look in a 

 school music program.  In 2006, Orff Schulwerk Today addressed the questions 

 that teachers developed in the two decades since the publication of the first book. 

 Most recently, Artful, Playful, Mindful outlines the musical, creative, and  

 conceptual content of the general music curriculum with clear and accessible models.727 
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 With each publication Frazee continues to refine her beliefs about music teaching, 

children, and curriculum.  Her desire to stay abreast of the current educational climate and a deep 

interest in learning, facilitates this understanding.   

 

Future Publications  

 In addition to her previously published articles and books, Jane Frazee shows no signs of 

stopping or slowing down in her efforts to further shape the direction of music education in the 

United States.  On the contrary, since her retirement from teaching and administration, she has 

gained momentum and interest in sharing her views. Therefore, the music education community 

should prepare itself for many more articles and books to be published by Jane Frazee in the 

coming years. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

DISCUSSION  

 

 This case study of the three-pronged professional music education career of Jane Frazee 

has identified and explored the significance of each of her contributions to music education in 

the United States.  Information was gathered to more clearly understand the impact of her 

teaching, her administration, and her writing.  Data was collected through historical research, 

interviews, and email correspondences.  Communications with Jane Frazee, her former 

colleagues and students have provided a comprehensive description and insights into Frazee’s 

contributions to music education as a teacher, administrator, and author.   

 Jane Frazee became interested in Orff Schulwerk shortly after she began teaching 

elementary music to children in the early 1960s.  Through a series of prominent, but interrelated 

events she met several of the early Orff pedagogues who introduced American music educators, 

including Frazee, to the Orff approach.  These events took the form of workshops, summer 

courses, publications and Orff Schulwerk music resources, as well as early AOSA National 

Conferences.  Since 1969, Frazee has been an active participant in spreading the Schulwerk in 

the United States, through her roles as a founding state chapter member, workshop clinician, an 

eight-year member of the National Board, Professional Development Conference coordinator at 

the local and national levels, and Past President of AOSA.  Her role as an instructor in summer 

Orff Levels Courses also afforded her many opportunities to share her knowledge of music 
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teaching, pedagogy, and curriculum with many music educators.  Through this work she realized 

the need for new types of graduate music education programs which would not only better 

prepare but also stimulate and challenge active and practicing music educators.  Lastly, she 

created music resources and books in the spirit of continuous reflection that challenged 

traditional understandings and applications of Orff Schulwerk in American music classrooms.  

Each of these events were influential to Frazee’s teaching of children and adults.   

 Her interest in the Schulwerk was a direct outgrowth of her desire to teach music to her 

students in ways that would not only develop their skills in music appreciation and technical 

performance, but also develop their abilities to make music that they understood and would be 

meaningful to them on a personal level.  She strongly opposed the traditional and dated versions 

of music education she had received as a child.  Thus, she wanted her music education program 

to be one that went beyond the singing of randomly selected songs and listening to music that 

children did not, and at that point could not fully understand.  Frazee wanted to develop musical 

experiences for her students which first allowed them to actively participate in the learning 

process, and second encouraged them to take ownership of their musical understanding.  She 

began looking for and creating materials that appealed to her students.  Therefore, her students 

were introduced to each of the Orff media: speech, song, movement, and playing instruments.  

Frazee then encouraged her students to create their own music based on these models.  These 

activities allowed both the children and their teacher to learn about and develop a broader 

appreciation for the flexibility and possibilities of Orff Schulwerk.  Steve Calantropio stated, “I 

never saw Jane work with children or watch them perform but I’ve heard wonderful things about 

when they did perform.  That’s one of the ways she’ll be remembered.”728     
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 As a result of her participation in professional development events that pertained to Orff 

Schulwerk, both as a student and a teacher, Jane Frazee understood the need to expose and 

properly educate future generations of teachers in the approach she so strongly supported.  

Furthermore, as a teacher of children, she understood how children acquired musical knowledge 

and the ways to stimulate their interests and facilitate musical discovery in the classroom.  She 

was well qualified to teach adult students about Orff and how to use Orff Schulwerk and its 

materials in their classrooms.  Building on her experiences with children, Frazee taught her adult 

students using many of the same materials she had developed in her classroom.  The difference 

was, rather than developing creativity, as she had with children, she was teaching her adult 

students how to provide the same kinds of experiences she had enjoyed with her own students.  

Maintaining the same high standards she set for her children, Frazee challenged adult students in 

the same ways.  With adults, she emphasized a thorough understanding of composing and 

orchestrating for the Orff ensemble in the elemental style preferred by Keetman and Orff.  In 

addition, her ability to demonstrate process teaching allowed her to motivate music educators to 

incorporate a variety of materials into their teaching.  Having experienced both the European and 

American versions of the Schulwerk, Jane Frazee thoroughly understood Orff pedagogy and was 

able to make it accessible for American music teachers and their students.  Calantropio stated: 

 Jane influenced me the most in the area of process teaching, the importance of pedagogy, 

 and teaching as an art.  Jane often made wonderful comments, things I often repeat to my 

 own students today.  Wisdoms such as “make sure you pick quality work with children 

 cause they will remember what you do just like you remember what you did in first 

 grade, and they’ll remember what you did with them twenty or thirty years from now.”  

 And it really is true, I do remember what I sang when I was in first grade.” … You know 

 she had wonderful quotes like that. I can see that they were a part of her repertoire of 

 teaching.  She would impart the same wisdom to her students year after year, and I also 

 do the  same thing.  New students need to hear it, even though you’ve said it many times 

 before.729   
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In addition, Rob Amchin shared this comment regarding Frazee’s teaching of adults: 

 

 Our relationship was very good at the Institute and in the summer class and over the time 

 she was my teacher at the Institute.  She was my teacher when I was up in Hamline for 

 that one week course.  It was never, “I’m now done teaching, I’m going to go into my 

 corner and not talk to you.”  There was always time to talk, with the extension of we’ve 

 just spent an hour and a half but really we’re going to see you at dinner or we’re going to 

 see you in the lobby and we’re going to talk about stuff. So, she’s always been that kind 

 of a person.730   

 

 Some of the first Orff teachers who demonstrated their understanding of the Schulwerk in 

North America to Jane Frazee were Grace Nash, Doreen Hall, and Jos Wuytack.  Grace Nash 

was responsible for first introducing and demonstrating the use of the Orff and Keetman volumes 

in a workshop session.  As a result of her attendance at this session, Jane Frazee became curious 

about learning more about the Schulwerk, especially its applications and uses in teaching 

children.  Fascinated with the child-centered and active participation promoted by the Schulwerk, 

Frazee enrolled in an Orff summer course at the University of Toronto.  It was during her 

summer in Toronto that Frazee first met and became acquainted with Doreen Hall.  Hall’s 

experience as an elementary music educator when paired with her earlier role in the Canadian 

adaptation of Music for Children made her an excellent teacher of the Schulwerk.  Hall provided 

Jane Frazee with a thorough introduction to existing Schulwerk materials and process teaching.  

The third Orff pedagogue who influenced Frazee at the 1970 AOSA National Conference was 

Jos Wuytack.  His session presentation influenced Frazee in several different ways.  He secured a 

position for her as an Orff Levels Instructor and influenced her thinking about the combination 

of a sequential presentation of musical skills and Orff pedagogy.    
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 Frazee wanted to learn more about Orff Schulwerk and supplement the training she had 

received in Toronto with study at the Orff Institute in Salzburg, Austria a few summers later.  As 

a student in the Special Course she met and was exposed to the work and teaching of Barbara 

Haselbach and Dr. Hermann Regner.  These two individuals, although closely tied to the Institute 

in Salzburg, influenced Frazee and her work in the United States.  Regner encouraged and aided 

Jane Frazee’s contributions to American music education.  Her work on the American edition of 

Music for Children, her year as a Fulbright Lecturer at the Orff Institute, her work as an 

instructor during the Orff summer courses at the Orff Institute, and her introduction to Gunild 

Keetman and Carl Orff were all the result of her associations with Dr. Regner.   

 These personal encounters provided Jane Frazee with both the motivation and guidance 

she needed to begin and continue her journey of understanding the Orff approach.  Although 

each individual played a crucial role in her development as an Orff pedagogue, it is clear that 

some featured more prominently than others.  Doreen Hall, Jos Wuytack, and Dr. Hermann 

Regner strongly influenced not only her training in Orff Schulwerk at various stages of her 

development, but also Frazee’s role as a teacher of teachers and as an author.  Collectively, all of 

the Orff pedagogues with whom she has had personal experiences have in some way fostered 

Frazee’s development as a teacher, administrator, and author, and have allowed her to influence 

generations of music educators throughout the world.                    

 Jane Frazee’s music teaching approach differed from her contemporaries in many ways.  

Frazee has been described by many to have challenged the conventional approaches to music 

education since the beginning of her teaching career.  She enjoyed trying new things.  In her 

teaching, Frazee wanted the music she taught to present actual musical problems that needed to 
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be solved by her students.  She enjoyed watching them make discoveries on their own.731  When 

teaching adults, Frazee received a great deal of satisfaction working with and learning from 

different people.  Her colleague, Judy Bond, shared this description of Frazee’s teaching.  “[It 

was] Musically and intellectually challenging, invigorating, and fun.  Jane always gathered 

interesting people, so there was a lot of interaction with colleagues, with Jane as the 

leader/instigator.”732   

 Although Jane Frazee has been considered an Orff teacher, she has not limited herself to 

thinking about and teaching music using only the Orff approach.  On the contrary, her interests 

extend to all of the music education approaches typically taught in elementary schools, including 

the Kodály Concept and Dalcroze Eurhythmics.  In many of her writings, Frazee has emphasized 

the influential roles Dalcroze, Laban, and other music and movement specialists played on the 

creation of the Schulwerk.733  She, like Orff, felt strongly that music and movement were 

inseparable in the development of comprehensive musicianship.  Therefore, Frazee has 

throughout her career strived to incorporate all areas of music teaching, not because they are 

recognizable characteristics of the Orff approach, or the Kodály Method, or Dalcroze 

Eurhythmics, but because they reflect pedagogically sound music teaching for her students. 

 A former student of Frazee’s, Leonard Davis summarized his experiences with her.  In 

doing so he described his thoughts on the influence and importance of the work Frazee has 

accomplished during her career, “I believe one of the legacies that Jane would like to leave the 

field is that it is so important that the Orff Schulwerk approach moves beyond a performance-

centric approach and more towards one where students are aware of their learning through 
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732 Dr. Judy Bond, email correspondences to author, April 10 and 16, 2015.  Transcripts held by the author. 
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reflection on their work.”734  In accordance with this statement, Frazee in both her role as an Orff 

Levels course instructor and as an administrator of the Graduate Programs in Music Education 

has emphasized the need for music educators to engage in both personal and professional 

reflection activities. 

 Finally, one of the most recognizable differences between the music approaches of 

Frazee and her contemporaries, is Frazee’s attention to sequence and systematic presentation of 

musical skills and elements.  As a result of her personal reflections regarding her teaching and 

understanding of Orff Schulwerk, she has influenced scores of music educators to do the same.  

Based on the idea of transferring body percussion to unpitched and then pitched instruments she 

witnessed in Wuytack’s 1970 AOSA Conference Session,735 Frazee has gone on to expand this 

idea of transfer to all areas of music learning.  Although she began with a grade by grade 

sequence, Frazee over time realized that music instruction presented in two year sequences was a 

better alternative for both the students and the teacher.  Continuing to refine and restructure these 

ideas, she has maintained that students learn more and they understand the musical concepts 

better when presented in an organized and step-by-step format.  However, in keeping with Orff 

and Keetman’s beliefs that existing rhymes, poems, folk songs, and instrumental pieces should 

be used as models, Frazee too has based her teaching on these types of materials and resources 

collected during her professional career.  Rather than seeing sequence as a barrier to creativity, 

especially improvisation and composition, Frazee’s devotion to an orderly presentation sequence 

has served to develop these skills more quickly and reliably in all of her students.    

 The Graduate Programs in Music Education at Hamline University and The University of 

St. Thomas were the result of Jane Frazee’s dedication to making quality music education 
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available for all American students.  She felt that one of the best ways to do so was to provide 

better, more varied, and pedagogically based training for the teachers who were employed in 

these music teaching positions.  At the time, no such programs existed so she set about to design 

her own programs based on what she felt and what other music educators she had taught in Orff 

Levels courses believed to be missing from the traditional Master’s degree offered by American 

universities at the time.  One of the most important features determined to be lacking was 

preparation and exposure to the Orff, Kodály, and Dalcroze approaches. 

 Since the first summer Orff Levels course offered by the University of Minnesota in 

1970,736 music educators have traveled to the Twin Cities in search of a more comprehensive 

understanding of Orff’s Schulwerk and how to use it in their music classrooms.  Jane Frazee was 

well aware of this trend, finding herself right in the middle as an instructor.  Following the 

relocation of the Levels Courses from The University of Minnesota to Hamline University in 

1975,737 Frazee began advocating for the addition of a master’s degree in music education at 

Hamline University.  The teachers who were attending the summer courses wanted to pursue 

graduate studies more aligned with the current teaching situations and felt this was a better 

option for both their own professional development and the needs of their students.  Each 

summer Frazee recognized a similar change in the teachers enrolling in the summer programs, 

from the one she initially felt when she first began to understand Orff Schulwerk.  Eventually, 

the music department and the administration at Hamline University allowed the establishment of 

the Graduate Program in Music Education as designed by Jane Frazee in 1984.738  Over time the 

program exceeded its capacity at Hamline University, in terms of both student enrollment and 
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staff requirements, and was moved to The University of St. Thomas in 1991, a larger university 

that could accommodate both the current program’s size as well as future expansions.739 

 The Graduate Programs in Music Education, as well as the summer certification 

programs continue to provide quality training to music educators.740  Although Frazee retired 

from her administrative duties in 2001, her legacy continues to be remembered by all who 

worked and studied with her.  Dr. Angela Broeker explained, 

 Joyful!  I love Jane’s keen intellect, her vision for moving the profession forward, 

 and her desire to bring the joy of music making to all children.  I admire her strength and 

 her ability to educate administrators regarding the support needed to realize her 

 visions.  To say that she is my role model for thriving in the realm of music 

 education would be a vast understatement.741   

   

Doug Orzolek addressed Jane Frazee’s personal approach to dealing with people both while she 

was the Director of the Graduate Programs in Music Education as well as now.  He said: 

 I don’t talk to her that often, but when I do run into her she always  asks how my family is 

 or how I’m doing, or what I’m working on or what’s the latest news, that sort of thing.  

 She’s always been very concerned with that piece first, and  then we talk about the 

 graduate program or then we talk about whatever else, might be of concern.  She puts 

 people first, she’s extremely proud of the people that are heading our Orff program and 

 our Kodály program.  She always comments about how proud of them that she is, they 

 were like children to her, she helped develop them, she helped put them in their positions 

 in leading these various programs and they do wonderful work.  They very much respect 

 her and do their best to emulate the kind of things that she did.  That’s really powerful!742 

 

 The publications written by Jane Frazee have been different from those authored by other 

Orff pedagogues based on organization and sequence.  Frazee’s book Discovering Orff (1987),743 

was her first opportunity to expose the music education profession and the American Orff 
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Schulwerk community to her interpretation of the Schulwerk, which she had been developing 

with the assistance of her students since the 1970s.  Organized using a grade by grade sequence 

that focused on the students’ abilities to master a set number of musical goals for each grade, 

Frazee developed her first music curriculum.  Integrating Orff Media, Pedagogy, and Theory, she 

provided sample lessons that both appealed to students and provided solid musical instruction.  

Prior to 1987, Orff Schulwerk resources published by European, and other North American Orff 

pedagogues had deliberately avoided any attempt at the structured presentation of learning.   

 Following her first major publication, it was some time before Frazee wrote a full length 

book devoted to curriculum.  Her next book focused on providing a guide to understanding how 

to teach and use Keetman’s Spielbooks744 and other compositions for xylophone in the music 

classroom.  Discovering Keetman (1998)745 helped to first expose American teachers to 

Keetman’s compositions, as well as to explain how these could be used not as individual 

performance pieces, but as inspiration for student-created compositions.  This publication was 

not intended to teach instrument technique to students.  Frazee’s later book Playing Together 

(2008)746 was written to satisfy this need.  Within this book she presented guidelines to be used 

to both introduce students to Orff instruments to develop playing technique and ensemble 

skills.747  Unlike Frazee’s earlier publication, which presented an orderly curriculum, 

Discovering Keetman and Playing Together were created to fulfill specific needs often faced by 

Orff teachers.  

                                                           
744 Gunild Keetman. Spielbook für Xylophon, Vol I., (Mainz: Schott Muzik International, 1965); Keetman. Spielbook 
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 Finally Orff Schulwerk Today (2006),748 and Artful-Playful-Mindful (2012),749 indicated 

Jane Frazee’s return to addressing music curriculum needs in the Orff classroom.  As opposed to 

Discovering Orff (1987),750 both of her later books make use of a two-grade sequence, instead of 

year-by-year goals.  Although musical skills and elements were added for each successive grade, 

these were not mandated and could be introduced at a more leisurely pace.  Orff Schulwerk 

Today emphasized activities that were appropriate for discovery and mastery stages for primary, 

intermediate, and upper elementary level students.  However, lessons were still considered 

individually, as were musical skills and elements.751   Artful-Playful-Mindful presented Frazee’s 

most comprehensive curriculum to date.  Despite its structured exterior, the learning that occurs 

remains free of rigidity or inflexibility.  Her “Project Model,” which specifies only rhythmic and 

pitch elements for each grade, is to be taught over a two-grade time period.  Frazee’s model 

introduces a limited number of elements, five for rhythm and for pitch in each grade.  Given the 

reduction in the amount of material presented, more time could be devoted for in-depth study.752  

Consequently, students have time to enjoy musical learning at a more relaxed pace, and are 

encouraged to use each aspect of the Orff media to promote their musical explorations and to 

developing competence in music.  Each of Frazee’s publications, unique from those of other Orff 

pedagogues, reflect her personal understandings of child development, musical acquisition 

stages, curriculum design, and Orff pedagogy. 
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 As a result, Jane Frazee’s most influential contributions to music education ultimately 

stem from her time teaching music to children and adults.  Although she has said she “… feels 

most proud of the graduate program in music education that she founded, and the books she has 

written,”753 her teaching experiences directly led to both her work as an administrator and author.  

The years she spent developing, testing, and constantly refining her ideas with students, allowed 

Frazee to see first-hand the benefits of reflective and pedagogically-based music instruction.   

 Frazee’s success as an administrator was thus made possible through her knowledge of 

both young children and the needs of music teachers.  Gifted with the ability to see how present 

events influence the future, Frazee was able to develop a program that would never remain 

stagnant, but continue to grow and change in relation to contemporary music education trends.  

Over her thirty years of teaching she has witnessed an era of frequent changes and she knows 

that teachers need to be equipped with strong core fundamentals that will allow them to focus 

their efforts on what really matters, teaching music to their students. 

 To ensure that her experiences and knowledge were shared with music educators 

worldwide, Frazee’s publications, especially her books, availed an opportunity for more in-depth 

and thorough explanations than were previously possible in her roles as an educator and 

administrator.  Her written works have influenced the teaching practices and beliefs of 

generations of music teachers, as they likely will continue to do.    

 

Conclusions 

 

 Jane Frazee’s contributions to music education extend well beyond her roles as a teacher, 

administrator, and author.  Her impact has been described by her former students and colleagues 

in many different ways throughout this document.  Professional recollections have emphasized 

                                                           
753 Hetrick, “That’s Jane!,” 37. 
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Jane Frazee’s prominence in the music education profession.  However, a few final and personal 

recollections of her former colleagues and students provide a human element to Frazee’s 

contributions to not only music education, but also to music educators in the United States.   

 Frazee’s expertise in Orff pedagogy has been demonstrated through her teaching and her 

publications.  She frequently emphasized the important role of pedagogy within Orff Schulwerk. 

Frazee was never one to discourage her students from sharing their knowledge with others.  She 

would counsel them to allow themselves adequate time to use and become familiar with 

materials and pedagogy before embarking on new projects.  Chandler recalled, 

 End of summer 2001; I had just finished Level III and of course there was the news that 

 Jane was retiring from being the director and of course I was really excited about having 

 finished Level III and I had enjoyed it so much.  I remember talking with Jane and saying 

 I really would be interested in eventually starting a course at the University of Arkansas 

 Fayetteville where I had completed my master’s degree in piano.  I was so excited about 

 it and Jane seemed excited about it too but cautioned me and said, let this sit for a  little 

 while because you still have some things to do.  Let the pedagogy settle with you a little

 while before you try to take on something like this.  I thought that was really wise, but 

 she also didn’t discourage me from it.754 

 

 As an avid supporter of her former colleagues and students, Frazee has continued to 

provide insight and guidance whenever it has been sought.  Although retired, she has maintained 

a close relationship with many of her former colleagues.  Frazee has remained involved in the 

musical events of The University of St. Thomas and has enjoyed many opportunities to continue 

offering assistance as requested.  Orzolek said: 

 You know she only lives a few blocks from campus, she’s really close.  And I know that 

 her husband often comes over to use the library and I’ll see him walking down the road 

 from time to time.  So they’re really close by and she’s one of those people that if I need 

 to ask someone something or get a little advice I have no problem calling her and 

 knowing that she’ll provide me with honest advice too, and that’s the way Jane’s always 

 been.755        

 

                                                           
754 Michael Chandler, phone interview by author, February 23, 2015.  Transcript held by the author. 

 
755 Dr. Doug Orzolek, phone interview by author, February 23, 2015.  Transcript held by the author. 
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 Throughout her professional career, Jane Frazee has always been one to look towards the 

future.  Whether it was through her teaching or publishing she has wanted to sufficiently prepare 

the next generation of music educators.  Upon first meeting Jane Frazee in November 2014, she 

stated that her teaching and administrative days had ended.  However she confidently claimed 

that the writing was something she planned on being actively involved in for many years to 

come.756  It is clear that she continues to think about teaching, and music education, and 

demonstrates how all educators should strive to do the same.   

 For over fifty years, Jane Frazee has been a prominent figure in American music 

education.  A passionate advocate for Orff Schulwerk in the United States, she has worked 

tirelessly to not only expose educators to the Schulwerk, but to introduce them to a variety of 

theories, philosophies and approaches.  Each of her career paths, teacher, administrator, and 

author, have been united by one common goal, to share her love and understanding of music with 

others.  Although Frazee herself definitely believes there was a right and a wrong way to teach 

music, she is open to listening to contrasting and sometimes critical views.  Thus her own 

personal understanding of the Schulwerk has been shaped in ways that simply would not have 

been possible without each of these encounters.  Her founding of the Graduate Programs in 

Music Education and Orff Certification Programs at the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, 

Minnesota has ensured that her values and vision will be shared with music educators well into 

the future.  In addition, her publications provide another source of inspiration for professionals.  

Therefore, Jane Frazee should be counted among the influential Orff pedagogues of our age. 

 The author feels that the contributions made by Jane Frazee and her influence on 

generations of music educators in the United States, especially as a key authority in Orff 

                                                           
756 Jane Frazee, initial interview by author, November 8, 2014, AOSA National Conference – Music City Montage, 

Renaissance Hotel, Nashville, Tennessee. 
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Schulwerk, must not go without acknowledgement.  She has been one of the most actively 

involved, first generation American Orff pedagogues throughout her professional career.  More 

telling, her methods and philosophical legacy lives on through her publications, the work of her 

former colleagues and students, as well as the music educators who continue to benefit from the 

Graduate Programs in Music Education at the University of St. Thomas each year.   

 Frazee has exerted the most influence over teachers through her written publications.  Her 

sequential presentation of musical skills that blend with the Orff approach, rather than detract 

from it and has altered the perceptions of music educators regarding the use of Orff Schulwerk in 

American music classrooms.  Frazee’s integration of the Dalcroze, Kodály, and Orff approaches 

into the Graduate Programs in Music Education has positively impacted the level of music 

instruction provided to children by St. Thomas graduates.  Lastly, her interest in developing the 

improvisation skills of children through guided instruction strongly connects her interpretation of 

Orff Schulwerk to that of its original creators, Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman.  Current and future 

generations of music educators are not only grateful for the work Frazee has already completed 

but also the many ways that she continues to inspire and energize our profession. 

 

 

Suggestions for Future Research 

 

 Jane Frazee has dedicated her professional career to the improvement of music education 

and the integration of Orff Schulwerk into music classrooms throughout the United States.  

Despite the findings of the present study, as well as previous research, additional areas of 

investigation remain to be explored by future researchers.  To begin with, the current study 

focused primarily on Frazee’s contributions and influences within the United States or with 

American music educators.  However, her career also includes contributions to music education 
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in Canada and Australia, as well as other countries.  Therefore, other studies could investigate 

Frazee’s influences on music education and Orff Schulwerk outside of the United States.  

 Given the influence on the Orff Institute on Jane Frazee as a student and teacher, as well 

as its role on the careers of other American music educators, research into the Orff Institute 

could be of benefit to American educators.  Although some studies related to the Orff Institute 

have been conducted, few of these are in English.  Consequently, research about the Institute by 

English-speaking scholars would be of benefit to future generations of researchers.  In addition, 

comparisons between the structure and teaching at the Orff Institute and the way the Orff 

approach is taught in the United States would also be of benefit to American music scholars. 

 Orff educators understand the need to provide students with opportunities to express 

themselves freely and creatively.  However, improvisation practices in the United States 

continues to be an area of interest and concern for the music education profession.  Although 

improvisation has been investigated many times, a variety of questions regarding the best 

practices for teaching and learning this musical skill remain unanswered.  Self-reported vs. 

observed behavior studies are one of many research designs which could be used to further 

investigate the acquisition of and comfort with improvisation skills by students, and teachers. 

 Finally, future researchers should continue to conduct research about the contributions 

and influences of significant first generation and early American Orff pedagogues.  Currently, 

research studies have investigated the work of Grace Nash, Brigitte Warner, and now Jane 

Frazee.  In addition, portraits have been written about nine of the ten founders of AOSA and a 

number of its early members.  Nevertheless, several individuals whose lives and careers that 

would be of interest and benefit to music educators, especially Orff teachers include, but are not 

limited to: Mary Shamrock, Arvida Steen, Konnie Saliba, Shirley McRae, Avon Gillespie, and 
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Doug Goodkin.  Documenting the impact individuals like Jane Frazee have made on and for Orff 

Schulwerk and music education will ensure the continued understanding, support, and growth of 

Orff and Keetman’s wildflower in the United States.     
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1936: Born July 16, 1936 – Cumberland, Wisconsin 

 

1941: Frazee’s parents bought a Baldwin spinet piano – began piano lessons at age five 

 

1954:  Entered the University of Wisconsin as a business major   

           Switched major to music education prior to her second semester of college 

 

1958: Graduate from the University of Wisconsin – Bachelor of Music 

 

1960: Began teaching music in Minneapolis, MN at Northrop Collegiate, a private girls school  

          Taught at Northrop for twelve years (1960-1972) – (1974: renamed The Blake School) 

 

1961: Graduated from the University of Minnesota – Master of Arts 

 

1961: Second year of teaching (1961-1962) - Attended Independent School Conference in Iowa   

          Workshop presented by Grace Nash = First experience with Orff Schulwerk  

           Activity: Singing and Playing “Ding Dong Diggy Dong”  

 

1963: Attended the three-week Orff course at the Royal Conservatory of Music.   

          Instructors: Doreen Hall and Polyexene Matháy. 

 

1964: Presented a children’s demonstration for the Minnesota Music Education  

 

1966: Student at the Orff Institute – Salzburg, Austria 

 

1968: Instructor of Music at Macalester College for five years (1968-1973) 

 

1968: Attended the 1st National Orff Conference at Ball State University in Muncie, IN  

 

1968: Published “The Mystery of the Orphs” in Music Educators Journal 

 

1969: Attended the First National Orff Conference in Cincinnati, OH 

 

1969: Met Jos Wuytack at the second conference (international guest presenter) – inspired the  

          idea of a sequential progression which began to emerge for Jane 

 

1969: Joined AOSA and founded the Minnesota Chapter of AOSA 

          Served on the AOSA National Board of Trustees for eight years (1969-1977) 

           

1971: Frazee took Level 1 Orff Course at the University of Minnesota 

          Instructor: Jos Wuytack.   

 

1972: Began teaching Level 1 in the Orff Levels program at the University of Minnesota  

 

1972: Instructor of Music at Hamline University for six years (1972-1978) 

          Developed the Orff Certification Program at Hamline University in St. Paul, MN 
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1973: Became the Music Teacher at St. Paul Academy and Summit School in St. Paul, MN 

 

1973: Returned to teach Level 2 in the Orff Levels Program at the University of Minnesota. 

          Teaching Staff - Level 1: Arvida Steen, Level 2: Jane Frazee, Level 3: Jos Wuytack   

 

1973: Local Conference Co-chair with Arvida Steen for the April 1973 Minneapolis Conference  

 

1974: A Baker’s Dozen: Classroom Ensembles for Voices, Recorders, and Orff Instruments –  

          published and co-authored with Arvida Steen  

 

1975: National Conference Chair for the 1975 Detroit Conference 

          This was the first conference to include American developed materials and presenters 

 

1975: This Is the Day Songs for Special Days: Classroom Ensembles for Voices, Recorders,  

          and Orff Instruments – published and co-authored with Arvida Steen 

 

1975: University of Minnesota Orff Levels Courses moved to Hamline University 

 

1976-1977: President of the American Orff Schulwerk Association  

                   First set of Orff Level Guidelines were adapted 

 

1976: Worked with Hermann Regner on the American Edition of Music for Children 

           Edited Volume II of the American Edition of Music for Children 

 

1976: Meets Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman at Orff’s home outside Munich 

 

1977: Introduction to the American Orff-Schulwerk Edition published 

 

1977: Ten Folk Carols for Christmas from the United States – published by Schott 

 

1977: Strawberry Fair: rounds for children’s voices with accompaniment published 

 

1979: Proceedings of the International Society for Music Education.  “Orff: Elemental Means  

          Toward Aesthetic Ends – A Brief Review of the Schulwerk in the United States.” 

 

1981: Fulbright Lecturer at the Orff Institute – Taught the Institute’s Special Course (1981-1982) 

          Students: Rob Amchin, Steve Calantropio, Pilar Posada, and Carol Richards 

 

1983: Member of the Summer Teaching Staff at the Orff Institute Summer Course in English 

 

1983: Singing in the Season – published by MMB Music 

 

1984: Sound Ideas: Participatory Music Lessons for Young Listeners and Reference Scores for  

          Sound Ideas – published and co-authored with Kent Kreuter 

 

1985: Co-Director of Orff Institute Summer Course in English 
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1986: Student Demonstration: Fifth Grade performance “My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes,” – Carl  

          Orff Canada National Conference - Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada  

 

1986: Workshop Presenter - Carl Orff Canada National Conference - Winnipeg, Manitoba,  

          Canada  

 

1987: Minnesota Music Education Association Recognition: Classroom Music Teacher of the  

          Year (1986-1987) 

 

1987: Completed 27 years as a school music teacher – Minneapolis-Saint Paul, MN 

 

1987: Discovering Orff, first Orff Schulwerk curriculum book – co-authored with Kent Kreuter 

 

1989: Australian conductor Richard Gill visited Frazee’s school and music students 

 

1989: Founded and Directed the Graduate Program in Music Education at Hamline University  

 

1992: Hamline University’s GPME and Orff Certification Programs move to The University of  

          St. Thomas in St. Paul, MN   

 

1992: Founded and was the Director of the GPME and Orff Certification levels courses at The  

          University of St. Thomas for nineteen years 

 

1992: Received the AOSA Distinguished Service Award 

 

1995: Organized an International Celebration of the 100th birthday of Carl Orff: Music Humana:  

          From Classroom to Concert Hall Orff – presented by the University of St. Thomas with  

          Allianz Life Insurance Company  

 

1997: Received the Pro Merito Award for the Carl Orff Foundation in Munich 

 

1998: Published: Discovering Keetman  

 

1999: Conducted exams for students to receive UST credit for study at the Orff Institute 

 

2000: Minnesota Music Education Association: President’s Award  

           Given in recognition of service and dedication to music education in Minnesota 

 

2000: Organized a symposium based on The Arts, Education, and Student Achievement with the  

          Perpich Center for the Arts  

 

2000: July 19 – International Society for Music Education Lecture: Orff Schulwerk in North  

          America: Still Lively at 50 and the session Schulwerk, Standards and Student Support: A  

          New Context 

 

2001: Retired as Director of the GMPE and Orff Certification Programs at UST 
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2002: UST Summer Seminar Series: Jane Frazee Distinguished Scholar-Artist   

        “From Wildflower to Rose Garden: Forty Years of Music Education Reform in Minnesota.” 

   

2006: Published - Orff Schulwerk Today  

 

2007: Minnesota Music Education Association: MMEA Hall of Fame 2007 

 

2008: Published - Playing Together  

 

2010: Published - “The Genesis of the American Education of Music for Children.”   

 

2011: “My Walk in the Wildflowers,” A Walk in the Wildflowers: Essays of Orff Schulwerk  

 Gardens, Vol. 1 

2012: Published - Artful-Mindful-Playful  

 

2013: Published - “From the Old World to the New: Cultivating Orff’s Wildflower from Europe  

          to the USA,” in Orff Schulwerk Reflections and Directions  
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Individual Articles, Essays, and Book Chapters 

 

Frazee, Jane. 1968. The Mystery of the Orphs. The Music Educators Journal 55, no. 2 

 (October): 64-67. 

 

__________. 1974. Report on the AOSA 1973 College and University Survey. The Orff Echo 7, 

 no. 1 (September): 5. 

 

__________. 1975. Detroit Conference.  The Orff Echo 7, no. 3 (May): 1 

 

__________. 1977. Guidelines for Orff Teachers: Background and Commentary. The Orff Echo 

 9, no. 3 (Spring): 15. 

 

_________. 1984. Orff Teachers, Organize! The Orff Echo 16, no. 3 (Spring): 4. 

 

__________. 1985. Music in Early Childhood.  Orff Re-Echoes: Selections From the Orff Echo 

 and the Supplements (Book II).  Edited by Isabel McNeill Carley, 149-151. Indianapolis, 

 IN: American Orff Schulwerk Association.  (Orig. pub. 1976.) 
 

__________. 1985. Notes from a Visit With Carl Orff.”  Orff Re-Echoes: Selections from the 

 Orff Echo and The Supplements (Book II).  Edited by Isabel McNeill Carley, 18-19. 

 Indianapolis, IN: American Orff Schulwerk Association.  (Orig. pub. 1978.) 
 
 _________. 1985. Using Sound and Silence. Orff Re-Echoes: Selections From the Orff  Echo 

 and The Supplements (Book II).  Edited by Isabel McNeill Carley, 112-114. 

 Indianapolis, IN: American Orff Schulwerk Association.  (Orig. pub. 1979.) 

 

_________.  1986. Meet Your New President, Judy Bond.  The Orff Echo 22, no. 1 (Winter): 21. 

 

_________. 1987. Orff Schulwerk Down Under: VANCOS 1986,” The Orff Echo 19, no. 2 

 (Winter): 5. 

 

_________. 1990. Eclectic Is Not a Four-Letter Word,” The Orff Echo 22, no. 3, (Spring): 17.    

 

_________. 1991. And Then There Were Three. The Orff Echo 23, no. 3 (Spring): 48. 

 

_________. 1991. Introduction to Music for Children, Orff-Schulwerk American Edition, 

 Volume II Primary, Hermann Regner, ed., Rev ed., New York: Schott Music 

 Corporation, III. 

 
_________. 1993. Jane Frazee Honored with Distinguished Service Award,” The Orff Echo 25, 

 no. 2, (Winter): 33. 

 

__________. 1996. Good News for Music Education.  The Orff Echo 28, no. 4 (Summer): 30.    
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___________. 2003. I Hear, I Wonder, I Know: Cultivating the Aesthetic in an Orff Schulwerk 

 Context. The Orff Echo 36, no. 1 (Fall): 30. 

 

___________. 2005. Keetman remembered, revered by AOSA members. The Orff Echo 37, no. 

 3, (Spring): Insert. 

 

___________. 2006. Nurturing expression, understanding, and artistry in the Orff classroom: a 

 celebration and a challenge.  The Orff Echo 38, no. 4 (Summer): 21-24. 

 

___________. 2010. The Genesis of the American Education of Music for Children.  The Orff 

 Echo 43, no. 1 (Fall): 30-33. 

 

___________. 2011. My Walk in the Wildflowers.  In A Walk in the Wildflowers: Essays of 

 Orff Schulwerk Gardens, Vol. 1.  Edited by Judith Thomas Solomon, 93-101.  Cleveland: 

 American Orff Schulwerk Association, 2011. 

 

___________. 2013. From the Old World to the New: Cultivating Orff’s Wildflower from 

 Europe to the USA.  In Orff Schulwerk: Reflections and Directions.  Edited by Cecilia 

 Chu Wang, 29-58.  Chicago: GIA Publications, 2013. 

 

 

Collaborative Articles, Essays, and Editorials 

 

Frazee, Jane, Donald Corbett, Barbara J. Grenoble, Konnie K. Saliba, and Judith Thomas.  1986. 

 Conference Panel: Focus on the Future. The Orff Echo 18, no. 3 (Spring): 11. 

 

Frazee, Jane, Harold M. Best, Del Bohlmeyer, Richard Colwell, Robert de Frece, Barbara J. 

 Grenoble, Frederick Miller, Konnie K. Saliba, and David Woods.  1988.  Conference 

 Summit: The Future of Public School Music Education. The Orff Echo 20, no. 3 (Spring): 

 9.  

 

Orff Arrangements 

 

Frazee, Jane, and Arvida Steen.  A Baker’s Dozen.  Minneapolis: Schmitt, Hall & McCreary, 

 1974.  

 

_________________________.  This is the Day: Songs for Special Days.  Minneapolis: Schmitt 

 Publications, 1975.  

 

Frazee, Jane. 1977.  Strawberry fair: rounds for children’s voices with accompaniment.  

 Melville: Belwin-Mills. 

 

__________. 1977. Ten Folk Carols for Christmas from the United States. New York: Schott 

 Music Publications. 

 

_________.  1983. Singing in the Season.  Saint Louis: Magnamusic-Baton, MMB Music. 
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Books 

 

Frazee, Jane, and Kent Kreuter. 1984. Sound Ideas: Participatory Music Lessons for Young 

 Listeners.  Alison Park: Musik Innovations. 

 

_________________________. 1984. Reference Scores for Sound Ideas. Alison Park: Musik 

 Innovations. 

 

_________________________. 1987. Discovering Orff: A Curriculum for Music Teachers. New 

 York: Schott Publications. 

 

Frazee, Jane. 1998.  Discovering Keetman: Rhythmic Exercises and Pieces for Xylophones. 

 Schott Publications. 

 

__________. 2006. Orff Schulwerk Today Nurturing Musical Expression and Understanding. 

 New York: Schott Publications. 

 

__________. 2008. Playing Together An Introduction to Teaching Orff Instrument Skills.  New 

 York: Schott Publications. 

 

__________. 2012. Artful-Playful-Mindful A New Orff-Schulwerk Curriculum for Music Making 

 and Music Thinking. New York: Schott Publications. 

 

 

 

Blogs 

 

Frazee, Jane.  Improvisation and Orff Schulwerk, The following post was first shared at the 

Meeting of the Minds panel discussion on the topic of improvisation at the 2014 AOSA 

Professional Development Conference in Nashville Tennessee. http://aosa.org/experts-

blog/improvisation-orff-schulwerk/ (accessed March 26, 2015). 
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Minnesota Music Educators Association 

6860 Shingle Creek Parkway Suite 103 

Brooklyn Center, MN  55430 

 

April 16, 2007 

 

To Members of the Awards Committee: 

 

It is with sincere pleasure that I offer this letter of support to the nomination of Jane Frazee for 

the Minnesota Music Educators Association Hall of Fame.  I have known Jane for nearly 10 

years, first as a member of our music education community and later as a colleague at the 

University of St. Thomas.  I believe that Ms. Frazee’s contributions to the music education of 

countless music educators and students in our state qualify her for consideration for the receipt 

pf this award. 

 

Most music educators in Minnesota would know Ms. Frazee from her development of the 

Graduate Programs in Music Education that she started at Hamline University and then 

subsequently moved to the University of St. Thomas.  Through those programs, Ms. Frazee 

provided hundreds of music educators with advanced training in the teaching of music through 

certificate programs and master’s degrees.  The program, which continues to thrive to this day, 

provides music educators with relevant and practical ideas for application in their classrooms.  

More importantly, however, those applications are deeply rooted in the philosophical and 

theoretical frame of contemporary music education.  The implication for Ms. Frazee’s work has 

been a state full of highly knowledgeable and student-centered music educators.  And, her impact 

on that many music educators can only mean that she has directly influenced the music 

education of thousands of students. 

 

Those close to Ms. Frazee, and particularly those involved with the Orff Methodology, are 

keenly aware of the role that she played in bringing Orff-Schulwerk to the United States and 

Minnesota.  Jane and several of her dearest friends, including MMEA Hall of Fame Inductee 

Arvida Steen, were the first to teach using this method in our state and soon after begin the 

process of training other music educators to use the methods in their classrooms.   In addition, 

Jane has authored many of the books that are considered to be standard and basic to the 

understanding of the Orff Method.  As a result of all of her work with Orff in our country, she is 

considered to be one of the most significant figures in our country.  She has been highly sought 

after as a clinician and guest speaker throughout her career. 

 

But, what I value most about Jane is the constant support she has given me as a colleague in 

music education. Jane was an important and integral part of my professional life when I first 

came to St. Thomas.  I could share any idea with her and I was certain that she would provide an 

honest and thoughtful response.   In my conversations with several of Jane’s former students, I 

have learned that Jane mentored many of them much in the same manner that she did with me.  

That speaks miles to her deep and sincere interest in advancing our profession. 
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I am honored to offer this letter of support for Ms. Frazee.  Her efforts in providing so many of 

the state’s music educators with advanced teaching techniques, her tireless work in developing 

the country’s Orff programs and her mentoring of so many of our state’s music educators (my 

self included!), qualify Jane for the receipt of this honor in my mind.  I encourage the committee 

to give her application every consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

Douglas C. Orzolek, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor of Music Education 

Associate Director of Bands 
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1. Who is Jane Frazee: the teacher, the author, and/or the administrator? 

 

2. What is the nature of your past and present relationships with Jane Frazee? 

 

3. Where did you first meet or were introduced to Jane Frazee? 

    a. Where did you become introduced to Frazee’s teaching, writings and/or administration? 

 

4. When did you meet or were introduced to Jane Frazee? 

    a. When did you become introduced to Frazee’s teaching, writings and/or administration? 

 

5. Why did you meet or were introduced to Jane Frazee? 

    a. Why were introduced to Jane Frazee’s teaching, writings and/or administration? 

 

6. In what way did Jane Frazee influence you through her:  

    a. Teaching (workshops, conference sessions, clinics, lectures, levels courses, college classes, 

        other areas)? 

    b. Writings (books, articles, essays, other sources)? 

    c. Administration of: 

 i. Orff Levels certification courses? 

 ii. Graduate Music Education Programs at Hamline University and/or the University of St 

                St. Thomas? 

 

7. What materials, in addition to those written by Frazee, were frequently used in her teaching  

    of adults? 

 

8. What effect did these experiences have on your personal beliefs, your teaching and/or other  

    areas of your professional career?  

 

9. What were your experiences like teaching and/or working with Jane Frazee?   

 

10. What was the structure of the Orff Certification Courses and Graduate Program in Music  

      Education at Hamline University and/or the University of St. Thomas during Jane Frazee’s  

      administration?  

 

11. How has the graduate program at the University of St. Thomas changed through the years?  

 

12. Please provide any additional information you would like to share with the researcher  

      regarding Jane Frazee or her work in AOSA, music education and the promotion of Orff  

      Schulwerk in the United States. 

 

Thank you 
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The University of St. Thomas  

 

Jane Frazee Distinguished Scholar/Artist Summer Seminars in Music Education  

 

Keynote Presenters (1990-2015) 

 

 

1990 Dr. David Elliot  What Music Is 

 

1991  Dr. Renee Cox   Integrating Art and Life 

 

1992 Dr. Paul Lehman  Winning and Losing in the Struggle to Reform Education 

 

1993  Steve Heitzeg   Living Music: Composers and Composing in the Global  

     Classroom 

 

1994  Dr. Elizabeth Wing  The Reflective Music Teacher 

  Barbara Kettering 

 

1995 Dr. Sandra Stauffer  Building Communities of Support for Music Education 

 

1996 Dr. John Kratus  Teaching Students to Think Creatively with Music 

 

1997 Dr. Scott Shuler  Developing Curriculum and Assessment Based on the  

     National Standards 

 

1998 Dr. Frances Rauscher  Music and the Brain: Cognitive Development in Your  

     Classroom 

 

1999  Susan Farrell   Strategies for Designing Assessments 

  

2000 Dr. Linda Bressler  Symposium: The Arts Education and Student Achievement 

 Dr. James Catterall 

 Dr. Frances Rauscher 

 

2001    Richard Gill   Time for a Renaissance: A Search for Things Lost in the  

     Teaching of Music 

 

2002  Dr. Carroll Gonzo  Grammar for Righters – Writing the Wrongs and Restating 

 Dr. Bruce Gleason  the Rites: A Writing and Research Symposium for Music  

                                                            Education    

 

2003 Dr. Bennett Reimer  A Philosophy of Music Education: Advancing the Vision 

 

2004 Dr. David Elliott  Music Matters: A New Philosophy of Music Education 
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2005 Dr. Michael Mark  American History and Music Education 

 

2006  Jane Frazee   Practice Matters: Advancing the Art of Music Teaching 

 

2007  Dr. Patricia Shehan-  Teaching Music Globally 

            Campbell  

 

2008 Dr. Libby Larsen  What is the Mission of Music Education?  Thoughts from a 

     Composer 

 

2009  Dr. David Myers  Music Education as Contemplative Practice: Collaborating, 

     Improvising, Transforming 

 

2010 Jane Frazee   From Wildflower to Rose Garden: A Celebration of 40  

     Years of Music Education Reform in Minnesota 

 

2011  Dr. Jackie Wiggins  Scaffolding Musical Thinking and Learning 

 

2012  Dr. Frank Abrahams  Critical Pedagogy for Music Education 

 

2013 Dr. Donald Hodges  Exploring Connections Between Neuromusical Research &   

                                                            Music Education 

 

2014  Dr. David J. Elliott  Music Matters 2: A Philosophy of Music Education 

 

2015  Dr. Janet Barrett   TBD
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VITA 

 

 

EDUCATION 

 

Ph.D.  University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS                   August 2015  

Music Education Program 

 Dissertation Committee: Alan Spurgeon, Ph.D. (Chair) 

                                                    Dr. Debra Spurgeon 

                                                    Dr. George Worlasi Kwasi Dor  

                                                    Professor Kevin Herrera 

 

M.M.  University of Georgia, Athens, GA               December 2006  

  Master of Music Education Program 

Thesis: Keeping Students Interested in Music: Understanding Motivation in the  

             Upper Elementary Classroom 

 

B.M  Augusta State University, Augusta, GA              December 2001 

  Music Education Program 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 

 

 Florida State University - Orff Level I Certification           July 2008 

 Florida State University - Orff Level II Certification           July 2009 

 Arizona State University - Orff Level III Certification          June 2012 

 T-5 Georgia Teaching Certificate – Music (P-12) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

UNIVERSITY TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

 

Graduate Instructor  Music for Children         Spring 2015 

    Department of Music 

    University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 

 Instructor of undergraduate course designed for elementary 

education majors to integrate music into the classroom 

 Developed lectures and course materials, advised students, and 

wrote exams to assess student learning
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Graduate Instructor  Introduction to Music                      2012-2015 

    Department of Music 

University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 

 Instructor of undergraduate course which surveyed the history 

of Western art music 

 Developed lectures and course materials, advised students, and 

wrote exams to assess student learning 

 

Recorder Instructor  Orff Level I              July 2013 

Department of Music  

University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 

 Taught adult students to play the soprano recorder 

 Rehearsed and assisted recorder ensembles 

 Introduced improvisation and composition skills using 

recorders and other classroom instruments 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PUBLIC/PRIVATE SCHOOL TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

 

Music Teacher  Elementary General Music          2007-2012 

Jamestown, Willis Foreman & Gracewood Elementary  

Richmond County Board of Education, Augusta, GA  

 Taught weekly music classes which utilized the Orff approach 

to students in Pre-kindergarten through fifth grade 

 Prepared and directed monthly grade level PTA performances 

 Prepared fourth and fifth grade students for the Annual All 

County Elementary Chorus 

 Directed the Talent Show, Awards and Graduation Programs  

 Participated in music curriculum and lesson planning 

development meetings and workshops within the school district 

 

Adapted Music Teacher General Music Teacher          2004-2005 

    Department of Special Education – Various Schools 

    Richmond County Board of Education, Augusta, GA 

 Taught bi-weekly Orff approach music classes based on IEP 

goals and objectives to students in pre-kindergarten to twelfth 

grade with Severe/Profound Intellectual Disabilities or Autism 

 Prepared and co-directed students the Annual All County 

Special Education Department Christmas Program 
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Music Teacher  Elementary General Music          2002-2003 

Immaculate Conception School 

Augusta, Georgia  

 Taught weekly Orff music classes to kindergarten through 

eighth grade students 

 Directed music for monthly All-School Masses 

 Directed and prepared school wide Christmas, Spring, Awards 

and Graduation Programs 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

EDUCATIONAL/COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

 

Graduate Assistant  North Mississippi Arts Partners         2012-2014 

Gertrude C. Ford Center for the Performing Arts 

University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 

 Recruited performing ensembles and performing arts 

programs to deliver services to partner communities  

 Assisted with the organization of community performances 

and artist residencies throughout North Mississippi 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CHURCH AND CHORAL MUSIC EXPERIENCES 

 

Cantor                1996-2006 

St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, Augusta, GA 

 Led congregational psalms and hymns during Mass  

 Provided music at funerals and weddings 

 

Assistant Choir Director Children’s Choir           2002-2003 

Holy Trinity Catholic Church, Augusta, GA 

 Assisted in the selection of repertoire for the children’s choir 

 Directed weekly children’s choir rehearsals and monthly Mass 

 

Choir Director  Adult Choir            2000-2001 

Our Lady of Peace Catholic Church, North Augusta, SC 

 Selected hymns, psalms, and choral anthems for Mass 

 Directed the adult choir at weekly rehearsals and Mass 
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Choir Director  Adult & Children’s Choir          1999-2000 

St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, Augusta, GA 

 Selected hymns, psalms, and choral anthems for Mass 

 Directed the adult choir at weekly rehearsals and Mass 

 Directed weekly children’s choir rehearsals and monthly Mass 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PRESENTATIONS 

 

Individual Paper Presentation 

Mid-South Music Education Symposium 

 University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS, February 2015 

  An Historical Study of the Contributions of Jane Frazee to Music Education in the  

                        United States 

 

Southeast and Caribbean Chapter of the Society of Ethnomusicology Conference 

University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, March 2014 

The Legacy of Puerto Rican Traditional Dances and their Transmission within 

the Island and through Multicultural Activities in American Schools 

 

 

Poster Session Presentations 

University of Mississippi Spring Music Education Research Poster Session 

Oxford, MS, April 2014 

University Music Appreciation Lectures: Observations of Nonverbal Behaviors 

Used by Novice and Experienced Instructors 

Missouri Music Educators Association Research Poster Session 

Osage Beach, MO, January 2014 

University Music Appreciation Lectures: Observations of Nonverbal Behaviors 

Used by Novice and Experienced Instructors   

 

University of Mississippi Spring Music Education Research Poster Session 

Oxford, MS, April 2013 

The History, Influence and Contributions of the Arizona Chapter of the American Orff 

Schulwerk Association 

 

University of Mississippi Spring Music Education Research Poster Session 

Oxford, MS, April 2013 

The Influence of Orff Schulwerk: Perspectives of Rural In-Service Music Teachers 

of Montana, Wyoming and Western Nebraska 
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HONORS AND AWARDS 

 

Pi Kappa Lambda        April 2015 

University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 

 

Phi Kappa Phi         April 2015 

University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 

 

Outstanding Graduate Music Education Award – PhD    April 2014 

University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

UNIVERSITY SERVICE 

 

 Student Representative                        2014-2015 

Search Committee: Assistant Professor of Musicology 

University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

 

 Member, American Orff Schulwerk Association (AOSA) 

 Collegiate Member, National Association for Music Education (NafME) 

 Former Member, Atlanta Orff Chapter – 2009-2012 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ADDITIONAL SKILLS  

INSTRUMENTS 

 Voice 

 Recorders: Soprano and Alto 

 Flute and Piccolo 

 Piano: Functional classroom skills, basic proficiency 

 

 

LANGUAGES 

 Spanish: Fluent Conversational Skills, Proficient Reading Skills, Basic Writing Skills 

 French: Basic Conversational Skills, Basic Skills in Reading and Writing 

 Italian, German and Latin: Functional Knowledge  
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TECHNOLOGY 

 Microsoft Office Suite, Internet 

 SPSS Statistical Software 

 Finale 

 SMART and Promethean Board Training 

 Blackboard
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